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No swan song yet
Laker seniors lead
Calloway into regional tourney
—Page 12

Serving Murray and Calloway County since 1879

Two regional plants on toxic pollution list
Clear, cooler
Tonight: Clear and cooler.
Low around 50. West wind
diminishing to less than 10
mph.
Friday: Sunny. High 75 to
80.

A private study that put five
Kentucky plants among the
nation's worst toxic polluters has
flaws but offers a "snapshot" of
the kind of problems the state
faces, an environmentalist says.
Tom FitzGerald, director of the
private Kentucky Resources Council, said Wednesday the report

from a Washington-based watchdog group provides a "very troubling estimate of toxics being
released into the air, land and
water."
He noted, however, that the list
compiled by Citizen Action is
based on estimates companies are
required to report to the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency.
"It is safe to assume in many
cases that the numbers reported

have been understated," he said.
"What's reported is only a snapshot of what actually occurs."
Art Williams, commissioner of
the state Deparunent of Environmental Protection, said the federal
reporting requirements help the
state work with businesses to
reduce emissions.
"It's one more good bit of information for a community to have to
understand what might impact their

Promoting area
is goal of new
company eyed
by Marshall men

MOSCOW — Secretary of State James A. Baker III is holding a
second day of talks with the Soviets in a bid to settle differences on
the Baltics, arms control and human rights in time for the superpower
summit just two weeks away.
WASHINGTON — President Bush is meeting with West German
Chancellor Helmut Kohl as he wraps up a series of sessions with allies
to prepare for a superpower summit he says is strained by the Baltic
standoff.
WASHINGTON — The overwhelming-Senate vote for a nearly $3
billion bill to help states and cities cope with AIDS expenses will
encourage President Bush to find room for the spending in the federal
budget, a key Republican backer says.
MANAGUA, Nicaragua — Pro-Sandinista strikers agreed to end a
walkout that crippled the new conservative government, but the country's cash crisis deepened while Washington officials haggled over an
aid package.

LOUISVILLE — Vice President Dan Quayle's glimpse of Louisville included a fund-raising luncheon at an exclusive club and a visit to a
shelter that feeds some of the city's downtrodden.
BALLARDSVILLE — Two Oldham County men have been
arrested in connection with a cross burning in the yard of the only
black resident of Ballardsville.
FRANKFORT — The state school board will notify a prosecutor of
possible offenses committed by Boyd County schools Superintendent
Dclmis Donta, despite a plea from DOnta to wait,i,iis chairman said.
WASHINGTON — U.S. Sen. Wendell Ford's personal fortune
almost certainly reached the $1 million mark last year, according to a
financial-disclosure report.
LOUISVILLE— Kentucky's chief justice and a prominent attorney
have challenged a survey that placed Kentucky's legal system 41s*
among the states in openness and service to the public.

NEW YORK — Dave Winfield agreed with the California Angels
on a three-year, $9.1 million contract extension, ending a week-long
trade tangle and finishing his stormy, 10-year tenure with George
Steinbrenner and the New York Yankees.
WASHINGTON — The chauffeur of a limousine used by four
members of the Washington Capitals said there was no indication a
17-year-old woman had been sexually attacked by the players.

Cost of living abroad
What a U S expetriat* family ol
four with a 575.000 U.S. income
*cola cteeillocivingt ay:lenses..
—

WASHINGTON — A steep
hike in health care costs led a
modest rise in inflation last
month, the government said.
Overall, consumers received
their first break since a cold
snap sent prices soaring at the
beginning of the year. The
government said Wednesday
that declines in the cost of
vegetables, fuel oil and
women's clothing offset higher
health care costs to restrain the
overall increase.

region," Williams said.
An aluminum plant in Russellville and two plants each in Louisville
and Calvert City were among the
top 50 toxic polluters in at least
one of five categories compiled by
Citizen Action using 1988 figures.
The report compares amounts of
toxic chemicals released, but does
not account for differing degrees of

Tony Boyd (left), agent for Western Kentucky Insurance Agency in Murray, and Gary Schroeder, resident
at 1622 Miller, examine damage to three cars Thursday morning caused by a fallen tree limb at 1620
Miller, apartments owned by Tung Dinh. It was not determined at the time if the limb was struck by
lightning during last night's storm, but apparently high winds knocked it down.

A nonprofit regional production
company is in the making which
will promote the lakes area by
"producing for the area that which
it cannot commercially produce for
itself."
Allen Morris, producer of The
Popularity Showboat, a 19th century style show staged aboard a
showboat replica on the edge of
Kentucky Lake, presented the idea
of a regional production company
to the Marshall County Chamber of
Commerce, who employs Morris to
produce summer run entertainment.
'Morris said he and his associate,
Tony Powell, have been contacted
over the last five years by several
area organizations who needed help
in producing their community
events.
"We (he and Powell) have been
overwhelmed by requests from area
churches, schools, civic organizations, even industries, to come help

Staff photo by Todd 0. Rosa

Hickman residents to be Rose cites environment
polled on landfill issue
as 1992 Assembly topic
CLINTON, Ky. (AP) — Officials in Hickman County have
received oral permission from the
state attorney general's office to
proceed with an informal poll to
gauge community support for a
landfill at Columbus.
The poll, however, cannot be
sanctioned or financed by the county government. It must be sponsored by an independent citizen's
group, said Hickman JudgeExecutive Greg Pruitt.
"We've asked for the attorney
general's official opinion in writing, but they have assured us it's
legal as long as we don't treat it as
an official election," Pruitt said.
"What we're trying to do is
come up with a citizens' committee
to run the poll."
Alternate Waste Disposal Co. of

Nashville, Tenn., has proposed
building a 1,000-acre landfill on
Kentucky 123 south of Columbus
near the Columbus-Belmont State
Park.
John Horrell, president of Alternate Waste, projects the facility
would handle up to 20,000 tons of
baled, odorless garbage and would
provide more than 70 jobs. It also
could provide as much as $250,000
to the city of Columbus.
Horrell has said the project
would be dropped if the majority of
the people in Hickman County
oppose it.
Horrell was not available for
comment Wednesday on the
planned poll.
Pruiu, the judge-executive, said

LOUISVILLE, Ky. — With education reform under way, Kentucky's most pressing need now is to
solve its environmental problems,
state Senate leader John "Eck"
Rose said.
11/W my
judgment the environment is going to be the major issue
of the '92 session — maybe even
before Lhat," the Senate president
pro tern told a gathering of broadcast station executives Wednesday.
Rose, D-Winchester, reviewed
the work of the 1990 General
Assembly, the highlight of which
was the passage of an educational
reform package.
He also discussed what he called
the "growing independence" of

the General Assembly.
"The most pressing need in the
state at this time is to try to do
something in regard to the environment," he said.
The state already should have
done something about the influx of
garbage into the state, he said,
pointing to that lapse as one of the
most serious failures of the recently completed biennial session of
the legislature.
Rose said other states are making efforts to curtail out-of-state
garbage. "We are not doing anything about it," he said.
"I know we are a poor state, but
surely we can do something
besides take in the garbage from
the East and have all the problems

Ford's fortune estimated at $1 million
Two Sections — 32 Pages
Classifieds
16-19
Comics
16
Crosswords
16
Dear Abby
6
Subscribers who hae not recei‘ed their home-deli‘ered copy of
the Murray Ledger & Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday through Friday
or by 3:30 p.m. on Saturday are urged to call 753-1916 between
5:30 and 6 p.m. Monday through Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m. Saturday. Regular office hours are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through
Friday and 8 a.m. to 12 noon Saturday.

WASHINGTON (AP) — U.S.
Sen. Wendell Ford's personal fortune almost certainly reached the
SI million mark last year, according to a financial-disclosure report.
Ford's report showed he has two
new bank accounts that contained
total of between $150,002 and
$350,000 as of Dec. 31. Ford, a
Democrat, could not be reached for
comment Wednesday. Moat the
source of the money.
He and his wife, lean, derived
between $56,915 and $179,000 in
income from bank accounts, rents
and stock holdings in 1989, accord-

the report
The couple's total income fell in
the range of $182,030 to $304,115
last year. That includes his $89,500
Senate salary, $32,000 in speaking
fees he received and $3,615 from
his gubernatorial pension.
All together the Fords' assets,
not counting their homes in
Owensboro and Maryland, are valued at $973,018 to $1,995,000,
according to the report. They listed
no liabilities.
Ethics laws require members of
Congress to report their assets and
liabilities in broad ranges, rather
mg to

than to the penny.
Kentucky's other senator, Republican Mitch McConnell, also
released his report Tuesday.
McConnell merely checked the
"over $250,000" box — the highest category — for his assets in
1988. He made a similar report for
1989.
McConnell received $10,000
more in speaking fees than Ford
did last year. Critics contend that
such fees, which can be up to
$2,000 per engagement, amount to
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Two major figures in entertainment world die

Ford...
(Cont'd from page 1)
nothing more than influencebuying by special interests. The
House has moved to curtail such
fees, but the Senate has not. McConnell, who is up for reelection this year, took fewer
lobby-paid trips last year than he
did in 1988 — and most were to
cities in Kentucky. He took only
one such trip to a resort area, in
Jamaica; in contrast, he took six
free trips to sunny locales in 1988.
The new bank accounts listed on
Ford's report included one at the
Owensboro National Bank that
contained $100,001 to $250,000.
The other, at Louisville's Liberty
National Bank, had $50,001 to
$100,000.
Ford earned $3,800 less in
speaking fees than the $35,800
maximum senators may keep.
Ford reported receiving these
free trips in connection with speaking engagements:
—Charter plane from Owensboro
to Lexington to Washington, paid
by Philip Morris, June 12, 1989.
—Charter plane from Owensboro
to Washington, paid by Texas Gas
Transmission Corp., Sept. 11.
—Charter plane from Lexington
to Lewisburg, W. Va., to Washington, paid by Texas Gas, Oct. 16.
Among the assets McConnell
listed for 1989 were:
—A house near the Capitol in
Washington that is worth more
than $250,000. McConnell, who
bought the house in June 1988, has
a 15-year mortgage on it.
—Half interest in a home on
Fleming Road in Louisville valued
at $50,001 to $100,000, with a
30-year mortgage taken out in
1972. His half of the mortgage debt

another •'rat-packer."
"I am numb with pain. He was my inspiration. He's the performer we all strived to live up
The entertainment world lost two major figto. I never saw anyone give so much," said Liza
ures on Wednesday, Sammy Dais Jr., who
Minnelli, who toured with Davis and Sinatra last
danced and sang in the spotlight, and Jim Henyear.
son, whose creative genius gave center stage to
"He gave his heart and soul to every perforKermit the Frog, Miss Piggy and Big Bird.
mance and he was a true American institution.
Henson, whose Muppet characters delighted
There will never be another one like Sammy,"
millions of children and adults worldwide, died
said former President Reagan.
unexpectedly of complications fatm pneumonia.
"He'll never be replaced and my sympathies
He was 53.
go to his wife and children," said Milton Berle,
Davis, who became an entertainment instituwho had known Davis for more than 60 years.
tion as the gilded song-and-dance man who
"could do it all," died after an eight-month
"People just couldn't get enough of Sammy.
He could do it all — sing, dance, comedy," Bob
battle with throat cancer. He was 64.
"There's a lot less sunshine in the world
Hope said.
.today," opera diva Beverly Sills commented on
Davis, whose hit songs included "The Candy
hearing of Henson's death.
Man" and "I've Gotta Be Me," was born in
And Joey Bishop, who with Davis, Frank
New York's Harlem on Dec. 8, 1925, and began
Sinatra and Dean Martin formed the core of Holdancing at age 1 112.
lywood's fun-loving, high-living but hardOver the years, Davis joked that he was the
working "Rat Pack" in the 1960s, said of
nation's only "black, one-eyed, Jewish enterDavis: "I guess they need a good show up in
tainer." He converted to Judaism while recovering from an automobile accident that cost him
heaven, that's all I can say. He was a wonderful
person."
his left eye and nearly took his life.
An actor, singer, dancer and impressionist, the
Henson had been admitted to New York Hosexuberant Davis lived life hard and fast. His
pital early Tuesday with "galloping pneumonia"
gold chains, heavy rings and gaudy bracelets
were as much a part of his personality as the
that had gone untreated for at least three days,
the hospital said. He was 53.
chain of cigarettes he smoked.
Dr. David M. Gelmont, who treated Henson at
His work on stage, screen and television disthe hospital, said Henson apparently came down
played a versatility matched by few. Though
with the flu on Friday in North Carolina, and
scorned by some as merely a gilded Las Vegas
was examined by a doctor there who did not find
drone, and criticized by others as being a token
the pneumonia.
of the "Rat Pack," Davis was greatly admired
His condition worsened and Henson returned
and respected as an entertainer's entertainer.
to New York on Monday, but the pneumonia
Davis appeared in more than 20 movies and
ultimately resulted in multi-organ failure, Gelstarred in two Broadway productions — "Mr.
mom said. In response to a reporter's question,
Wonderful" and "Golden Boy." He received a
Tony nomination for best actor in a musical for
Gelmont said the pneumonia was not AIDS"Golden Boy" in 1965 but lost to Zero Mostel,
related.
who won for "Fiddler on the Roof."
Henson's creatures first appeared in 1954, and
His lively, upbeat manner belied a very diffihe watched them explode from a local television
cult life. His career was scarred by vicious iacial
favorite to a worldwide phenomenon and
bigotry. There were endless taunts, and at one
multimillion-dollar industry.
Lime, he couldn't gamble or rent a room in some
His "Sesame Street" characters, from Kermit
to Oscar the Grouch to Big Bird, were welcomed
Davis's business manager Shirley Rhodes told of the Las Vegas hotels at which he played.
His second marriage, to Swedish actress Mai
into homes around the United States each morn- reporters outside his house in Beverly Hills that
ing for the past 21 years. It was too soon to he died there "peacefully in his sleep" with his Britt, was scorned by some.
He also faced drug and alcohol abuse and
assess how his death would affect the show, said wife, Altovise, and three of his four children
crippling
tax problems.
spokeswoman Mary Sue Holland.
present. •
(Cont'd from page 1)
His last movie was 1989's "Tap," in which
"The Muppet Show," which starred Kermit
Frank Sinatra said/ of Davis:
20 or 30 years down the road,"
and Miss Piggy and debuted in 1976, became the
"I wish the world could have known Sam as I he co-starred with Gregory Hines as an old-time Rose said.
most widely seen television program in the did. It was a generous God who gave him to us hoofer, Little Mo. The movie captures Davis'
He said he knew somewhat less
world, attracting-- an estimated 235 million for all these years, and a heaven with his magic last dance performance on film, a brief tap rouanother environmental issue,
about
tine made poignant because he had undergone
viewers in 100 countries. His magic touch was gives me warmth."
proposed
release of salt-laden
the
evident again this year with his work on the box
"Sammy was a little prince who loved every- painful hip surgery in 1985 and received an arti- sewer discharge from the Union
office smash "Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles." thing life had to offer," said Shirley MacLaine, ficial hip in 1988.
Underwear Co. into Lake
Cumberland.
"I am not as cognizant of that as
State University and Paducah Compossibly
I should be," he said.
munity College, as well as employing them so they will have a pro- There is a need to protect the envi(Cont'd from page .1)
fessional starting place; striving ronment but also try to keep induswith events and we're not even toward a lake-going showboat, one try in the state, he said.
Rose, who is running for readvertising," Morris said.
that would tour the lakes area nine
In response to Morris's proposal, months of the year and tour rivers election in his central Kentucky
Ilatining on restoring a house,
the Marshall County Chamber of in the United States the remainder district, told members of the Ken.a‘ ine a landmark, reviving your
Commerce granted Morris authori- of the year to promote the lakes tucky Broadcasters Association at
lit tOihorlioucr
ty to fund and gather an interim area; founding an area museum of their spring convention that they
a wealth of experience and
board to get a regional production living history and hands-on dis- had helped defeat a proposal by
help picserve our historic and
company off the ground.
irchiteut oral heritage. loin the
plays; persuading the state to com- Gov. Wallace Wilkinson to insti"This is not a company that will
Niati•.tial trust tor Historic
plete renovation of the auditorium tute a services tax that would have
exist just to promote Marshall at Kentucky Dam and reacting with included advertising.
Il..111.,11
"It failed not only because you
County," Morris said. "The board the economic development of the
;•t•
'II .1 blueprint tor
did a good job," he said, "but
will represent entities all over the lakes area.
lakes area; it will not represent a
Morris said an organizational because you were right."
/He said he predicted shortly
private interest."
meeting for the board is tenatively
Naiwilai I ru.,t kit Historic rreser‘ation
before
the governor made his propMorris has contacted local peoset
for
June 20. Anyone interested
PA
ple such as acting president Jim
is invited to attend. For more infor- osal public that it would fail. "I
I -53 11.••••.ititusett% Ave., N.W.
Booth at Murray State University,
%%a...111464ton, D.C. 20036
mation, call Morris at just don't, think it was what Kentuckians wanted," Rose said.
Buzz Buffington, general manager
1-800-877-2453.
Rose told the broadcasters that
of Land Between the Lakes, Jim
not too long ago they would have
Carpenter, co-president of the Murnot had a president pro tern of the
ray Playhouse in the Park and Sam
Senate speaking to them.
Parker, chairman of the board of
"The fact you are involving the
the Murray-Calloway County
legislature now in your meetings is
Chamber of Commerce, as well as
indicative of the growing indepenpeople in Paducah, Eddyville,
dence
of the General Assembly,"
Mayfield, Benton and Golden
The Western Classic Chevy Club
\A/ME FIGKT1NG FOR American Heart
he
"Certainly I think that is a
said.
Pond. He has asked them to
and Jonathon-Aurora Action Com'CUP LIFE
Association
appoint someone to the interim
mittee will sponsor an open car positive thing for Kentucky."
board.
show June 9 at Kenlake State
"The interim board will establish
Resort Park picnic area.
the goals, direction and guidelines
Interested exhibitors may enter
for the (permanent) board that it
their vehicle for $10 with registrawill appoint," Morris said.
tion at 9 a.m. Pre-registration is $8.
The goals of the company will
The 20 best cars will receive a (Cont'd from page 1)
include building a vehicle capable
trophy, and an overall best car tro- the poll would likely be done on
of producing promotional events
phy will also be awarded. Dash May 29 to coincide with the
for the area and carrying The Popuplaques will be given to all statewide primary. State law prohibits such votes inside an official
larity Showboat production into a
exhibitors.
lakes area attraction larger than the
The public is invited to attend. polling place, so the poll would
Stephen Foster Drama of BardsThe Showdown Band will perform have to be conducted outside each
town, Ky.; attracting college and
precinct.
from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.
high school students to Murray
"But the entire thing has to be
For information, write JAAC, RL
1, Box 491A, Aurora, Ky. 42048. run by the citizens' group," he
said. "They make the rules. All I
can do is hope they use the regular
safeguards the state does for each
election, like making each voter
sign his name as he votes."
Two public hearings have been
held on the proposed landfill. A
final one is scheduled for next
week.
Friday & Saturday 5 p.m.-8 p.m.
"It's hard to gauge the opinion
•
here," Pruitt said. "Some are for it
and some are against it. It depends
Edgily Night
on
who you've talked to that day."
Pond-Raised
By TM ASSOCIATED PRESS

"He was our generation's Charlie Chaplin,
Mae West, W.C. Fields and Marx Brothers, and
he drew from all of them to create a new art
form," said Joan Ganz Cooney, chairman of
Children's Television Workshop, which produces "Sesame Street."
An emotional Lena Home, who appeared frequently with Henson's characters over the past
20 years, said she had missed the puppeteer
Tuesday night at a gathering of the "Sesame
Street" cast and friends. But she had no idea
Henson was near death.
"This has just overwhelmed me," she said.
Fred Rogers, host of another children's program, Mister Rogers' Neighborhood, noted Henson's enormous contributions to public
television.
"You could feel those puppets come alive
when he put his hands and himself into them,"
Rogers said.
"I never met a kinder, gentler, wonderful soul
in the entertainment industry or anywhere," said
Erwin Okun, a friend and spokesman for the
Walt Disney Co.
"We are deeply saddened, profoundly
shocked at a great loss for the world," Okun
said. "He was a giant in the entertainment
industry. We are also grieving for his wonderful
family."
Henson married his wife, Jane, in 1959, and
they had five children.
Under an agreement signed last summer, the
Walt Disney entertainment empire purchased the
rights to blend Kermit the Frog, Miss Piggy and
other animal characters created by Henson into
its theme parks, movies, TV shows and retail
merchandising products.
Millions of children grew up on "Sesame
Street," which is seen in more than 80 countries
and has 15 international co-productions.
The show is aimed at children 1 to 5, teaching
basic math and English to children around the
world.
Henson was born in Greenville, Miss., on
Sept. 24, .1936.
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(Cont'd from page 1)
toxicity among the more than 300
chemicals that must be reported to
the EPA.
The top 50 toxic polluters were
named in each of five categories:
total toxic releases, water releases,
air emissions, releases of known or
suspected carcinogens, and releases
of chemicals known to cause or
suspected of causing birth effects.
There were two or more Indiana
plants in each category.
American Synthetic Rubber
Corp. of Louisville was 11th on the
list of plants releasing chemicals
linked to birth defects, with 5.2
million pounds. The plant also was
37th for air releases, with 5.1 million pounds.
SKW Alloys Inc. of Calvert City
in western Kentucky was 15th for
release of carcinogens, with 2.5
million pounds.
AIR Products & Chemicals Inc.
of Calvert City was 37th in toxic
air releases w8th 7 million pounds.
The Du Pont Louisville Works
were 26th for total toxic chemicals
released. Logan Aluminum in Russellville was No. 47 on the same
list_
Kentucky had no plants in one of
the categories — release of toxic
chemicals into water.
FitzGerald said although he considers the state's wastewater permitting system inadequate, state
controls of water pollution are
much stronger than those that apply
to air emissions.
Williams said Kentucky is one of
only a handful of states with toxic
air pollution regulations, but "we
believe that we need to do more in
that area."

Malfunction
in the system
sets off sirens
on Wednesday
The Disaster Emergency Service
siren at Murray State University
was set off Wednesday afternoon
by a malfunction in the system,
according to Peggy Billington,
director of the Murray-Calloway
County DES.
She said that Murray had been
under a storm watch, but there was
not anything serious enough in the
area to sound the alarm.
"We are working on checking
out the malfunction in the alarm
system presently," Billington said.
The responsibility of turning on
the alarms in an emergency situation ideally lies with County Judge
Executive George Weaks. He has
the authority to declare an
emergency situation.
But if the judge executive cannot
be reached, then Billington said she
has the responsibility of telling the
police to turn on the alarm.
"Most situations are not ideal so
actually the responsibility lies with
me," she said. "The police can
make the decision to turn the
alarms on if the emergency situation calls for an immediate
response."
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CARROLL MAZDA

totals 510,001 to $15,000.
McConnell, a member of the
Agriculture Committee and the
Energy and Natural Resources
Committee, received at least
$18,000 from farm-related interests
and at least $11,000 from energyrelated lobbies or firms.
McConnell reported receiving
these free trips in connection with
speaking engagements:
—Round-trip air fare from
Washington to Owensboro, paid by
Texas Gas Transmission Corp.,
Jan. 5, 1989.
— Round-trip air fare from
Washington to Ashland, paid by
Ashland Oil Inc., Jan. 9.
— Air fare, food and five nights'
lodging in Montego Bay, Jamaica,
paid by the Aspen Institute for
Humanistic Studies, Jan. 11-16.
— Round-trip air fare from
Louisville to Hazard, paid by
Whayne Supply Co. of Louisville,
March 4.
—Air fare from Lexington to
Washington, paid by Philip Morris
U.S.A., June 12.

302 N. 12th

753-5842
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Vice President Quayle visits Kentucky
Sexual expression takes many forms
for GOP fund-raiser in Louisville
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
By ALLEN G. BREED
Associated Prose Writer

LOUISVILLE, Ky. — Vice
President Dan Quayle's glimpse of
Louisville included a fund-raising
luncheon at an exclusive club and a
visit to a shelter that feeds some of
the city's downtrodden.
Quayle was in Louisvulle Wednesday to deliver the keynote
speech at a GOP fund-raising luncheon at the Jefferson Club, atop the
downtown Citizens Fidelity Bank
building.
But the vice president's agenda
also included a stop at the Wayside
Christian Mission, Kentucky's
largest organization serving the
homeless. Quayle made a 15-minute appearance at the downtown
mission to thank its volunteers for
their work and to praise their partner, Kentucky Harvest, the nation's
largest volunteer food-distribution
organization.
"It is my understanding that
Kentucky Harvest spawned USA
Harvest, which has 47 chapters in
36 states," the vice president said.
"It shows that the spirit of giving
is contagious ... This is the type of
'point of light' the president is
talking about."
The vice president told a
standing-room-only audience of
more than 200 people that Kentucky Harvest and the mission
prove "the power of a good idea ...
You are showing that this is a
decent, compassionate nation."
Quayle said the mission's programs were in keeping with the
goals of the Job Training Promotion Act, which he has often touter]
as his main achievement as a member of Congress.
"The spirit of JTPA is-alive and
well at Kentucky Harvest today,"
he said.
Stan Curtis, who founded Kentucky Harvest three years ago, said
Quayle had been a supporter of the
program "through letters and
encouragement." Quayle said he
met Curtis last year during the
presidential campaign.
Quayle also took time to talk
with onlookers who lined the
motorcade route. The vice president left his limousine twice to
shake hands and exchange words
with well-wishers.
David Beckwith, Quaylo s press
secretary, said the vice president
chose to visit Kentucky and Mississippi on Wednesday because they
are "both states where Republicans
are making gains in the state legislature" which he called the
"breeding ground" for members of
Congress.
"We can see the end of oneparty domination in Eastern Eur-

ope, and we can see it happening
here in Kentucky, too," he said.
According to Beckwith, the vice
president has attended about 60
GOP state functions and has raised
about $8 million for the party since
taking office last year. The 60 people who attended Wednesday's
luncheon had made donations of a
least $1,000 to the party.
Forty Republican candidates
from across the state also attended
and met with Quayle.
Al Brown, a Republican candidate for the 3rd Congressional District seat of Democrat Romano
"Ron" Mazzoli, said Quayle's visit was "a boost for all Republicans
in Kentucky, to show that we can
attract the vice president to come
here."
Commenting on another race,
Quayle said "we anticipate an
overwhelming victory" for incumbent Republican Sen. Mitch
McConnell. State Superintendent of
Public Instruction John Brock and
former Jefferson County JudgeExecutive Harvey Sloane are vying
for the Democratic nomination.
The vice president said he may
return to the state soon to lend
McConnell a helping hand.
"We're helping him in any pos-

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP)
— A new cooling valve was fitted
inside Columbia on Wednesday in
place of a malfunctioning one that
grounded the shuttle until at least
the end of May.
Columbia had been scheduled to
lift off Wednesday or Thursday
with seven astronauts and the VW
million Astro observatory, capable
of detecting sources of ultraviolet
and X-ray radiation. But NASA
last week postponed the mission
two to three weeks to replace the
valve, which controls the flow of
coolant in the shuttle.
The bad valve was removed

sible way," he said.
State Republican Party Chairman
Robert Gable said Quayle's visit
"gives the Republican Party in
Kentucky a great shot in the arm."
Quayle also spoke on some
national and international topics,
including the ongoing budget summit between President Bush and
congressional leaders. But the vice
president would not say whether a
tax increase would be on the bargaining table.
"We're trying to institute the
phrase 'no preconditions,"' he
said. He said discussions about the
budget would be done in private,
"not in the public forum."
Of sending emergency aid to
Panama and Nicaragua, Quayle
said the president "is beginning to
lose a little bit of his renowned
patience with Congress." He said
Bush would like "a piece of legislation on his desk that he can sign"
no later than Memorial Day.
"We've got an emergency on
our hands," he said.
Asked if he would be on the
Republican ballot in 1992, Quayle
said "1992 is a long time away,"
but that Bush had already assured
him he would be his running mate.
"The president makes all those
decisions."

DEAR DR GOTT I was very disappointed in your response to the
young woman whose boyfriend urged
her to have anal sex Why would you
lower yourself to answer that this
practice is acceptable' Don't you realize the anus is for elimination, not
for intercourse? Lots of young people
read your column. and I am disgusted
that .they will experiment with this
perversion now that you have approved it. I'm sure you won't print
this letter, but I called the newspaper
to complain.
DEAR READER: Sexual expression can take many forms. I am not
opposed to sexual experimentation by
both young and old, providing the
method is not hurtful or unhealthy,
and the couple engages in it out of mutual respect and caring - and the
partners freely consent to the
practice.
I do not believe I have an obligation
to make a moral judgment about sexual practices. I think this decision can
best be made by each couple, based on
values, orientations and
their
convictions.

I do have an obligation to present
medical facts as I perceive them. As
far as I'm concerned, oral sex, manual sex and anal sex are issues best
left to the persons involved. If carried
out appropriately and cautiously.
they are not hazardous to health
Remember that I also advised the
woman to say -no.- if for one reason
or another she felt uncomfortable
about her boyfriend's advances. Sexual exploitation and intimidation are
totally inappropriate in a caring and
understanding relationship.
Therefore, although jou may disagree with my view, I see no reason to
alter it. I do not condone anal sex:
however, in my opinion, it is part of a
spectrum of sexual expression Pretending it doesn't exist isn't going to
make it go away
DEAR DR. GOTT. Can foods with
gluten cause constipation? Every
time I eat white bread, pasta or anything with white flour. I become constipated. What, if any, other side effects might I expect to experience'
DEAR READER I am not aware
that gluten sensitivity, called celiac
disease, causes constipation. Rather,
patients with this disorder of intesti.
nal absorption are more likely to ex-

Tuesday and found to have a torn
filter. An inspection of adjacent
plumbing uncovered no other problems, said Lisa Malone, spokeswoman for the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration.

I suggest you discuss your symptoms with your doretor. I suspect somi,
other dietary component is the cause
of your constipation.
To give you additional information.
I am sending you a free copy of my
Health Report "Digestive Gas." Other
readers who would like a copy should
send $1.25 with their name and address to P.O. Box 91369. Cleveland,
OH 44101-3369 Be sure tp mention
the title.
© ieee NEWSPAMIA Ets[TEKIIIISE ASSN

PETER
GOTT, M.D

120-Watt Remote-Control Stereo'
Rack System With Dual Cassette

After welding the new valve into
place, technicians planned to
inspect the cooling system and fill
it back up with Freon. The work is
expected to be completed by early
next week, when NASA will
announce a new launch date,
Malone said.
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Kentucky soldier killed in truck
accident at arsenal test range
HUNTSVILLE, Ala. (AP) —
Army officials at Redstone Arsenal
said Wednesday they were investigating a truck accident that killed a
23-year-old soldier from Kentucky.
Chris E. Zawadowski, a Fort
Knox, Ky., soldier on temporary
duty at Redstone, lost control of a
five-ton Army truck he was driving
as part of a test on an arsenal test
range Monday, officials said.

The truck overturned, pinning
Zawadowski beneath.
Range workers and other soldiers
used a forklift to raise the truck
and free him. He was flown by
helicopter to Huntsville -Hospital
where he died about 11:15 a.m.
Zawadowski, a native of Los
Angeles, was one of a group of soldiers from Kentucky temporarily
assigned to Redstone for the test.
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Letters to the Editor
Tremendous cooperation' between
doctors, chiropractors not evident
Dear Editor,
I am writing this letter in
response to a May 9, 1990 letter to
the editor by Dr. and Mrs. G.L.
Haws and Karen L. Haws with the
heading, "Conventional, alternative
medical services work hand in
hand."
I began my chiropractic practice
in Murray this past January and,
unfortunately, during this period of
time I have not experienced the
alleged "...tremendous spirit of
cooperation..." between medical
doctors and chiropractors. For
example, one patient came to me in
tears because the medical doctor
she went to in Murray told her that
all a chiropractor would do is hurt
her. Another patient was told by
her medical doctor, also in Murray,
that he didn't think chiropractic
would help her but if she wanted to
go she could. Furthermore, one
particular medical doctor in Murray
does not extend ,the professional
courtesy of providing access to
patient's x-ray,. This can only
result in additional radiation exposure to the patieni Does this represent the "standing ovation" that
Murray's health care practitioners
deserve "for removing the fence
which commonly exists between
both schools of thought?"
To reinforce this point, over 14
years ago four chiropractors in Chicago charged the American Medical Association and others with
illegal acts. In 1987, Judge Susan
Getzendanner found the American
Medical Association guilty of illegal conspiracy to contain and eliminate the profession of chiropractic.
The A.M.A. appealed. On February
7, 1990 the United States Court of
.Appeals affirmed the District
Court's decision. Critical quotes

ft+
A.M.+

4,
1.!

from the Appeals Court decision
distrubuted by the American Chiropractic Association include that the
pervasiveness of the A.M.A.'s
illegal conspiracy to destroy the
profession of chiropractic caused
harm to the public, to the profession of chiropractic and to individual chiropractors. The Appeals
Court also believed that the
A.M.A. could not be trusted to
obey the law and that an injunction
was necessary to assure that the
A.M.A. made it's members aware
that it is ethical for medical physicians to professionally associate
with chiropractors, if the physician
believes it is in the patient's best
interesi Hopefully, this decision
will encourage a more cooperative
relationship between the two
professions.
While attending a multidisciplinary seminar this past weekend in
Bowling Green, I had the good fortune of experiencing this cooperation in action. Chiropractors, medical doctors, physical therapists,
rehabilitation and vocational experts and attorneys were working
"hand in hand" for the benefit of
the patient. When asked what
changed his mind about working
with chiropractors, a local neurosurgeon replied that he had benefited from chiropractic treatment
and realized that, "we can't give a
pill for everything."
Open communication, mutual
trust and respect, and open minds
are imperative among the healing
professions in order to "work
"hand in hand" for the patient's
benefit.
Sincerely,
Teri A. Prince, D.C.
P.O.Box 205
Murray, Ky. 42071

Accounting Class at MHS thanks
supporters of Stock Market Game

1

Dear Editor,
The Accounting II Class at Murray High School wishes to thank
Peoples Bank and especially John
Williams for supporting the class in
its endeavor to learn about the
stock market this semester.
In addition, Betty Boston of
Hilliard Lyons. Rhonda Holland of

the Murray State University Center
for Economic Education and Cyndi
Cohoon, Gifted/Talented Coordinator for Murray City Schools, were
instrumental in the Stock Market
Game's success.
Sincerely,
Sue Miller
Accounting II Class of MHS

LOOKING BACK

•

By JO BURKEEN

„—

Ten years ago
A $3,000 contribution by Mr.
and Mrs. Leonard Vaughn has been
made toward a perpetual scholarship to be' awarded to a junior or
senior speech and hearing major at
Murray State University.
New officers of Home Department of Murray Woman's Club are
Zitell Goheen, LaRue Redden, Jimmie Lee Carmichael and Ruth
Moffett.
Sixteen kindergarten students
graduated in ceremonies at Eastwood Christian School last night.
Twenty years ago
Murray State University beat
Tennessee Tech 5 to 3 to take the
baseball championship of Ohio
Valley Conference.
Mrs. Ken Adams, Mrs. Robert
0. Miller, Mrs. J.W. Stuart and
Mrs. Robert Hopkins are new officers of Creative Arts Department of
Murray Woman's Club.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Wade Mahfoud, May
II; a boy to Sp. 4th and Mrs. Wendell D. Yearry, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. John A. Thompson, and a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Dale Burkeen,
May 12; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Steven Horn and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Jerry Booker, May 12.
Thirty years ago

Murray Planning Commission
and Citizens Advisory Group met
last night at Murray City Hall to
study the subdivision regulations
which have been proposed. Dr.
Harry Whayne presided.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Utric Boyd Jr., triplets
to Mr. and Mrs. Howell Starks, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. James Frank
Phillips, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. R.J.
Driver, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Haron West and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. James Lamb.
Mrs. J. Matt Sparkman was guest
speaker at a meeting of Murray
State College Dames Club held at
Murray Woman's Club House.
Forty years ago
First Baptist Church will have
Sunday School classes in its new
three-story educational building for
the first time on May 21. The
building contains 84 rooms plus
four offices, according to Dr. H.C.
Chiles, pastor.
"Main Street from Third to
Fourth was roped off this morning.
Men painting parking lanes on the
street," from column, "Seen &
Heard Around Murray" by James
C. Williams.
Hilda Galloway and Donnie Darnell were married March 19 at
luka, Miss.

Since those who like to gossip
— and that includes all of us at one
time or another — rarely spread
good news about people, one might
conclude that "telling tales" is a

way for us to express our hostilities
without having to accept responsi-

bility for any harm we might do.
Human nature being what it is,
rumors will always be with us.
Since we cannot elimiante them,
the best that we can do is to refuse
to act on the basis of rumor — at
least until we have checked it out
and found something remotely
resembling a fact beneath the colorful, distorted face of the rumor.
Of course that would take all the
fun out of the game, wouldn't it?

Ledger & Times

Swan song evokes tears, standing ovation
If you missed the recital of Murray State University's Honors
Children's Chorus on Monday
night, you missed the last chance
you had to see — and hear — this
talented group of youngsters perform live. The Monday presentation was the group's swan song, a
spirited performance that coaxed
smiles, tears and a genuine standing ovation from the audience.
Conducted by Paris, Tennessee's
Martha Ruth Moore, the chorus
was formed so that musically
talented boys and girls from the
region, aged 9-14, could have the
opportunity to participate in a professional choral organization.
According to Mrs. Moore, "The
chorus is dedicated to aesthetic
expression through artistic excellence in the performance of qulaity
choral literature drawn from all
periods of music history and representing various styles and languages." In less lofty terms, that
means that the children sing songs
by "real" composers — Handel,
Mozart, Mendelssohn — sometimes in other languages (Latin)
with a sense of enjoyment and
mastery far beyond their tender
years.
Probably the highest compliment
I can pay a group like this one is to
say that Sister Agnita, the exacting
and cheerless choirmaster from my
elementary school, would not have
been able to find a thing wrong
with their performance. In fact, I
bet she would have been impressed
with their deportment from the
time they filed on stage — each
one with perfect posture — and

MAIN
STRUT
By Constance
Alexander

arranged themselves on the risers.
After a brief introduction, all it
took was one note from the accompanist, Tracey Leslie, and the first
song, "Hodie Christus natus est,"
was launched. Sister Agnita would
have found their Latin diction
impeccable and she would not have
had to poke any off-key offenders
or hiss at the boys for not paying
attention. Throughout the song —
and all the other pieces — the
youngsters kept their eyes on conductor Moore. They performed
each piece by memory.
The "Hodie" song was one that
the chorus presented in its public
debut last December, at MSU's
Hanging of the Green. Since then,
the chorus has served as the
demonstration choir for an instructional video that is a companion
resource for the book, "Teaching
Children to Sing," authored by
Martha Ruth Moore and published
through Convention Press, Nashville. The video will be distributed
nationally.
The program performed on Monday features a range of peices

including rounds, severril folk
songs and "The Lord's Prayer."
The hit of the evening was introduced by Mrs. Moore, who said,
"The next piece is one they don't
like at all." She went on the
explain that the song,"We Are the
Young," is really a challenge to
adults, because it demonstrates
how children look to us for
leadership.
As I watched the children sing,
and listened to their words, I felt a
lump the size of Graves County
begin to form in my throat. And
those earnest little faces became a
blur through my tears. The lyrics of
the song, which was written by
Marsha Donnelly and George Strid,
are enough to melt even the coldest
of hearts.
The message of, "We Are the
Young" goes somthing like this:
"We are the children of the world.
We hold tomorrow in our hands.
We are the promise of a brighter
day." The chorus of the song asks
adults to "give us love so that we
can share and we will walk hand in
hand... We will inherit this world
for our own."
When "We Are the Young" was
finished, there wasn't a dry eye in
the house. There were probably a
few more tears at the end of the
concert, when the "Amen" or "The
Lord's Prayer" gave way to enthusiastic applause and a standing
ovation.
"If school boards, principals, and
superintendents could see this performance," said Tracey Leslie, who
accompanied the group, "they
could learn what goes into making

a really good music program. They
could learn what the beauty of
music is all about."
Hats off to all those responsible
for a wonderful program, including
the West Kentucky music teachers
who auditioned their students for
Honors Children's Chorus. The
teachers are: Robert Grisham, Ballard County; Joan Bowker, Carter
Elementary; Gayle P. McDermott,
Lone Oak Middle School; Cindy
Hodges, Murray Middle School;
Karen Bolls, North Calloway
County Elementary; Cynthia Hart,
North Drive Middle School, Hopkinsville; Nancy Anne Creekmur,
Reidland Elementary; Donna
Green, Reidland Middle School;
Kathy Cleaver, Southwest Calloway Elementary; and Susan Piper,
St. Mary's Elementary.
Students who participated in the
chorus are: Matt Queen, Bandana
Elementary; Jeremy Hunt, John
Young, Carter Elementary; Karla
Oktela, Lone Oak Middle School;
Elisabeth Breeding, Beth Brockway, Carroll Lane Christopher,
Sarah McNeary, Katie Miller, Murray Middle School; Lisa Holt,
North Calloway County Elementary; Emily Rittenberry, North
Drive Middle School, Hopkinsville;
Elizabeth Tucker, North Marshall
Middle School; Michael Heltsley,
Matthew Houser, Alisha Payne,
Reidland Elementary; Christi Gibson, Ricki Rae Gibson, Amy Just,
Reidland Middle School; Leslie
Steeley, Southwest Calloway
Elementary; Dawn Dixon, Emily
Rottgerig and Carla Wiggins, St.
Mary's Elementary.

America needs a de Gaulle
In its lead editorial, "Staying
On," The Economist last week was
candid as to why our NATO allies
seek a permanent American troop
presence in Europe.
If U.S. "ground troops go
home," the editors warned, "it will
be harder to believe in America's
willingness to risk a nuclear war
for Europe's sake; Europe will then
have to provide its own nuclear
deterrent. That means either Germany deciding it can rely on
France's and Britain's missiles, or
the rest of Europe accepting a German finger on the nuclear trigger.
That choice can be avoided only if
America stays in Europe."
Translation: We Brits certainly
don't want to give Germany a
nuclear guarantee, putting
ourselves at risk. Neither do the
French and, we certainly don't
want the Germans building their
own atomic weapons. How avoid
this "choice"? Simple: Keep the
Americans here forever, so, that, if
war comes, their boys will be
killed first, and U.S. atomic weapons will be used to crush our
enemies.
The Economist's formula; Keep
Europe's peace, by keeping the
U.S. at permanent risk of war with
the Russians. Should deterrence
fail, better to have Washington in
Moscow's nuclear gunsights, than
London. While that is obvious! in
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FROM PAT'S
VIEWPOINT
By Patrick J.
Buchanan
Britain's national interest, who
speaks for us?
The Economist's response:
"Why should GIs from Nebraska
do the work and run the risks in
faraway Europe...? Part of the
answer is economic: America has
massive investment and trade in the
Old World which flourish when
Europe is at peace. But the bigger
truth is that both of Europe's twentieth century wars eventually
sucked in the United States, and
that Europe's post — 1945 peace
has owed much to the Americans at
the gate. In the modern, smaller,
world, war travels quickly. Stay-athome deterrence is a phrase, not a
policy."
But, however "massive" our
"investment" in Europe, surely, it
is smaller than that of the Europeans. And, while true we were
sucked into world wars in 1917 and
1941, we at least retained the freedom to decide when and whether to
fight.
For decades, we Americans have
been carrying burdens and taking
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Here are Wednesday's winning numbers selected by the
Kentucky Lottery: Kentucky
Cash: 9-8-5. Lotto:
1-6-13-14-18-30.
Estimated jackpot: $1.5
million.

risks that belong to Europeans.
And, they have exploited us. As
our troops dies in Vietnam, NATO
ships carried goods to Hanoi. When
we risked war in the Middle East,
NATO refused assistance. When
we tried to halt communism's
advance up North America, Europeans gave moral support to our
enemies. When our planes punished Gadhafi for a terrorist attack
on our soldiers in Berlin, Britain
alone offered overflight rights, and
a place to land.
As long as these Americans want
to play defender of Western civilization, Europe said to itself, let
them; we have our own agenda.
Such was the arrangement until
1989, when our sacrifices bore
bountiful fruit, and Central Europe
stood up for freedom. Suddenly, as
Mr. Lincoln said, our world was
new.
Yet, rather than think and act
anew, rather than view the moment
as a heaven-sent opportunity to
unload burdens and reduce risks to
our own country, we seem almost
nostalgic for Cold War
arrangements.
Last week, a passage leapt out of
a Washington Post story on NATO:
"A U.S. military presence or 'trip
wire' of about 50,000 troops in
Germany, equipped with airlaunched cruise missiles, is seen by
analysts as large ennugh to convince all sides of a viable U.S. commitment to stability and peace on
the continent."
"Stability and peace," my eye. A
"trip wire" is something left underground to detonate an explosion.
What these "analysts" want is a
security arrangement whereby the
U.S. is automatically involved in
any future European war, from the
first shot. But, this is absurd. Western Europe is as rich as the United
States; the Common Market has the

men, money and resources to
defend itself from any invasion
Moscow could mount. It is time
she did so.
Historically, statesmen sought
ways to keep their nations out of
war; but, ours seem hell-bent on
making sure we are a shooting party to the next European war, no
matter where it breaks out. Our
Founding Fathers warned against
"entangling alliances:" our present
rulers seems determined to entangle us forever in Europe's endless
conflicts and recurring quarrels.
In 1962,
President Charles de
Gaulle awoke one morning to learn
that JFK has given Moscow an ultimatum to get its missiles out of
Cuba. If the Kremlin refused, the
U.S. was prepared to strike the
missile sites and invade Cuba,
leading to a possible nuclear
exchange that could unleash World
War III.
Supporting his ally in that crisis,
de Gaulle, patriot to the core,
determined that never again would
France's survival be put at risk,
without France's consent. Defying
the U.S., he built his own atomic
arsenal, kicked NATO out, let the
world know that whether or not
France would be involved in any
future war was a decision to be
made by Paris alone, not
Washington.
Exactly the attitude the United
States should adopt.
American diplomats should be
devising a security system to keep
US out of war, to give our President
and Congress the freedom of action
to decide whether or not we wish
to put our homeland at risk. To
leave trip wires all over the world
is not statesmanship; it is insanity;
it is to leave it up to our enemies,
and "allies," to decide if America
goes to war. Such a decision,
involving the lives of our men, and
the life of our country, should never be automatic.
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Thoughts in Season
by Ken Wolf
Gossip or the spreading of
rumors is one of the most common
and most pernicious of human
activities; trying to squash a romor,
wrote the columnist Shana Alexander, is like "trying to unring a
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Today In History
Today is Thursday, May 17, the 137th day of 1990. There are 228 days
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History: Fifty years ago, May 17, 1940, the Nazis
occupied Brussels, Belgium, during World War II.
On this date:
In 1792, the New York Stock Exchange was founded by brokers meeting under a tree located on what is now Wall Street.
In 1814, Norway's constitution was signed, providing for a limited
monarchy.
In 1875, the first Kentucky Derby was run at Churchill Downs in
Louisville. The winner wu "Aristides."
In 1938, the radio quiz show "Information, Please!" made its debut on
the NBC Blue Network.
Today's Birthdays: Actress Maureen O'Sullivan is 79. Former Watergate special prosecutor Archibald Cox is 78. Opera singer Birgit Nilsson
is 72. &tor-director Dennis Hopper is 54. Boxer Sugar Ray Leonard is
34.
Thought for Today: "We do not usually look for allies when we love.
Indeed, we often look on those who love with us as rivals and trespassers.
But we always look for allies when we hate." -- Eric Hoffer, American
author and philosopher (1902-1983).
— By Tb. Aseedet•I Press
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MURRAY TODAY

Herndon recitals Saturday
Piano students of Joyce Herndon
will present spring recitals on
Saturday, May 19, at 4 p.m. and 6
p.m. in Recital Hall Annex, Doyle
Fine Arts Center, Murray State
University.
The first recital will be presented
by Janna Furches, Alocia Robertson, Katie Alcott, Amy Travis,
Tyler Williams, Jeremy Hunt,
Leigh Haverstocik, Elizabeth
Allen, Elle Arant, Julie Smotherman, Kelley Travis, Autumn
Alcott, Courtney Christopher, Stephanie Hill, Heather Van Vollcinburg, Susie Richter, Carroll Lane

•
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Sue Dotson of Cookeville, Tenn., top right photo, spoke about her life
experiences at "Float into Summer" luncheon of Christian Women's
Club of Murray on Tuesday, May 15, at Seven Seas Restaurant. She
is director and- head teacher of Tech Early Enrichment Program at
Tennessee Technological University. She was introduced by Martha
Yezerski who presided at the luncheon in the absence of Susan Breeding. In top left photo are Ginger Fuller, left, Murray, who sang two
selections, accompanied by Oneida White, pianist; and Melva Cooper,
right, who talked and demonstrated accessories for your wardrobe.
Yetive Brown and Alice Koenecke also spoke briefly at the luncheon.
In bottom side photo Susan Tibbetts, left, and Cassie Bright, right,
are 'saying goodbye' to Betty Peyer, center, who will be moving June
1 to Lumberton, N.C., after living in Murray for several years. Mrs.
Peyer has been active in Christian Women's Club while living here.
Staff photo. by Jo Ihnteto

DATEBOOK
Fish-A-Thon will be Saturday .
The United Methodist Women of Dexter-Hardin United Methodist
Church will sponsor a Fish-A-Thon on Saturday, May 19, from 6 a.m. to
4 p.m. at Birmingham landing ramp. There is a $10 charge for adults and
$5 children under 12 years of age. Lots of prizes will be awarded. For
more information call 437-4700.

Patients are dismissed
Local persons recently dismissed from Lourdes Hospital, Paducah,
include Opal Smothennan of Murray, Virginia Cream of Dexter and Harry Hancline of Farmington.

CCHS Class of 1980 to meet
Members of 1980 graduating class of Calloway County High School
will meet Sunday, May 20, to plan for the 10-year reunion. This meeting
will be at 3 p.m. at the home of Sharon and Tripp Furches in Oaks
Estates. For information call 753-8151.

Shannon Christopher gets degree
Shannon Lochie Christopher graduated with high honors from the Urn- versity of Kentucky, Lexington, on Sunday, May 6. She is the daughter of
Lochie B. Ovcrbey of Saginaw, Mich., and Ronald Christopher of Murray; and the granddaughter of Mary Bell Overbey and Mr. and Mrs. M.P.
Christopher, all of Murray.

brr reunion planned on June 2
Descendants of Johnny and Alice Orr will have their second reunion on
Saturday, June 2, at Hazel Community Center. A basket lunch will be
served at 1 p.m., but the center will open at 11 a.m. for a fellowship
period of reminiscing and sharing of photographs. All relatives and
friends are invited. For information call Mary Gregory, 753-7624.

Open car show to be at Aurora
The Western Classic Chevy Club and Jonathon-Aurora Action Committee will sponsor an open car show on Saturday. June 9, at picnic area of
Kenlake State Resort Park. Interested exhibitors may enter their vehicle
for $10 registration on site to begin at 9 a.m. Pre-registration will be only
$8. There will be a $50 pre-entry draw prize, trophies to the 20 best cars,
an overall best car trophy, and dash plaques to all exhibitors. The Showdown Band will perform from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. There will also be a food
booth available. For registration contact JAAC, Rt. I, Box 491A, Aurora,
Ky. 42048. The public is invited to attend.

Math skills program developed

a

CAMBRIDGE, Mass.(AP) — A
program has been developed to
help improve the math skills of
high school students and to offer
math teachers new tools.
The program, "Math Is Radical," was developed by the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics in conjunction with Math-

Soft Inc.
Nearly 200 high schools in. 44
states and territories are participating in the program. It uses interactive computer software to teach
math skills at the algebra, precalculus and calculus levels.
daily careful, according to the
medical group.

Due To Health

Going Out Of Business

300,-7000,

OFF
STOREWIDE
Tues.-sat. 11 a.m.-6 p.m.
No Credit Cards Accepted On Merchandise
Reduced 50% Off Or More Or Under 9100 Total

DARLENE'S COLLECTIBLES

West Court Square, Paris

(9Q1)642-5050

Haneline, Paige Alcott, Sarah Richter and Michael Dale.
Performing in the later recital
will be Ashley Anderson, Emily
Cutini, Amanda Gallimore, Gracian
Alexander, Trey Green, Andrea
Scott, Shea Stonecipher, Demur
Woods, Neely Green, Angie Col
son, Jana Herndon, Kasey Wilson,
Raina Anderson, Iris Sewell, Elise
Anderson, Deidre Malinauskas,
Dusty Wilson and Lisa Rickman.
Ushers will be Emily Allen and
Jenny Colson.
The public is invited to attend

Curriculum fair is planned

•

• , a

Christopher, Lori Cook, Amanda

Martin's Chapel plans homecoming
Martin's Chapel United Methodist Church will have its annual homecoming on Sunday, May 20. Sunday School will be at 10 a.m., worship
service at 11 a.m., lunch at 12:15 p.m., and special program at 1:30 p.m.
The afternoon program will featdre the Puppets from Olive United
Methodist Church, Youth Group from Mason's Chapel United Methodist
Church, along with Karen Coles, Oneida White and others. The public is
invited to attend. Persons unable to attend may send their donations for
the upkeep of the cemetery to Ralph Robertson, RI 4, Murray, Ky. 42071.
UMW

will honor members at tea

The United Methodist Women of First United Methodist Church will
host a tea honoring women who have become members of the church during the past year. All church women are urged to attend this event which
will be from 2 to 4 p.m. at the parsonage at 300 North 10th St., Murray.

Antioch church plans services
Antioch Church of Christ will have its homecoming services starting
Friday, May 18, and continuing through Sunday, May 20. Speakers will
be James Shockley, Friday; Perry Cotham, Saturday; and Preston Cotham
and Charlie Arnett, SundiSf. Services will be at 7 p.m., Friday and Saturday, and at 10 and 10:50 a.m. Sunday. The church is located on SedaliaBrown's Grove Road, off Calloway-Graves County Line Road. A potluck
dinner will served following the Sunday morning services at Farmington
Community House at Farmington.

Friendly Hands will meet
Friendly Hands Group of First Christian Church will meet Friday, May
18, from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. in the Fellowship Hall of the church. A potluck
meal will be served. Meals will be taken to shut-ins following the
meeting.

Lakeland Home Educators are
sponsoring
Educators' Curriculum Fair. Saturday. from 10
a.m. to 3 p.m. at Christian Fellowship School. Briensburg. on
Highway 68.
There will be a large number
of on-site exhibitors such as
Bob Jones: Alpha Omega:
Mortensen Math; Christian
Light Ed.: Lifeway Curriculum:
From the HART. Triangle Press,
Open Court and others.

KONOS will present a slide
demonstration.
There will be information
packets containing more than
25 educational resources for
parents, teachers and other educators handed out at the door.
Door prizes will be given away.
This event is open to the public at no admission charge. For
more information, call Cindy
McDonald at 443-6989. or Laura
Trammell at 395-5104.

Seminar will
be at Shedd

•
•

Shedd Research will be offering a five-day seminar the week
of July 9 for teachers and parents. The training seminar will
offer instruction in the identification of learning disabilities
and dyslexia.
It also will cover material relating to classroom management. teaching techntques, behavioral programming and general instruction. The participants will work with actual students, in a practicum type setting. to apply the skills they are
learning.
The seminar also will help to
train the participants in the alphabetic-phonetic structural
linguistic approach to literacy
so individuals can help in tutorial programs. The seminar will
be conducted under the guidance of Dr. Paul Thompson, an
authority on dyslexia research.
plush Shedd Academy staff.
For more information. write
Shedd Research Academy, 346
Central Ave.. Mayfield, Ky..
42066 or phone 247-8007.
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Tonight Is
Bargain Night
Adult 3.00 Child 2.50
• Rent y our mokie..•at the nun les!
• 1008 Chestnut • 753-3311
•
Open 11:am to 10:pm

One PriceTM
Colthing Store
Chestnut Hills

641 N

Grand Opening Today
*In yesterday's paper, the Grand Opening was sta
- tea tor Wed., Mal. I tkth
We ;ire ...rrk for any inconvenience this may have caused.

'

Youth Car Wash on Saturday
The Youth of First Baptist Church will have a car wash on Saturday,
May 19, from 9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the church puking lot. Donations for
the car wash will go toward the youth summer mission trip.

SPRING SALE
All Spring Suits

Swim Team to hold registration
The Murray Calloway County Swim Team will hold registration for
summer swim on Sunday, May 20, at 2 p.m. in Annex of Calloway County Public Library. Summer swim is set to begin on June 1 at 8 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Park Pool. For more information call Mark
Malinauskas, 753-4332.
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Your Health Is
Our Concern

* * * * *

Selected Groups of
Sportswear

-15% Cash Discount On
All Prescriptions
•PCS • Medimet • BC-BS
Paid State Aid
'Medical. Claims Service
-Computerized Prescription Records
'Name Brand & Gen/MC Drugs
'Over The Counter Preparations
•Health Care Products
FREE DELIVERY

1/2 off
*
Accessories

1
/3 to

Handbags, Belts, Jewelry

TH1,

HOLLAND DRUGS
109 S. .1th St

Bob Dunn, R.Ph. 753-1462

20%.

MADEMOISELLE
Downtown-(rt.

SHOP
753-3882

Woman's Club ilans s lecial ocent Satnnl(lu

Make this tasty, Middle Eastern dish well in advance—the flavors
improve with age! For variation, serve on a leaf of lettuce or as a
stuffing for fresh tomatoes, zucchini or peppers. Garnish with spring
onions and fresh mint.
bulgar
boding water
olive oil
fresh lemon juice
green onions with
tops, finely chopped
medium tomatoes,
finely chopped

finely chopped
fresh mint or 1 tbsp.
dried mint
finely chopped
fresh parsley
Freshly ground
black pepper to taste

1

In a large heat-proof bowl, combine bulgar and boiling water Cover
and allow to stand for 1 hour, or until most of the water is absorbed.
Drain bulgar, using cheesecloth to help extract most of the moisture.
Combine oil and lemon juice. Add to bulgar along with onions,
tomatoes, mint, parsley and pepper. Gently toss mixture with a fork
and refrigerate at least 1 hour to allow fiavors to blend. Serve chilled
or at room temperature.
Serves 6; 1/2 cup per serving.

Members of Murray Woman's Club are pictured preparing for the
gigantic yard sale to be held Saturday, May 19, starting at 9 a.m. in
the basement of the club house at Vine and South Seventh Streets. All
types of items will be on sale including children's and adult clothing,
books, accessories, floral arrangements, pictures, kitchen utensils, etc.
Members of all 10 departments, Alpha, Creative Arts, Delta, Garden,
Home, Kappa, Music, Sigma, Theta and Zeta, are cooperating in this
fund-raising event. Eddie Mae Outland is general finance chairman
and Barbara Brandon is general president. The public is urged to
attend and to use the basement patio doors for entrance to the sale.
Pictured, from left, top Aeft photo, are, Norma Paschall, Ann Page,
Laurine Andrus and /oni Hopson; top right photo, Jeanie Clark,
Naomi Roge11,._MartWa Crafton, Paula Crouse and Margaret Owens;
bottom side picture, Mary Ann Pavlick, Charlotte Barker and Thelma
Bailey.

Ths Help 'bur Heart Reape is fromtie Arnencan Heart Ansa:mean Las•Fet. Low-Cholesievol
Cookbook Copyright 1909 by the American Heart Association Inc Published
by Times
Books (a division ot Random House Inc New York

One of the Oldest Congrmations
Started in 1838

HOMECOMING MEETING
N,11

18th, 19th & 20th
7:00 p.m. Nightl
Speakers will be...

• lames Shockley
Perry Cotham
Preston Cotham
Charlie Arnett

Friday Night
Saturday Night
Sunday Morning
Sunday Night

Sedalia - Brown's Grove Dr.
(I Mile of (ini‘es,l'allima

('o. Line)

"Come and Be with Us."

From BETTER HOMES AND
GARDENS
A Meredith Magazine
For AP Newsfeatures
As many as 7 million family
members spend part of their day
taking care of ailing or disabled
older people.
According to Better Homes and
Gardens magazine, most of these
care givers are women, usually
elderly wives or adult daughters.
They provide the major portion —
80 percent or more, according to
studies — of all care given to the
elderly.
Care giving is arduous, complex
and often lonely. Experts offer

One Price'
Clothing Store

these tips on coping successfully:
1. Set realistic goals. Accept personal limitations: Do the best possible to assure quality of life, comfort and safety for the relative, but
don't try to work miracles.
2. Ask for help. Attempting to be
a 24-hour, on-call nurse is an
impossible task. Suggest ways for
other family members to contribute. If they are unavailable, ask a
friend or neighbor to help for an
hour or two a week. Hire respite
care workers, if affordable.
3. Take personal time. Spend
resifite
digng 'pleiSant thing-1
— not()etching ap on other tasksr
4. Pay attention to personal
health. Exercise, rest, eat wellbalanced -nutritious meals.
5. Learn home-care skills. Ask
home-care specialists, nurses and
other professionals for ways to
manage such problems as body
mechanics, skin care, incontinence,
etc. Knowing what to expect and
how best to respond will boost
one's confidence.
6. Plan with, not for, the family
member. Respect aging persons'
need for autonomy and involve
them in decision making. If they
won't accept help for needed services, enlist the help of a doctor or
social. worker.
7. Discourage dependency. A
Case Western University study
shows that being dependent on
someone for care leads to depression. Families can help by encouraging a dependent person to make
contributions, even small ones, to
the household.
8. Stress the positives.

No Hope for Drop-In Visitors
Beh[Rd These Closed Doors

DEAR ABBY: Please print this
for people Who think it's all right to
"drop in" on friends without calling
first. It obviously does not occur to
some people that even close friends
and fists-wily-have times when drop-in
company is the last thing they need.
People do bathe, take naps, make
love, have family arguments and
recover from the flu. I have solved
the problem on how to deal with
drop-ins. I simply don't answer the
door unless I'm expecting someone.
The drop-ins then have no way of.
knowing ifI'm asleep, watching tele-.
vision, reading a book, making love
or dead on the floor.
I am then free to tell them at a
later date,"So sorry, I didn't realize
you were at the door. Please call first
next time so I won't miss seeing you
again."
It works.
BUTTZVILLE, N.J.

vited, to spend every weekend with
us. My children were very active in
their church and school activities,
and we were a busy family. I asked
my mother-in-law to please let me
know when she was coming so I
could plan accordingly. She got very
huffy and told me she'd come to her
son's home whenever she felt like it.
(Abby. I owned this house before I
married her son: he moved in with
me!)
The first three years of our marriage, she spent 48 out of 52 weekends here. She also invited her
friends and relatives to my home
without asking me. Once I left her
alone in the home for an hour, and
when I came home, I caught her
going through my bank statements!
I asked Ted to straighten her out,
but he refused,so I packed his clothes
and told him to go home to his mama,
and when he was man enough to cut
the apron strings, to call me, but
DEAR BUTTZVILLE:Thanks first he had to understand that his
for an ideal solution. Read on for mother could not walk in uninvited
a combination ofthe drop-in and or invite company to my home withperennial mother-in-law prob- out permission. He finally told her,
lem:
so I let him stay.
Now I can understand why none
DEAR ABBY: When I married of her other three sons could stay
"Ted," I was a widow with three married. Guests you invite. Pests
children. Ted had never been mar- drop in.
ried — but he had a mother who
NO SURPRISES,PLEASE
lived 200 miles away. She and her
husband started to drop in, unin-

Varieties • on the square

All

EVERY DAY...
EVERY ITEM.
Come see America's newest
and most exciting store for
ladies. Our newest location
features a huge selection of
FIRST QUALITY apparel in a
large assortment of styles and
colors. Don't miss our grand
opening for the best selection.

Swimwear

Exquisite
Form

Ladies &

Bras &
Girdles

Children

50% Off

2re off

DEAR CANDYE:Thank you!I
hope her career is aslong and rewarding as mine.

Taxus Densiforms
Spreading Yews

Reg. $12.99
3 to 4 Ft. Tall
4 Gallon Container $999
This Week's Special

'100 WARDROBE

Bedding Plants!

••See Store for Details.

'Herbs •Perennials

Chestnut Hills

DEAR ABBY:Thank you for publicizing"Paws With a Cause," Home
ofEars for the DeafInc.,to let people
know that we train dogs to help
hearing-impaired and physically
challenged individuals to lead a more
independent lifestyle.
The responseto your column has
been enormous! We've received
hundreds ofletters from every state
in the United States and Canada.
Donations continue to come in daily.
We are a non-profit organization
and receive no government funding.
We now have enough to begin training a new Hearing Dog,which will be
named"Abby Dearest."We shall keep
you informed on how she is progressing.
CANDYE SAPP,
ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR

+lowers 'Vegetables

Tremendous Selection

69

641 N. Murray. Hy
753-5148
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 10:00 to 7:00: Sun. 1:00
to 5:00
320 Memorial Dr.
Paris, TN
Bill & Carol R)rd: Owners

Per Pack

•Trses•Shritts
•Oinamantals
•Frus Trees
ler pest
Nursery
In the Area
With the
Largest
Sitiection

642-2215.642-1407
Ilrs.I used Mon.-Sal.
10-5 Sunday

Car ma Miller
bride-elect of
Steve Bell
has made
her selection
from
• Pier l's
Bridal Registry.
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Murray Kiwanis Club will meet
at 6 p.m. at Sirloin Stockade.

Twilight golf will be at 5:30
p.m. at Oaks Country Club.

Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at lodge hall.

Friday night dinner will be
served at 7 p.m. at Murray Country
Club.

Hazel Woman's Club will meet
at 7 p.m. at Hazel Community
Center.

AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at J.U. Kevil Center, South
10th Street Extended, Mayfield.

Twin Lakes Antique Car Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at Country
Kitchen at Draffenville.

Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth St. will be open from
6 to 11 p.m. For information call
753-TEEN.

H. Eddie Roberts Post 6291 of
VFW will meet at 7 p.m. at post
home on Highway 94 East.
Murray Business and Professional Women will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Louie's Steak House.
Murray Civitan Club will meet at
7 p.m. at Homeplace Restaurant.
Instructor class for American
Red Cross instructrors will be at
6:30 p.m. at Murray Area Vocational School.
Retirement reception for Ray
Dunn, principal, will be from 6 to
8 p.m. in cafeteria at Southwest
Calloway Elementary School.
Singles Organizational Society
will meet at 7 p.m. to play volleyball at Carr Health Building, Murray State University. For information call Pamela, 753-7638, Jeanne,
753-9224, or Jackie, 1-527-8175.
Prepared Childbirth Class will be
at 7 p.m. in Education Unit,
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Open meeting of Narcotics
Anonymous will be at 7 p.m. in
Parish Center, Si Leo's Catholic
Church.1
AA and Al-Anon will have
closed meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
Citizens' Center, Benton. For information call 759-4059 or 753-7663.
Murray High School graduation
will be at 8 p.m. at Lovett Auditorium, Murray State University.
Events at First Baptist Church
will include Mothers' Day Out at
9:30 a.m. and Carol Poe Group at 7
p.m.
District 13 of Kentucky Nurses'
Association will meet at 5:30 p.m.
at Seen Seas Restaurant. The Rev.
Susan Alsop-Atkinson will speak
on "Aging and Spirituality."
Friday, May 18
Westside Senior Citizens will
meet at 1:30 p.m. at Ellis Community Center.
Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for
activities by senior citizens.
Marshall County Theater Guild
will present "Plaza Suite" at 8 p.m.
at Forgotten Past Museum on Highway 68 between Briensburg and
Draffenv i Ile.

Musical, "Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor Dream Coat," will
be presented at 6 and 811.m. at
Murray High School.
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Deer Up Close
at 9:15 a.m. and Eagles Up Clow
at 2 p.m. at Woodlands Nature
Center; Environmental Science
Enrichment Series at Energy Lake
Campground; Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at
Homeplace-1850; Stargazing at
8:30 p.m. at Golden Pond Visitor
Center; Seven Wonders of the Universe at 10, 12, 2 and 3 at Golden
Pond Planetarium.
Friendly Hands will meet at 10
a.m. in Fellowship Hall of First
Christian Church.

Sports columnist
makes marriage
proposal in column
OKLAHOMA CITY (AP) —
Bachelor sports columnist John
Rohde abandoned the sporting
world in his column Wednesday,
and narrowed his audience to one
special person in hopes of gaining
a wife.
It worked.
Rohde prefaced his offbeat marriage proposal with a warning to
those perusing his column in The
Daily Oklahoman that if they
wanted to read about sports, "you
won't find it here today."
"I promise to return to our usual
subject tomorrow, but today I'm
going to try to change someone's
life. My own.
"It's with trembling fingers and
a racing heart that I type the following: 'Debbie Burchart, will you
marry me?"
"She said 'Yes,"' according to
a taped message left on his telephone answering machine.
Rohde timed his newsprint proposal with the first anniversary of
the day he met Ms. Burchart. He
conceded that the novel approach
could backfire if she refused.
"I'm not sure how people will
perceive this column, Deb. But as
you've come to know by now,
that's pretty much the case every
time I occupy this space," he
wrote. "Proposing to you in this
forum is either somewhat courageous or incrediblyiustupid. Either
way, my sincerity is genuine."
He suggested Aug. 1 as the wedding day, then wrote, "Please,
don't respond with a letter to the
editor."

NEW YORK (AP) — The
American Dietetic Association in
Chicago has devised the following
nutrition quiz to test consumers'
nutrition savvy.
Q: Peanut butter should be
avoided. True or false.
A:. False. Although 1 tablespoon
of peanut butter has 8.2 grams of
fat and 95 calories, it is free of
cholesterol and low in saturated fat,
and therefore can be used in
moderation.
Q: Exercise is one of the best
ways to increase your HDL (good
cholesterol) level. True or Wu.
A: True. Higher levels of HDL
usually are found in people who
exercise regularly. People who

Cream-cheese tart recipe brings
out special flavor with coconut
By NANCY BYAL
Satter Homes Magialne Feed ItilNer

Quick and chic, this tart makes
an impressive company dessert.
Toasting the coconut brings out its
nutty flavor, but if you're really
pressed for time you can skip that
step. When they're in season, try
your favorite berries for a topper.
Cream-Cheese Tart
1/4 of a 15-ounce package (1
crust) folded, refrigerated unbaked
piecrusts
1/2 cup coconut
One 8-ounce container soft-style
cream cheese with pineapple
One 11-ounce can pineapple tidbits and mandarin orange sections,
well drained
Let piecrust stand at room temperature for 5 minutes. Unfold the
piecrust onto a baking sheet. Fold
in the edges of the piecrust to make

Nutrition information per serving: 326 cal., 3 g pro., 31 g carb.,
22 g fat, 33 mg chol., 263 mg
sodium. U.S. RDA: 11 percent vii.
Volume

Saturday, May 19, 1990

No Admission Charge
Open To The Public

Therest No Place Like

HOMEPLACE
Spacial, Good Thursday, Friday & Saturday

presented by

14 oz. T-Bone Steak

Pond Raised Catfish Fillet
1/2 order

Choice of potato, salad $625
or slaw. Texas toast

Full Order s5"
All You Can Eat 16"

All You Can Eat Ky. Lake Catfish '4"
Every Sat. & Sun. til noon • Country Ham Breakfast Only sr
HOPdEPLACE FAMILY RESTAURANT
1908 Coldwater Rd.
759-1864
&UM Mon.-Sat. 5 a.m.-8 p.m.; Sun. 7 a.m.-3 p.m.

.1$110011k10 - HOIMONVS

and vegetables.
Q: 2 percent milk contains tor
much fat? (a) 2 percent fat calming
(b) 17 percent fat calories (c) 37
percent fat calories.
A: (c) 37 percent fat calories.
Q: It is better to eat butter than
hydrogenated margarine. True or
false.
A: False. Although the hydrogenation process does increase the
degree of saturation of margarine,
hydrogenated margarine is still less
saturated than butter. One tablespoon of butter has 7.1 grams of
saturated fatty acids and 1 tablespoon of stick margarine (hydrogenated soybean oil) has 2.1 grams of
saturated fatty acids. In other
words, butter is more than 3 times
more saturated than stick (hydrogenated) margarine.
Q: "Light" on a food label
means: (a) less fat (b) low calories
(c) less salt (d) any of the above.
A: (d) "Light" on a food label
can mean anything.
Q: Which is the healthiest fastfood lunch? (a) 6 chicken nuggets
with hot mustard sauce (b) chef
salad with 1 ounce of vinaigrette
dressing (c) small plain hamburger.
A: (c) The small hamburger is
the best choice with 263 calories,
37 milligrams cholesterol and 38
percent fat calories. Next is the
chicken nuggets with 389 calories,
70 milligrams cholesterol and 46
percent fat calories. Last is the chef
salad with 325 calories, 107 milligrams cholesterol and 49 percent
fat calories.
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exercise, don't smoke, and stay at & try and most cheeses have about
desirable weight also have higher the same amount of cholesterol.
HDL levels. Therefore, quitting True or false.
smoking, exercising regularly, and
A: True. But, cheeses, for the
losing weight (if overweight) are most part, have much more saturways to raise HDL levels.
ated fat. Therefore, substitute lowQ: Which oil is higher in mono- fat and imitation cheeses whenever
unsaturates? (a)canola oil (b) olive possible for natural, processed and
oil (c) sunflower oil.
hard cheeses. Choose low -fat
A: (b) Olive oil has the highest cheeses that have between 2 and 6
percentage of monounsanuates at grams of fat per ounce.
77 percent. Canola oil is close at
Q: All fruits and vegetables are
62 percent monounsaturales, while low in fat and calories. True
or
sunflower oil has only 20 percent
false.
monounsaturates. It is currently
A: False. Avocados and olives
recommended that 10 to 15 percent
of your total daily calories come are high in fat and calories.
Q: Which has more fat? (a) 1
from monounsaturated fat.
ounce
of turkey breast (b) 1 ounce
Q: Ounce for ounce, meat, poulof lean ham (c) 1 ounce of turkey
frank.
A:(c) The turkey frank has more
fat. Turkey breast has 12 percent
fat calories, lean ham has 34 percent fat calories and turkey franks
have 74 percent fat calories.
a 9-inch circle. Flute edges of pieQ: Most high fiber foods are also
crust to form a 1/4-inch-high rim. high in calories. True or false.
Prick bottom of crust. Bake in a
A: False. Most fiber-rich foods
450-degree F oven for 8 to 10 are low in calories, take longer to
minutes or until golden.
chew and make you feel full
If desired, place coconut in a longer.
shallow baking pan; bake in
Q: Oat bran is the only food that
450-degree F oven for 2 to 3 will lower blood cholesterol. True
minutes or until golden, stirring or false.
often.
A: False. Although studies show
that oat bran can lower blood
Spread cream cheese evenly over cholesterol
in some people, it is the
slightly cooled baked crust. soluble
fiber in the oat bran that
Arrange pineapple and oranges lowers
blood cholesterol levels.
over crust and sprinkle with coco- Other sources
of soluble fiber
nut. Cut into wedges to serve. Cov- include barley,
kidney
beans and
er any remaining tart and store in other dried beans
and
some
fruits
the refrigerator. Makes 6 to 8
servings.
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Dietetic group devises nutrition quiz for consumers
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Entire Stock
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Coordinates

Spring & Summer
Dressy & Casual

Coats & Jackets

,,

1/2 off

25To off

Leslie Faye Haberdashery,
Joyce, Lucia, That's Me,
Catalina

SALE PRICES

Spring

Shoes

1/
/
1 4 to 2 off

OFF

Selected Styles

Reg. 24" to 1 30" ,

_..

Entire Stock

Entire Stock

Entire Stock

Maidenform Bras

Tank Tops

Spring Sweaters

/
1 4 off

1
2off
/
1 4 to/

25To
'
Reg. 141
to 20"

off

Reg. 9'to22-

Reg. 19- to 124-

Briefs & Bikinis

Jewelry

Spring
centenn9
ial

tholight

Suits

-

99

/
1 2 off

--Male End. June 24

TERRY'S PAINT
Southside Shopping Center

753 :3:321

Reg. Ile to 130'

Buy 3 pr. Save 15%
Buyfi pr. Save 20%
Buy 12 pr. Save 25%

1/4

to

1/3

Reg.6"to 90'1

,
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Paducah

Murray

Union'City
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Overbey selected for fellowship
ROUND TRIP
AIRFARE UPDATE
FROM PADUCAH
Baton Rouge
78"
Atlanta
78"
Little Rock
78"
Austin
13800
Philadelphia
138"
Washington D.C.
13800
San Antonio
138"
Boston
138"

FROM NASHVILLE
Orlando
178"
78"
Chicago
Detroit
82"
San Diego....
158'
San Antonio
11800
Houston
11400
New York City
118"
Tulsa
118"

RESTRICTIONS APPLY
'LIMITED SEATS SOLD
ALL RATES SUBJECT TO CHANGE

Take advantage of House Travel's BONUS BUCK$
and start saving money when you travel.
For full details contact one of the professional House Travel
consultants: Patty Greenway or Kimberly House.

4

ou8e
7759-1074
to Subby's)

1304 Chestnut
1-800-634-4903

The following article concerning
Lochie B. Overbey, daughter of
Mary Bell Overbey of Murray and
the late Wells Overbey, appeared
in the April 23rd issue of The Saginaw News, Saginaw, Mich..
Globe-trotting is nothing new for
Lochie B. Overbey — and her
home is a testament to the fact.
Her carpets are from Saudi
Arabia and Afghanistan; the pottery from Kenya, South American
and India; the flower pot from
France; and the posters from Italy,
Britain and Korea.
The supervisor of staff development for the Saginaw School District soon will add Zimbabwe to
her list.
Officials of the Fulbright-Hays
Fellowship selected Overbey as
one of 13 educators from across the
country to visit the African nation.
What Overbey will seek has far
more than domestic implications.
"We need to incorporate global
awareness and multiculturalness
into our classrooms," she said.
The 49-year-old Overbey leaves
Saturday, June 30, and will remain
in Zambabwe — eight time zones
and some 10,000 miles — for nearly two months.
She will use the trip to help
develop an international curriculum
for Saginaw students and to pursue
the establishment of sister school
relationships.
"Africa has been underrepresented and misunderstood by
many American educators," said
John D. Metzler, assistant professor

„
"2 FOR

Lochie B. Overbey
of African studies and education at
Michigan State University as well
as co-director of the travel project.
Africa, the world's second
largest continent in terms of population and land mass, offers much
more than the stereotyped images
of war and famine-plaqued villages
played so prominently in the media, Metzler said.
The state Board of Education
recommends that seventh-grade
social studies teachers emphasize
information about "Eastern hemispheric" nations, which means that
instructors face the task of giving
youths a look at Europe, Asia, Australia and Africa all within one
year.
Often, Metzler said, teachers
stress the European nations at the
expense of Africa because "(They)
will deal with the areas they are
most familiar with and can obtain
the most materials about."
Saginaw school leaders point out
that about two-thirds of the district's 16,000 students are of African heritage.
"The more differing cultures we
can experience, the better we are at
teaching others about world peace,"
said Overbey, whose home is mildly littered with books and maps she

is using to give herself a crash
course on Zimbabwe.
"We are a global society," she
said. If the community in which
we live in doesn't understand
someone in Itentucky or over in
England, how can Saginaw exist?
"We need to understand the lives
of others if we intend to do business with them."
Overbey will travel "by Rover
— or whatever" across more than
2,000 miles within Zimbabwe.
She will meet with government,
business and education leaders in
the captial city of Harare before
crisscrossing the country to visit
teachers and school administrators.
"It's going to be preuy intense in
terms of sheer research," she said.
Many youths fail to realize the
many influences Africa has had on
American culture, ranging from the
roots of rock-n-roll music to the
chocolate that goes into candy bars,
Metzler said.
"The contributions of African
history go well beyond that 12 to
15 percent of our national population (that is black)," he said. "They
affect all Americans."
Overbey is the sole Fulbright
representative of kindergartenthrough-12th-grade educators. The
others on the expedition consist
primarily of college-level
instructors.
Overbey has worked at the district's Instructional and Staff Development Center, 1505 Ottawa, for
five years.
She helps coordinate efforts
promoting new ways of instruction,
as well as wellness, self-esteem
and stress-management programs
for employees.
Overbey previously visited Africa during a 1988 trip to Kenya with
Delta College instructors.
"It was marvelous," she said. "It
was all so new. I had absolutely no
frame of ttferenet. How do you
react when a giraffe walks in front
of you?"
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Rhonda Michelle Kimbro, student at Calloway County Middle
School, has been named an AllAmerican Scholar by United
States Achievement Academy. To
qualify a student must earn a 33
or better grade point average.
She was nominated for this
award by Mrs. Patterson, one of
her teachers. She is the daughter
of Jimmy and Allan Kimbro of
Murray; and granddaughter of
Imogene Kimbro of Murray and
the late James Kimbro, Joe Pat
Johnson of Murray, and Wanda
Chastain of Nashville, Tenn.

Hospital releases
Wednesday report
Three newborn admissions, dismissals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
for Wednesday, May 16, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Cox baby boy, parents, Cindy
and Robert, 108B Walnut Ct.,
Benton;
McDaniel baby boy, parents, Jessy and Freddie, Rt. 7, Lynn Grove
Apts., Murray;
Rice baby boy, parents, Valarie
and Gregory, 2149 East Reelfort
Ave., Union City, Tenn.
Dismissals
Ted Arant, Rt. 1, Box 181, Benton; Miss Terri Powers, Box 74,
New Concord; Mrs. June Pritchett,
RL 1, Box 82, Dexter;
Mrs. Phyllis Emerson, 117 South
10th St., Murray; Jonathan Chapman, 1319 Poplar St., Murray;
Mrs. Tina Hayton and baby girl,
Ri 3, Box 263B, Murray; Mrs.
Jacque comble and baby boy, Rt.
1, Box 95, Benton;
Ms. Pfggy Rushing, Apt. 044
Mur-Cal Apts., Murray; Tom
Padgett, Rt. 1, Box 58, Almo;
Mrs. Bertie Paschall, Rt. 1, Box
22, Almo; Ms. Thelma Keese, Rt.
6, Box 164, Murray;
Mrs. Carlene Paschall, Rt. 2,
Box 180, Puryear, Tenn.; George
Thornton, Rt. 1, Box 183, Kirksey;
Mrs. Virginia Gantt, Rt. 2, Box
35, Murray; Hugh Gould, 1603
Hermitage, Murray; Mrs. Maybelle
Blakemore, Rt. 1, Cottage Grove,
Tenn.
Expiration
Dolfus McClain, Long Term
Care, MCCH, Murray.
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Field's Finest 1 Lb.

$ 1 59

Wieners or Dinner Franks
Field's Finest 1 Lb. Thick or Reg.

-60Z
1

Bologna

$ 1 49

Field's Finest 1 Lb. Thick or Thin

$139

Bacon
Field's Finest

Baked Ham

Jb $459

Field's Finest Old Fashion

Sausage

21&:),
4

Field's Finest Kentuckian

haw-i•111
•

1 lb $

969

Cooked Ham
Use your Fashion Bug Charge.
Visa, MasterCard, American Express & Discover

59

$239

or Whole Lb

Fields Finest 6 oz. Flame Brown or

(Reg $15,361

CHECK OUT THE "2 FOR" SPECIALS
• IN GIRLS SIZES, NOW IN MANY STORES!

Prices Good May 17 thru May 23

Boneless Ham

$20
for

Field's Finest
Field Features Of The Week

Field's Finest Center Cut

Smoked Pork Chops

lb

$289

Field's Finest

Pickle & Pimento Loaf
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( N BUG
CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER, MURRAY
OPEN DAILY 10-9: SUNDAY 12-5

8 oz.
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Gibbs is high seller
Samantha Gibbs, a member of
Brownie Troop 3083 at Robertson
School, was the high seller of Girl
Scout cookies in her level for the
Bear Creek Girl Scout Council.
Gibbs sold 551 boxes during the
sale, according to a release from
"Ripples on Bear Creek," a publication of the Bear Creek Council.
Sue Hood, leader for the Brownie Troop, said all of her troop
members sold real good during the
cookie sale.
A total of $551 was earned for
the troop, Hood said.
Second place troop seller was
Ashley Hood who sold 200 boxes,
and third place troop seller was
Keisha Scarbrough who sold 129
boxes.
Other members of the troop are
Tara Bogard, Becky Brown, Jenny
Colson, Jill Farley, Erin Gearing,

M. Ray Dalrymple, seated right, service extension director of The Salvation Army, Kentucky-Tennessee Division, Louisville and Willsburg,
Samantha Gibbs
Joy NoIcox, Desire' Phelps, Krista
Shelby, Erica Trenholm, Angela
Woods and Ashley Watkins.

Baker and Sprinkle wedding
to be at Pleasant Hill Church
The wedding of Miss Beverly
Denise Baker, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Dwaine Baker, and Donnie
Allen Sprinkle, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Sprinkle of Murray,
will be solemnized on Saturday,
May 19.
The vows will be said at 6 p.m.

at Pleasant Hill Pentecotal Church
at Canton.
A reception will follow in the
Fellowship Hall of Ferguson
Springs Baptist Church at Aurora.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the ceremony and
the reception.

Preparations are underway for Jane Marie's Dance Studio annual
recital entitled "The Dance Tribune" as indicated in the posters displayed by Jason and Jonathan Chapman. The event will be Saturday,
May 19, at 7 p.m. at Lovett Auditorium, Murray State University.
The public is invited to attend and there is no charge.

Innovation Continues...

talks about the work of the local Salvation Army unit at a meeting
Tuesday at Pagliai's. Dalrymple was here to sign up boys and girls,
ages 7 to 12, for The Salvation Army Camp at Dale Hollow, July
16-21. This is a special week with supervised instruction for youth
and there is no charge. Meeting with Dalrymple, were, from left, Jo
Burkeen, Wilma Billington, unit treasurer, and Euple Ward, unit
chairman. Bonnie Smith, board member, was unable to attend.
Photo by Rick Grogan

CCEA hears speakers
Calloway County Superintendent
Jack Rose and Senator Greg Higdon were speakers at the annual
spring banquet of Calloway County
Education Association held at Calloway County High School
cafeteria.
Rose and Higdon talked on the
Kentucky Education Reform Act of
1990 at the April 10th banquet.
Entertainment consisting of poetry and music was presented by Patricia Lassiter's Eighth Grade English Class at Calloway County
Middle School.
Scholaiships of $500 each were
awarded to two high school seniors
who plan to major in secondary
education.
Marlene Beach presented the
CCEA Scholarship to Tina Butler,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ricky
Butler.
Patricia Lassiter presented the
Myrtle Jones Scholarship to Amy
Fulton, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James Fulton. The Jones Scholarship is awarded in memory of Mrs.
Lassiter's mother.
Jane Cothran, association president, welcomed the members and
special guests.
President-elect Linnie Hooks
presented outgoing president
Cothran a gift with thanks for her
numerous accomplishments this
past year.
Officers for 1990-91 school year
are Fred Ashby, president-elect;
Linnie Hooks, president; Ann
Assad, treasurer; Ila Brown, corresponding secretary; Shirley Wall,
recording secretary; and Judy Darnell, reporter.
Several door prizes of screenprint teacher t-shirts and other
items were given to members and
guests.
The cafeteria was decorated in
the theme of "Teachers Touch
ToMorrow." Floral table arrangements and mint cups were placed
individually with spring colors carried throughout.

A meal, prepared by Joanna
Adams, food service director, and
the food service ladies was served
to approximately 100 members and
guests.

Sandy Linn, youth services
director for the Calloway County
Public Library, announced that
registration for Summer Story
Hours and the Summer Reading
Program will begin Monday, May
21, and continue through Thursday,
May 31.
Story Hours are Tuesdays and
Wednesdays of each week. They
will begin Tuesday, June 12.
Parents and Twos meet from
9:30 to 10 a.m. Regular Story
Hours are from 10:30 to 11:30 a.m.
Story Hours are book-centered
enrichment programs designed for
children 3 to 8 years of age. It consists of share time, story telling
activities and art projects.
The Parent and Two program is
a special 30-minute version of
Story Hour designed to help very
young children begin interacting in
a group setting. The parent is
involved in helping the child with
listening skills and activities.
The Summer Reading Program
begins June 6 and will continue
each Wednesday through June 27.
This will be from 3 to 4 p.m. each
Wednesday and will be for preschoolers up to Grade 5. Special

activities are planned apropriate for
each age group.
This year's Summer Reading
Program is a non-competitive, educational and entertaining reading
program for children. "Our goal is
to help children maintairf and even
improve their reading skills during
summer vacation," Linn said.
Special entertainment will be
provided each Wednesday. A special "Partysaurus" prize party will
be held the last day to celebrate
Summer Reading. All participants
who read at least five books will
receive an attractive certificate.
The library will also offer a special two-weeks program for grades
6 to 8 to be held Tuesdays, June 12
and 19, from 2:30 to 3:30 p.m.
This will be the "Young Readers' Group" and will be a time to
discuss junior fiction and help
these young readers become better
acquainted with what the library
has to offer.
"Come join the fun!!" said Linn.
Anyone wishing to register a
child for summer programs or for
more information call the library at
753-2288.

SEARS TIRE & AUTO CENTER

BIG
1990
Th. Road/MadWe

SO a low-priced
Michelin made radial with a super 50,000-mile
tread-wearout warranty

• Steel belted for strength
• Designed for outstanding traction plus a smooth ride
OUR LOWEST PRICE IN 1990!
Save $4 to $30 when you buy 4
2 or more each
low as

• 40,000-mile tread-wearout warranty
• All-season tread otters
a smooth ode
OUR LOWEST PRICE EVER!

each

Low as $23
79.
.

RoodHandler 50 tire

SuperGuord 40 tire

S•iirs 43 battory...

SIZE

SIZE

EACH

power you can count on. at a
price that s hard to beat'
350 amps. limited 45-month
warranty
• instilled
with trade-in

P155 80R13
P165 80R13
P175,80R13
P185 80R13
P185 75R14
P195 75R14
P205,75R14
P205 75R15
P215 751;115
P225 75R 15
P235 75R15

P155 80R13
P165,80R13
P175/80R13

$23 79
33 69
38 64
46 56
49 53
52 49
5448
5598
56 51
5699
57 49

$36.08

2 OR MORE.
EACH
$4299
53 47
57 95
60 54
62 20
66 46
68 32
71 53
75 24
77 24 •
78 23

p185430R1 3

P185,75R14
1)195 75R14
P205,75R14
P205/75R15
P21575R15
P225/75R15
P235/75R15

•Shipping included to store Items
readily available as advertised See
store tor details
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Bel-Air Center, Murray
Mon.-Sat. 9-6
753-2310

GREAT AUTMt.,^TIVE SERVICES
• Tire installation
• State inspection
• Shockstrul inotaltahon

• Tune-up
• Brant "wok:*
• Who. alogrornant

• Etactrorkc apn bonancrrv
• Ottiubo sorvtoa

TAKE-OUT COUNTER
REFRIGERATOR!

Painting is too much work to use anything else!
VINYL PLASTIC
FLAT

MASTERCOAT

SUPER FLAT

• Durable latex house
paint
• Quick drying
• Low :heat
• Equipment cleans quickly
with water

• Our Most washable and
best hiding wall paint
• Attracuve flat finish
• Spreads almost twice as
far as ordinary paints
• Equipment cleans quickly
with water

• A tough flat finish fix
watts and ecalirip
• Ones quickly
• Forne a scrubbable earface
• Equipment cleans quickly
with water
.010

$ 1090
Reg $18.99

Gal.

Seg $1399

VINYL VELVET

Model TBX25MI.
• 24.8 Cu. It. capacity: 7.65 Cu. It. freezer.
• Full-width take-out Counter. a built-in compartment door for
instant access to inner shelf.
esr
• Extra deep Spacemaker* doors on fresh food and freezer
compartments embilv store gallon containers. 3-liter bottles and
six-packs.
• Quick Store' bin and Quick Serve' storage dishes on the door.
• Adjustable tempered glass shelves allow efficient space-making
arrangements.

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV
Your General Electric, Jenn Air and RCA
Appliance Dealer In Murray

212 East Main Street

753-1586

Rog. $14.99

ACRYGUARD

MASTER FLAT

• For walls and wood wodt
• Elegant eggshell finish
• Fast-drying, one-coat
coverage
• Forms a scrubbable,
chip-resistant surface
• F:quiprnent cleans quickly
with Wile

• Durable, economical, flat
interior wall and ceding
finish
• Hides minor surface
flaws
Ones in 30 minutes or
less
• Equipment cleans quickly
with water

• An exiled* house paint
for the homeowner or proteem:nal painter
• One czars as MOM
• EROSIMIIT1

ACRYGUARO
roust emir

grv•$1690

k

se sae*

.

sooty and aluminum ading
• Dries to a low-sheen finish in 30 minutes
• Equipment cleans quickly
with wane.

'Wry $1590
Ras $17.99

Bel Air Shopping Center Murray, KY

759-1390
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TOYOTAS
COST LESS
IN MURRAY
1991 Previt,,,

Dual Air, Power Windows &
Door Locks, ALVFIA Cassette, Tilt & Cruise.

1990 Camry
0417

Brereton Jones releases names of supporters
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) —
Gubernatorial candidate Brereton
Jones invaded the home turf of fellow Democratic hopeful Dr. Floyd
G. Poore on Wednesday by releasing names of 73 northern Kentucky
officials who intend to back Jones.
The list included Covington
Mayor Denny Bowman; Newport
Mayor Steve Goetz; state Sen. Joe
Meyer, D-Covington; Boone County Judge-Executive Bruce Ferguson; state Sen. Patti Weaver, D-

Walton; Carroll County JudgeExecutive Shorty Tomlinson, and
Grant County Judge-Executive Carol Woodyard.
Jones, who is lieutenant governor and has made no secret of his
plans to enter the May 1991 primary for governor, said he intends
to make northern Kentucky a focal point of our candidacy."
In releasing the list of endorsements, Jones is following a course
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson charted in

his campaign leading to the 1987
election.
Wilkinson, running last in the
five-man Democratic field, held a
news conference in December 1986
to release names of more than 70
northern Kentucky officials who
supported him.
Wilkinson subsequently carried
the region by an overwhelming
margin. He attributed much of his
success to support from those
officials.

SEARS

SAVE
10%
on everything in our Summer Style Catalog

THE ACES ON BRIDGE
-What is well done is done soon
enough."
— Seigneur du Bartas.

HURRY...SALE STARTS MAY 13th
and ends May 26th

Air, Power Windows & Door
Locks, AM/FM Cassette, Tilt,
Cruise.
Semi on SO Yes al 1175% APOI woe. III% Devon
liernew4 4nr Squad Trim* &golly plus tax 4.14 Yawn=
eta oppregred seat

TOYOTA
Open Until 7 p.m. Nightly

SAVE on
Home FurnishiniT,

Pull out your Summer
Style Catalog and order now,
or see catalog in our Store

See: Chris Bearden, Mark
Elkins, Aubrey Hatcher, Reggie Young, Bill Calvert and
Chad Cochran, Sales Mgr.

We
Ko
Ba

Boys' Sportswear

Women's Apparel

753-4961

who lives in Boone County, has
close ties with Democratic organizations throughout northern Kentucky. He expects to draw most of
the region's vote as its native son.

SAVE on

SAVE on

515 S. 12th St.
Murray

The announcement from Jones,
more than a year before the 1991
Democratic showdown, targets
Poore in his home region.
Poore, a Grant County native

TO PLACE YOUR CATALOG ORDER, CALL,,

11-800-366-3000
Catalog
Store

Read the
want ads daily

753-2310

Give today's slam to 10 friends
and it's odds-on that nine will take
only 11 tricks. Chances are that the
one who solves the problem does so
only because it was presented as
such. At the table, he'd probably fail
also.
The typical plan is to win the
heart ace, draw trumps and take a
diamond finesse. East wins, and the
slam is no longer manageable,
whether East returns a heart or
tests South with a club. If East leads
a club (best), South fails even if he
doesn't finesse, thanks to the 4-2 diamond break. And if East leads a
heart. South has time to check the
diamonds, but to no avail'.
A better route to success is to
draw trumps, cash dummy's heart
king and ruff dummy's last heart.
Next the diamond ace is cashed and
a low diamond is played from dummy. In today's layout, East's king
wins, and the club finesse is unnecessary.(One of dummy's clubs goes
on South's diamond queen.).
What if East does not hold the
doubleton king of diamonds? Then
either South's queen or West's king
will win the second diamond trick.
In either case, South will have time
to check on a 3-3 diamond break before committing himself to the club
finesse.

BOBBY WOLFF

NORTH
5 17 A
*K J 9 7 3
V K62
•A J 6
+72
WEST
EAST
5
44 2
Q J 10 9
874 3
•109 3 2
•K 4
4 K 10 6 4
+J 9 8 5 3
SOUTH
O A Q 1086
V A5
•Q 8 7 5
4A Q
Vulnerable: Both
Dealer: South
The bidding:
South
North
West
East
Pass
10
30
Pass
44
4•
Pass
Pass
4V
40
Pass
Pass
6
Pass
Pass
Pass
Opening lead: Heart queeen
BID WITH THE ACES
5-17-B

South holds:
•5
V Q J 10 9
•10 9 3 2
4K 10 6 4
North South
1 NT
10
?
2 NT
ANSWER:. Pass. Nice intermediates. but with no long suit to run, it's
extremely unlikely that nine winners will be available.
Send bridge questions to The Aces. PO Box
12363 Dallas. Texas 75225, with self-addressed,
stamped envelope for reply

TRADE-IN TIME!
Walk-Behind Weekend Extravaganza! Your Used Mower In Any
Condition* (Even If It Doesn't Run!) Is Worth An Extra $35.00 Off
The Already Low Sale Prices On Our Lawn-Boy Walk-Behind
Mowers! Plus Financing For Qualified Buyers!
Self-Propelled!
Self-Propelled Mower
L21ZSN
•4-HP commercial-grade
engine •Easy on/off side
Or rear grass bag available
•21' cut, staggered
wheel • 14-gauge
steel deck

Per
Month
With
No
Down
Payment!

NEVER CHANGE
OIL AGAIN

Oil Injection!

Lawn-Boy's staggered-wheel mowers offer all the
options you need to keep your lawn looking great,
with a minimum of effort.
A recycling attachment lets you recycle clippings
back into the lawn, so you never have to dispose of
them.
With quick attachment changes you can also bag
to the side, bag to the rear, or disperse clippings to
the side.
These options make our staggered-wheel mowers
the most versatile mowers you can buy.

NEW %SERIES
RATED *BEST UT BY LEADING
CONSUMER MAGAZINE

Per
Month
With
No
Down
Payment!

,Push Mower S19ZPN
•4-HP commercial-grade
engine • No-rust deck
•19 cut, staggered
wheel • Mulcher,
shredder and side bag
available.

M-Series Self-Propelled Mower
M21BMR
Rated "Best Buy" by a leading
consumer
magazine • FreshIguberm
oil system for longer engine life
'Powerful 5-HP commercialgrade engine •One-handed rear
catcher standard •Magnalite•
deck •21" cut
'Multiple speed drive
•Blade Brake Clutch

M-Series Self-Propelled Mower
M21EMR
,FreshLubeTM oil system for
longer engine life •Powerful
5-HP commercial-grade
engine 'One-handed rear
catcher standard •Magnalites deck • Electric
start • 21" cut
• Multiple speed drive

Push Mower L21ZPN
•4-HP commercial-grade
engine •Easy on/off side
or rear grass bag available
•21" cut, staggered wheel
•14-gauge steel deck

2-YEAR WARRANTY
Per
Month
With
No
Down
Payment!

BUILT TO LAST

Self-Propelled Mower
S21ESN
•4-HP commercial-grade
engine *Cast aluminum
deck • Electric start
•21" cut, staggered
wheel • Mulcher,
shredder, side and
rear bag available

Self-Propelled Mower
S21ZSN
•4-HP commercial-grade
engine 'Cast aluminum
deck •21" cut, staggered
wheel • Mulcher,
shredder, side and
rear bag available.

19Month

00
Per
$
2
1.
°19.r
Month
With
No
Down Payment!

With
No
Down
Payment!

I rade-In Must Be A Complete
Mower-Handle, Wheels, Engine & Deck.
1111(TI«1

s'ronK

Pow
Month
With
No
Down
Payment!
EXCLUSIVE 3+5+
LIFETIME WARRANTY

ALL RIDING MOWERS
ON SALE NOW AND
FINANCING AVAILABLE

CoasttoCoast
Mon.•Sat. ps:30-9:ou
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Comparing North and South Korea
Paektu
9.003ft.6

China

Map

AFTER 22 YEARS OF HONORABLE B SUCCESSFUL BUSINESS IN MURRAY
Now Comes One 01 The Greatest Sales And Genuine Money Saving Events
Of High Grade Men's And Women s Clothing Ever Held In The Murray Area...

•
Kwanmo
11.337 rt.

North
Kama
1.
'44

„se
Sea of
Japan

West
*4
Korea
Bay •ftongYing

North

South

Population

23 million

44 million

Ares

46,540 sq. 38,211 sq
miles
miles

Capital

Pyongyang Seoul

•I

Our Stor'e has been closed all day
Saturday, Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday.May 12th, 14th, 15th
and 16th to mark down prices,
engage and train extra help - and
to prepare our store and stocks
for this GREAT SALE - making
the merchandise easy to see and
easier to buy - every article will be
marked in plain figures and at
GOING OUT OF BUSINESS
PRICES... DON'T MISS IT - BUT
COME EARLY - FIRST COME,
FIRST SERVED - WHILE OUR
STOCKS'' LAST!

Seoul
Otfical name Democratic Republic of
Peoples
Korea
Republic of
Korea

Kanghwa
Bay

tom Riverp•ohang t Government Communist Republic,
z•
dictatorship with strong
military
South
influence

Yellow
Sea

Korea

2/
..
.,.Religi
on

100

0
t-Miles

Officially
atheist, but
Confucian
influence

Buddhist,
Protestant
Confucianism,
Catholic

University reps ask Cheney
to change gay-ROTC policy
By JOHN DIAMOND
Associated Prase Wrtter

WASHINGTON — Four groups
representing most of the nation's
colleges and universities have
urged Defense Secretary Dick Cheney to change the Pentagon's policy barring homosexuals from military service.
In a letter hand-delivered Tuesday and made available Wednesday
to The Associated Press, the four
higher education associations said
the Pentagon policy dated back to
the days of official discrimination
against blacks and other minority
groups.
The letter focused on the policy's impact on Reserve Officer
Training Corps cadets. Several
cadets in recent months have been
denied commissions after telling
superiors they were gay. In most of
those cases, the military has sought
repayment from the cadets of scholarships and other money.
"The arguments for change in
current ROTC practices are several,
and seem to many of us compelling," the four association presidents wrote.
The groups represented were the
American Council on Education,
the Association of American Universities, the American Association
of State Colleges and Universities
and the National Association of
State Universities and Land-Grant
Colleges. Together, they represent
virtually all of the Colleges in the
country.
T4e association heads asked for
a meeting with Cheney.
Maj. Doug Hart, a Defense
Department spokesman, said Wednesday that Cheney's office had
received the letter but "he has not

Fire ban ends
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
ban on open burning after 4:30
p.m. has ended with the expiration
of the spring fire hazard season, the
state Division of Forestry said in a
news release Wednesday.
Division personnel fought 766
fires in the spring, which was fewest for the period in 24 years and
less than half the average, the division said.
The fires burned 11,673 acres of
forest with timber losses of nearly
$1 million.
The 4:30 p.m. burning restriction
will be reinstated Oct. 1, when the
fall fire hazard season begins, officials said.

Buckingham
Ray,

STORE HAS
BEEN CLOSED

actually looked at it himself."
The association heads wrote:
"Sexual orientation appears to be
the only basis on which discrimination is condoned within ROTC or
similar programs.
"Denial of equal opportunity on
the grounds of race, gender, religion, nationality or political affiliation, among other possible criteria,
has long since been barred," they
said. "Discrimination based on
sexual orientation thus remains a
curious anomaly."
The Pentagon policy often runs
counter to explicit prohibitions set
by the schools against anti-gay discrimination. In the case of the University of Wisconsin, the policy
runs counter to state law, the association heads noted.
The leaders warned that by continuing the policy, the Defense
Department would not only deprive
itself of many qualified recruits
who happen to be gay, but would
also drive away "many who hold
conventional sexual views but find
discrimination unacceptable in any
form."
Hart took issue with the point in
the letter suggesting that denial of
equal opportunity based on "political affiliation" has been barred in
the past.
"I don't think if a person said
they were a member of the Communist Party they'd have much
luck getting an ROTC scholarship," he said.
The involvement of the education groups stemmed from incidents on various campuses involving protests against the ROTC policy or actual cases in which gay
cadets were denied commissions
and told to repay their tuition
scholarships.

Hello
Stranger!

GREAT
SALESALE
DAYS
TODAY AND FRIDAY
9 A.II, TO 9 PM.
SATURDAY
9 Al TO 6 P.M.

MURRAY S FINEST TRADITIONAL CLOTHING STORE

LOCATED AT
970 CHESTNUT STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

4

IS GOING OUT OF BUSINESS
And The Entire And Complete Stock Of This Fine Store - Consisting Of The Finest
Nationally Advertised Clothing For Men And Women - Must Be Closed Out Now!

GREAT '500,000 GOING
OUT OF BUSINESS SALE
FAMOUS BRANDS
-ALL
ON SALE
-

INVOLVING EVERY ARTICLE AND
DEPARTMENT IN OUR STORE!

WHAT IS A BARGAIN!

In these days when you read so much of Bargains -

JUST THINK what this great sale means to you and lo every Mundy llian9 r
Murray and its trading area coming alit does in apneai today'stegh pricers
and right in the heart of the buying season. OVER $500.000 worth ol
MEN'S AND WOMEN'S F INE WEARING APPAREL - c-onsaling of Men's
Suits. topcoats, sport coats, raincoats. jackets. sweaters. dress pants.
dress and sport shins. underwear, pajamas,sox. neckwear , gloves, bees.
iwelry, Women,Sportswear, dresses -coals, suits and accessories and
hundreds of others that space will not allow us to mention. must and nno be
dosed outto the bare walls in the next few days regardless of cost or loss
of profits. Every anician every &apartment will go on saie at prices and
savings you have often read about but seldom II overseen demonstrated.
You have wanted lower prices on fine clothing. Now they are here in lavish
plenty and no one can deny or dispute them You can come to this sale
expecting to buy the batgans Of a life-time - We peonies you won't be
disappointed -but we caution you to corns early...First come... First
Served!

Men's: Corbin Kingsridge - Christian Brooks - Arrow Sero - Pendleton - Woolrich • Cross Creek- Haggar.Farrah Thompson- Sansabelt - Canterbury- Burlington - Nautica - Jockey' Munsingwear - Hanes - London
Fog.
Ladies': Herman Geist - Cambridge Dry Goods- Ruff
Hewn - Koret - Woolrich - Misty Lane - Crazy Horse Ambitions - David Brooks - Robert Scott - Saddle River Echo - Joyce - LA. Directions - Marisa Christina Regina Porter.
And Many More Names You Know And Trust!
DON'T MISS THIS SALE!

Bargarat - Bargains. Bargains - it is well to consider just
what comprises a good value and a bargain We believe a
bargain to be an unusual offering caused by an unusual
event or condition that laces a reduction in price but not a
reduction in quality We are braid through necessity to
dispose of our merchandise stocks to the bare walls in the
shortest time possible, regardless of cost or loss of profits you can be assured of buying genuine money saving
bargains On high grade nationally known and advertised
Famous Name Men's and Women's Wearing APOarM as

rong as our stocks last.
YOU ARE LOOKING FOR GENUINE VALUE - GENUINE BARGAINS YOU WILL BE HERE PROMPTLY AT
9:03 O'CLOCK THURSDAY MORNING. RAIN OR SHINE!

SALE BEGINS TODAY, 9 A.M. TIL 9 P.M.
REGULAR TO '37.00 MEN'S

REG. TO '33.00 LADIES

REGULAR TO '35.00 MEN'S

SPORT SHIRTS

TOPS

DRESS SHIRTS

9399

One lot men's better spoil
shirts by famous makers.
warded styles. Out they go
while they last at

9399

One lot from tam
out makers in the
better colors. Out
they go at

One lot better men's dress
shirts from Arrow. Briar.
etc in the better styles,
fabrics Out they go at,

REGULAR TO '49.00 LADIES

REGULAR TO '58.00 MEN'S

SHORTS
One lot famous m&
ent ladies shorts, better fabrics and styles
While they last Thursday. out they go at..

REGULAR TO '45.00 MEN S

JEANS

9599

One lot trans most
popular pans from the
most famous makers
Out they go Thursday
while they Ast at

$1899

SLACKS
$1999

One iot men s caner
slacks from Hagga,
F &rah.
Assorted
styles,latex.. etc. Out
they go Thursday at

REGULAR TO '50.00 MEN S

TOPS

9799
DRESS, CASUAL
29SLACK
99S

One lot ladies better
100% cotton lops from
fine makers Choice of
styles. colors Don't moss
these Thursday at

RESULAR TO MIAS Hilt

SHOES
9999 DRESS,PORT
2799

SPORT SHIRTS
One lot rnen s pot›,ar
sport shirts frombetter
makers Trekka. Briar.
etc 100% cotton Out
they go ThurSgay at

One group meet wee.

and casual shoes horn
Choler Freeman Al
loather
Fine styles.
Hurry' Out at

USE CASH - CHECK - VISA - MASTERCARD!

neighborhood And more Call

REGULAR TO '65.00 MEN S

cl.VercpriNg

One lot miens wanted
dress. c
casual slacks
from the better makers
I-laggar,
Sansabeft.
Thompson. etc 1-lurryi

Hostess Kathryn Outland 753 3079
• Hostess Ingeborg King 492-8348

,Thursday at

REGULAR TO '82.00 LADIES

SKIRTS
2699

One lot ladies most
wanted skirts, chose
or colors, from fine
Makers. Out they go
Thursday at.

REGULAR To '56.00 MEN'S

SPORT SHIRTS
One

group
better
men's sport Shifts from
most farrow maws in
the better fabrics.
sty* etc. our at

$
2
7
99

ALL SALES FINAL! NO REFUNDS! NO EXCHANGES!
•

Republic Savings Bank
Tennis Tournament

4
4
4
4
4
4

0•

to benefit W.A.T.C.H.

'4.

-Work Activities Training Center for the Handicapped-

4

Saturday & Sunday
June 2-3
•

5.1

e:

4
04

'4.
•

S

Mixed Doubles
b
o
t
•
p.

$IO one event
52 each additional event

Call Kenny Rose at
Republic Savings Bank
4
759-1630 or 753-9099 for details •4
0
4
"4
04

•

F•I

41114
•••

Entry Deadline Wed., May 30
W•741W40'10-07•I'OW1117.•7070707•7•WPWWW.le•-•70"0-40'VOW*-41-•711
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04
4
4
4
p.
0
04
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UNDERWEAR
PRICES SLASHED!

In the wanted styles. Islam from Jockey
•Musinrrear. Hanes. Out the, 00 at

NEC. TO 827.50 MEN S

TIES
1/2 PRICE

D--e urge group in lie fine fabrics colors by
•x mous maker These we asi fast Thursday it

0
1
p.
4
0
.4

NEC. TO '35.00 LADIES

BEL
TS9
$99

One large group
or Ins ladies
bees Si leather,.
by better matter.
Echo Hurry' Out
Thursday at

CITIES STOCK MENS

NISI, CASUAL SHOES
By Dexter. Freerren. esc in the better dress
and casual styles Out they go a

PEES SLASHED!

STORE FIXTURES AND EQUIPMENT ALL FOR SALE!
REGULAR TO '215.00 MEN S

999

SPORT COATS

Murray State Tennis Courts
Men's A & B Singles
Women's A & B Singles
Men's Doubles
Women's Doubles

ENTIRE STOCK MENS

One lot col mars better S1111
soon costs In the
waned styles, fabrics.
etc. by most famous
makers. Out they go
Thwelley at...

fl

Thursday at

'31.00 MElt

SPOi1

i R1
7

Costa mars bees sport
eine Mewed labrics
Weer Wass by Mos
SlIsa es Nurr71 Out ray
geflawasyssiolloro last

Lida''gibs
$2499

One lot ladies better
rnade slacks in the bet!et styes. fine colors
Excellent
makers
Dbni
trese
these

00%
SAVE UP TO

91599

AND MORE

REGULAR TO '355.00

MEN'S SUITS

Orti hi team men sults n
he beast labrics, stgles
rut romal asap% by Ca
be' Santabsit Christen
Broca Nadal& Out
hey go Thursday elite

„,

a

.1;
eft

$1G99

HUNDREDS - HUNDREDS MORE UNADVERTISED BARGAINS!

REGULAR TO '55.00 LADIES

Representative. its my job to help
you get over the hurdles of being
a newcomer.
By bringing you some useful
gifts. Community info Advice on
reliable business in your new

_

IF

HURRY! FIRST COME- FIRST SERVED! ALL ITEMS SUBJECT TO PRIOR SALE!

Searching for answers to all
those who/what/where questions
about your new city'
As
WELCOME
WAGON

•

14999

REGULAR TO 110.00 MEWS

LUNN SWEATERS
One Ict mews 100% conon sweseers. wed. paillerve, by lord
Jett, Pringle, Neutica, Woolwich Out they go Thursday while they
last at

1/2 mucy
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SPORTS
Cleaning up
By ED SHEARER
1. Assoclatod Prose Spode Writer

'Senior salute'lifts Lakers into finals
Pookie Jones and Company are
not quite finished yet.
Jones and his five fellow seniors

who take up Calloway's first six
spots in their batting lineup gave
the Mayfield Cardinals an earlier
ticket home for the second straight
year as the Calloway.County Lakers advanced to the finals of the

ATLANTA'
at it
off to the kind of torrid start that won him the
National League's Most Valuable Player award in
,q87. But he's not inclined to make compari, • 41S, choosing instead a more simple goal for
us 14th season in the major leagues.
7 "This year my goal is to play in 150 games or so," Dawson
. said after lifting his NL-leading home run total to 11 Tuesday
night with a pair of two-run shots that led the Chicago Cubs to
a 12-2 victory over the Atlanta Braves.
• "1 don't doubt my ability, but I wouldn't go out thinking in
terms of trying to put those type of numbers up," he said
.when he was reminded that his current start almost matches that
• of 1987.
• ''Usually those are the dream-type season," the man they call
Me Hawk" said. "They just don't happen that often."
Three years ago, Dawson led the league with 49 homers and
,;39 RBIs — career highs in both categories. He had a .287
. batting average and became the first player from a last-place
team to win the NL's MVP award.
At this point in the 1987 campaign, Dawson had 11 homers,
33 RBIs and a .309 batting average. This year's figures are 11
homers, a league-leading 31 RBIs and a .339 average.
"That doesn't concern me," Dawson said of the impressive
numbers. "I just want to have some quality at bats, try to use
my hands more, use the entire field a little bit more and be a
Jttle more consistent."
He went into Wednesday night's series finale against the
Braves with five homers in five games against Atlanta, including
three ,in this series.
Tuesday night's power display provided the 31st multi-homer
• same of his career. No. 30 came against the Braves exactly one
week earlier in Chicago.
"He's been smoking it all year," Atlanta manager Russ Nixon said. "He can be that way.
"He's an impact son of a buck," Nixon added. "He plays
-.1. He's the kind of guy everybody want.s to have on your
from a manager's standpoint."
In his first five games against the Braves this year, Dawson
id seven hits in 18 trips and eight RBIs to go with his five
:..)mers.
. Atlanta has been one of the favorite targets of Davison's
'Werful bat throughout his career, one that included 10 full
,..asons and a portion of another with the Montreal Expos.
He carried a .303 lifetime batting average with 32 homers
JAI 15 RBIs into Wednesday night's game against the Braves.
"You don't explain things like that," Dawson said of his
.stareer-long success against the Braves. "You just go up there
t.iind swing the bat. If you're hot, you go through streaks like
).hat. it may happen against the same ball club. It's one of
7,..lose. things where I'm just trying to drive the ball and hit it
lard."
: Dawson knows what he has to do to help keep his hot streak
You get in a groove and you just have to constantly watch
cr work habits," he said.

CINCINNATI — Todd Benzinger isn't the protcrtype cleanup hitter. In the Cincinnati Reds'
„mu!), he doesn't have to be.
Benzinger inherited the cleanup role when Eric Davis went
down with a sprained knee three weeks ago. Although he hasn't
hit a homer batting fourth, he has delivered enough clutch singles, doubles and sacrifice flies to keep the offense churning
towards a record start.
"The idea of a big, strong cleanup hitter being essential went
out for me in high school," Benzinger said. "I've seen teams
win championships at other levels with cleanup hitters that
didn't hit a lot of home runs.
"There's no rule in baseball that the cleanup hitter has got
to be your strongest hitter and hit home runs.
The 6-foot-1, 190-pound first baseman has just one homer this
season, and has hit more than 13 just once in his major-league
career. But his production in the No. 4 spot has helped the
Reds build their best 30-game start this century.
He had a game-tying sacrifice fly in the ninth inning Tuesay
night arid a game-winning single two innings later for a 5-4
victory over Pittsburgh. The win improved the Reds to 23-7.
Benzinger has hit .320 with 13 RBIs as the Reds have gone
145 without Davis.
Until now, Benzinger's main value to the Reds has been as a
reliable body. He was the only position starter who avided the
disabled list last year, when the Reds finished fifth. He hit just
245 as he went through the adjustment of moving to the
National League and returning to the area where he grew up.
"Last year my mind was in the game a little too much, if
yOu know what I mean," he said. "There comes a time when
you've got to turn off your mind and react to the baseball.
Eerything is so new it's hard to take everything in.
"When you've seen everything, nothing surprises you. There
arc no breaking balls that you haven't seen before. You get
used to the stadium — everything. You know how to handle
the toutine of being home."
Benzinger isn't getting carried away in his early personal success or the team's start. He learned two years ago that a pursuing team can make up ground in a hurry.
Benzinger was part of the Boston Red Sox tcam that overcame a nine-game deficit after Joe Morgan was named manager
in 1988. Boston won 19 out of 20 and eventually overtook
Detroit to win the American League Easi
11 think this is the Reds' year. But you can't say that and
go through the motions and expect to win," he said. "We've
been busting our butts the last couple of months. If we ease
of .a little bit, that little bit can lose you that edge.
his could be September 14th and we could be seven-and-anal. games ahead, and in a matter of eight days it's gone."
einzinger's goal is to help keep the Reds on their roll as
as possible.
"We're sprinting and the rest of the teams are lagging
behind," he said. "Pretty soon we're going to slow up because
*'re tired from the sprint. We're going to hit a bad two or
Lhaiie weeks in the middle of the season. Then we'll have to
heasce back so we don't fall out of first place."

Fourth District tournament with
6-2 victory.
The Lakers also advance to the
regional tournament next week at
Murray State. They will face Marshall County today at 4 p.m. at
Mayfield in the district title game.
Travis Turner, at 5-2, will take the
mound for Calloway.
Jones socked a three-run homer
in the top of the third, his ninth
homer of the year, to give Calloway all the runs they would need
but he got plenty of help from his
classmates:
•Rightfielder Alan Miller
stroked three doubles and made
two diving catches in the outfield.
'
,Catcher Joey Waller singled
and scored in the seventh to give
CCHS an insurance run, and
gunned down a base runner in the
bottom of the first to set the defensive tone of the day.
*Third baseman David Potts had
a single and scored a run.
•Leftfielder Benji Kelly hit the
ball hard all afternoon but couldn't
get one of three line drives to fall
in.
*Scott Adams tossed a complete
game on the mound, throwing a
four-hitter, striking out six, and
walking just one as he improved to
4-2. He walked twice himself, and
was on base three times.
"We've got some kids that have
been through the wars," Laker
coach Randy McCallon said. "I
think our seniors really showed up
to play today."

Calloway senior Allan Miller did just that in Wednesday's Fourth
District Baseball Tournament action, stroking three doubles and making two defensive gems in the outfield.

The performance got the Lakers
into the regional tournament for the
second straight year. Last year,
Calloway lost to Tilghman in the
title tilt, but McCallon was more
concerned with getting past May-

field, a team that Calloway eliminated last year on a dramatic
seventh-inning homer from Jones.
"We've been talking about this
game all year long," McCallon
said. "It would have been a shame
of our seniors hadn't got to play in
the regional tournament."
After early season defensive
woes, the Lakers improved to 14-7
overall, and the Laker defense gave
Adams plenty of help by handling
most of everything on the skinned
dirt infield at the Mayfield City
Park.
"We went over and took infield
at the (Murray-Calloway Co.) park
to get used to the bounces you get
over here," McCallon said. "The
ball comes at you differently and
you don't get the good hops that
you get on grass."
Things didn't look good for Calloway in the top of the first, when
Mayfield hurler Steven Bruce
struck out the side, but Miller's
first double in the top of the second
scored Potts and put the Lakers up
1-0. Bruce tied the game with a
homer to right in the bottom of the
second.
Freshman Jason Greer, batting in
the ninth spot, started the Calloway
second by earning a walk, and after
Adams drew a free pass, Jones
stroked a ball to left center which
barely cleared the fence to put Calloway up 4-1.
A Greer single set up a Laker
run in the sixth, and in the seventh,
Waller singled and scored on a
Miller double.
Mayfield pushed a run across
with one out in the seventh, but
Adams forced one Cardinal to
bounce to second, and the final out
of the game to fly to Miller in
righi

Lady Tigers, Calloway duo advance
By DANIEL T. PARKER
Murray Lodger

Times Sports Editor

Murray High's Lady Tigers
clawed their way through the first
two rounds of the First Region
Girls' Tennis Tournament Wednesday afternoon while Susan Lax and
Darra Mitchell kept the Calloway
County Lady Lakers from being
washed out in the opening action.
Murray was unbeaten in the first
day of action, scoring eight team
points to tie regional favorite Lone
Oak for the early lead.
Boys' competition begins today
on the courts at Murray State, Murray „High, Calloway County and
Murray Country Club. Friday will
sec competition through quarterfinal levels in both boys' and girls'
action, with semifinals and finals
set for Saturday.
There were few upsets on Wednesday and only a slight delay
caused by rain showers. Paducah
Tilghman's Julie Kraus, the No. 4
seed, lost to Reidland seventhgrader Jackie Trail, and No. 5 sect
Amber Owen of Marshall County
was defeated by Melissa Tandy of
Caldwell County.
Murray High's Beth Wilson, the
No. 3 seed, defeated Calloway
County's Bonnie Turner in the only
head-to-head meeting between the
two local schools. Wilson got Turner in straight sets, 6-0, 6-1, then
defeated Ryan of Reidland, 6-0,
6-0. Wilson will face Tandy of
Caldwell on Friday.
Calloway's Julie Yoo won her
first-round match, defeating Karen
Moorman of Fort Campbell 6-2,
6-1, but was then eliminated by
Christian County's K. Allen, 6-2,
6-0.
Molly Sims of Murray posted a
6-0, 3-6, 6-1 win over Browning of

Hopkinsville in first-round play,
then defeated Fran Solomon of
Marshall County, 6-1, 6-3.
Sims will try to unseat two-time
regional champion Amy Haskins of
Lone Oak on Friday.
In doubles play, Lax and Mitchell breezed through their first two
rounds of competition, downing
Rcidland's Wommack-Hadley 6-1,
6-1 in a rain-delayed match, then
handed Marshall's Leeper-Bible
duo a 6-0, 6-1 loss.
Lax and Mitchell also must put
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together an upset effort on Friday Pickering and Phillips-Roberts of
if they hope to advance beyond Marshall County on Friday.
their match against Mayfield's
Catherine Hurt and Candi Manis,
Marcy Smith and Merri Stratton, the No. 5 seeded doubles team
the No. 2 seeded team.
from Murray, also upended a St.
Julie Pittman and Anne Paul Mary doubles team in first-round
were defeated in first round play by play, losing the first set 3-6 before
Mayfield's Beck-Clark, 6-0, 6-1.
bouncing back for 6-2, 6-1 wins.
For Murray, the No. 3-seed dou- Hurt-Manis then took down Provibles team of Katherine Oakley and dence's Kelly-Welden duo 6-2,
Kim Sexton downed a St. Mary 6-3.
duo 6-2, 6-1, then trimmed KrausHurt and Manis will face Lone
Chase of Paducah Tilghman, 6-1, Oak's Roach -Little, the No. 4 seed,
7-5. Oakley and Sexton take on in quarterfinal action on Friday.
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Calloway's Darra Mitchell drops a shot over the net while teammate Susan Lax and coach Sue Outland
(behind fence) look on during first-round action in the First Region Girls' Tennis Tournament at Calloway Wednesday.

NBA playoffs

Bulls seek vengeance in Detroit after -whipping 76ers
CHICAGO (AP) — Having disposed of the Philadelphia 76ers
with unexpected ease, the Chicago
Bulls are looking for revenge when
they battle the champion Detroit
Pistons in the Eastern Conference
finals.
"The challenge from Detroit is
immense," Chicago coach Phil
Jackson said. "We've been looking
ahead to this all season."
The best-of-7 NBA Eastern Conference final opens with games in
Detroit Sunday and T-esday. After
a short lapse, the selics resumes
with games in Chicago May 26 and
May 28.
Last year, the Pistons defeated
the Bulls in six games in the conference final.
Michael Jordan scored 37 points
and Scottie Pippen added 29 Wed-

nesday night in leading the Bulls to
a 117-99 victory to eliminate the
76ers in the second round of the
series 4-1.
Jordan was pleased but surprised
that the Bulls were able to knock
off the 76ers so quickly.
Pleased that "we'll get some rest
before we go against Detroit:" said
Jordan, but surprised "because I
was expecting a seven-game
series."
"I thought it would be tougher
to control (Charles) Barkley, and
(Rick) Mahom wasn't a very big
factor," Jordan said.
As usual in this series, the 76crs
went in front early with several
seven-point leads in the first quarter and a 63-62 halftime advantage.
Then Jordan and Pippen, who
did not start after missing Sunday's

game and several practices because
of his father's death, led a 14-2 run
at the start of the second half, and
it was all over.
The Bulls held the 76crs to 36
points in the second half.
"Our defense was really intense,
especially in the second half," said
Jordan, who questioned the 76ers
intensity.
"They were not that enthused
and did not show the same intensity they did in the first four
games," he said.
Ron Anderson, a non-starter, led
the 76ers with 20 points. Mike
Gminski and Johnny Dawkins had
18 each and Barkley finished with
17 points and 13 rebounds. But
Pippen was a big difference.
"Scottie Pippen was great. I
could not have asked for more con-

sidering the situation," Jackson
said.
"I dedicated this game to my
father, and it was a good return for
mc," Pippen said. "I appreciate
walking on the floor and having the
crowd reaction. It really pumped
me up."
The 76crs never found themselves in the series or the final
game.
"The key tonight was in the latter stages of the game," said 76ers
coach Jim Lynam. "They just did a
great job with their defense. We
turned the ball over too much.
"Also," he added, "we never
got Charles (Barkley) in the flow,
which was very frustrating to him
and our game overall. I'm disppointed we lost, but I really have
to give the Bulls a lot of credit"
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Actions& Reactions
Murray-Calloway swim team
The Murray-Calloway County Swim Team wil hold registrati
on for summer swim
on Sunday, May 20 at 2 p.m. in the annex of the public library
Parents will be asked to complete a parental involvement form and on Main Street.
ization fe1116511; the summer swim lee has been set at $40 medical author•Summer swim is set to begin June 1 at 8 a.m. at the city park per swimmer.
pool; all SWiMMIKS
will be expected to report then. A number of meets have already
along with other activities, including the annual Swim-a-Ition (Junebeen scheduled
9), followed by
a pot-kick dinner for swimmers and families. The season
opens
dual meet against Calvert City at Murray; the season concludes June 16 with a
with
al meet which will be sponsored by the Murray Kiwanis Club. For morethe Invitationinformation,
contact team president Mark Malinauskas at 753-4332.

Sports medicine — local
The Sports Medicine Symposium, sponsored by the medical
staff at MurrayCalloway County Hospital, will be held this year at 8 a.m. on Saturday
the Barkley Room of the Currie Center on the Murray State Universit , June 30 in
y campus. The
third annual one-day workshop, sanctioned by the Kentucky Medical
is offered exclusively for Kentucky and Tennessee high school coachesAssociation,
tic trainers and covers a wide variety of topics — from skin disorders and athleto knee bracing to nutrition to fitting of equipment. Speakers include hospital
staff members and
visiting experts; the symposium meets the bi-annual attendance
requirements of
the Kentucky High School Athletic Association.
•Registration for the symposium ends June 17. Early registration
individual it one or two persons from from the same school systemcosts $25 per
register; $20
each if three or more from the same system plan to attend.
ion between
June 18-27 is $30 each; no registrations are accepted (or Registrat
refunds
June 27. For more information, contact Kathie Pierce, Director of made) after
Health Promotions for Murray-Calloway County Hospital, at 762-1384.

Park League baseball
Office Products defeated Holland Medical 11-6 after a six-run third
their opening game Monday night. No individual performances inning rally in
were reported.
• • •
In Wednesday night's Park League action, West Main Chevron defeated
Hodge &
Noel 4-3 as Josh Smith doubled and singled and Dustin Butler, Gary Crass,
Axel
France and Michael Friend each had two singles. For Hodge & Noel, Chad
Canerdy had a double and single to drive in two RBI and Marty Hodge and Matthew
Leet
each added two singles.

MSU football camp
MURRAY — The 1990 Murray State University Racer football
for June 17-21 on the MSU campus. Fundamentals will be camp has been set
entire Racer coaching staff present to pursue the goal of emphasized, with the
developing each camper
as a sound offensive or defensive player. Campers will be
13-senior age groups; each group will receive instruction in divided into 8-12 and
all areas of the game
as well as experience in team drills and weight training
and conditioning.
'Fee for the camp is $200 for overnight campers, $160
for those who live off campus. An application form and $25 non-refundable deposit
(or full payment) should
be received by May 25, 1990. For more information,
caN 762-4150,(or) write Community Education Progam, Sparks Hall, Murray State
(or) contact the Racer Football Office 762-6181. University, Murray, KY 42071

Baseball
NEW YORK — Dave Winfield agreed with the California Angels on
a three-year,
$9.1 million contract extension, ending a week-long trade tangle and
stormy, 10-year tenure with George Steinbrenner and the New York finishing his
trade, which was made last Friday and sent pitcher Mira Witt to the Yankees. The
Yankees, finally became official when Winfield got the extension. Only $2 55 million
teed. Winfield will report to the Angels in Milwaukee. Witt had joined is guaranthe Yankees
the day after the trade was announced.
'Under terms of the extension, if Winfield plays all three years, he will be
paid $3.2
million in 1991,$3 million in 1992 and $2.8 million in 1993. Winfield
got a $100,000
signing bonus and is guaranteed $2 miNion if he is released before opening
next season. The Angels hold the options to renwew Winfield and can buy day
out his
contract for $450,000.
•At issue was the 38-year-old outfielder's challenge of the Yankees' right
to trade
him without his approval. Winfield cited his rights as a 10-and-5 player
with 10 years in the majors end the last five with the same team. — a player
Yankees
contended that as part of his contract, Winfield agreed to list sevenThe
teams
year that he would accept in a trade and that the Angels were one of those each
teams.

General
WASHINGTON — The chauffeur of a limousine used by four
Washington Capitals said there was no indication a 17-year-old members of the
woman had been
sexually attacked by the players. The woman reportedly told investiga
raped and sodomized while the car was parked behind a Georget tors she was
early Saturday. No charges have been filed in the case. The driver, own sports bar
Whitney Valentine, appeared Wednesday before a grand jury investigating the
told WRC-TV after his appearance that there was no indicatio allegations. He
n
been forced into the car by the players. The four players being the woman had
been identified by law enforcement sources as right wing Dino investigated have
Ciccarelli, 30; left
wing Geoff Courtnall, 27; and delensemen Neil Sheehy, 30, and
Scott Stevens, 26.

Tennis
WEST BERLIN - Steffi Graf, Monica Soles and Gabriela Sabatini,
seeds, won in straight sets to advance to the quarterfinals of the the top three
German Open.
Graf beat clualilyer Katie Picoalini 6-0, 6-1, Sales lopped Nicole Jagerma
n 6-1, 6-0
and Sabatini beat Elise Burgin 6-2, 6-1.
• • •
ROME — Top-seeded Brad Gilbert led an American charge into the
the Italian Open, defeating Luis Matter 7-6 (7-5), 6-4. Also advancin third round of
g to the round
of 16 were No. 2 Aaron Knckstein, who defeated Karel Novacek of Czechosl
ovakia
6-2, 6-2, and No. 9 Jim Courier, who beat Jaime Yzaga of Peru 6-3, 6-4. The
only
American casualty was fifth-seeded Jay Berger, who fell to Italy's Omar
Camporese 6-4, 6-4.

Cards shuffle lineup
to shake up Houston
Compiled From AP Reports
The St. Louis Cardinals shook up their batting order. Then they shook
up the Houston Astros.
Ozzie Smith, replacing Vince Coleman as the Cardinals' leadoff hitter,
had two hits, stole a base and scored three runs Wednesday in a 10-6 win
over the slumping Astros.
Coleman, moved to the No. 8 slot, hit his first home run since last
September — a two-run shot off Jim Deshaies that highlighted a sevenrun fifth inning for the Cardinals.
Meanwhile, in the American League, Mark McGwire swung Oakland's
momentum around on their last swing, hitting'a two-out, two-run homer
in the top of the ninth inning Wednesday night that rallied Oakland over
the Cleveland Indians 7-6 and ended the Athletics' four-game losing
streak.
Si Louis manager Whitey Herzog shuffled his batting order in an
attempt to revive his team's anemic offense, which was ninth in the
league in runs scored.
"We've tried so many different things and this may not be the end of
it," Smith said. "But maybe this is something we can hold on to for a
while."
Herzog indicated the Smith-Coleman switch would continue for at least
one more game. That didn't please Coleman, who has been a leadoff hitter his entire career.
"It's nothing I look forward to," Coleman said. "I don't see myself as
an eighth-place hitter. I'll just go out there and try to do the job."
Willie McGee had a pair of RBI doubles for the Cardinals, while Todd
Zeile drove in two runs with a double.
Oakland's skid matched its longest in two seasons. It looked like the
Athletics were headed toward matching their worst slide since June 1988
when tliteindians brought in Doug Jones to pitch the ninth with a 6-5 lead.
Jones had not allowed a run this season in 20 innings and had been
successful in all 12 of his save opportunities. He also had not allowed a
home run to a right-handed hitter since Larry Parrish connected on July
24, 1987, a span of 241 innings.
But after Carney Lansford blooped a one-out single and Jose Canseco
struck out, McGwire hit a changeup into the left-field seats for his llth
home run of the season. McGwire hit two homers and a double in the
game.
"I saw it and reacted to it," McGwire said. "It was up, not his normal
changeup. When he keeps it down, it's almost impossible to hit."
Elsewhere in the NL, it was San Francisco 4, New York 3 in 10
innings; Philadelphia 6, San Diego 5; Atlanta 4, Chicago 0; and the Los
Angeles Dodgers 3, Montreal Expos 2. The Cincinnati-Pittsburgh game
was rained out in the third inning.
In the American League, Chicago beat Baltimore 4-2, Boston defeated
Kansas City 7-1, Milwaukee trounced California 13-5, Detroit routed Texas 12-0 and Seattle topped Toronto 4-2. The Minnlsota at New York
game was rained out.
Bryn Smith of the Cardinals had a no-hitter and an 8-0 lead before giving up a leadoff homer in the sixth to Rafael Ramirez. The Astros scored
two more runs in the inning on RBI singles by Ken Oberkfell and Craig
Biggio.
Smith (5-3) was lifted in the next inning after giving up a total of six
hits and five runs.
"It was great for five innings," he said. 'The last inning and two-thirds
wasn't very good."
Houston has lost six straight and nine of its last 10.
"We're under pressure, and today it showed," Manager Art Howe said.
"We just need to start playing baseball the way we can."
•
•
AROUND THE HORN
National League
Giants 4, Mats 3
Kevin Mitchell's two-out homer in the 10th
Ming gave the Giants a three-game sweep.
lAitchelfs eighth homer of the season came off
reliever Alejandro Pena (1-1). lArds starter
Dwicht Gooden had a three-hiner arid a 3-0
lead until giving up a two-run homer to Will
Clark in the eighth. Kevin Bass then tied it with
a homer off reliever John Franco.
Phililes 6, Padres 5
Ai San Diego, Von Hayes hi a two-run
homer and drove in four runs di the Rollos
survived a ninth-inning rally. Trailing 6-3 entering the bottom of the ninth, the Padres pulled
within one run on RBI singles by Phil Stephenson end Bip Roberts. But with runners on first
and third, Tony Gwynn hi a hard one-hopper
that shortstop DidtitThon turned into a gameending double play.
Braves 4, Cube 0
At Atlanta. John Sinolu pitched a five-hitter
for his first ma* league shutout. Smoltz (2-4)
struck out nine, including hot-hitting Andre
Dawson three times, and walked one for his
first complete game of the season. He also had
a single and drew a key walk in the Braves'
three-run fifth.
Dodgers 3, Expos 2
AI Los Angeles, Nubia Brooks won it with a
ninth-inning homer after catcher Mike Flizgerakl
gave him a second chance by dropping a lout
pop. Fitzgerald dropped Brooks' pop lout on a
2-2 count. Brooks hi reliever Drew Hairs next
the center held fence to give the
Dodgers a three-garne sweep.

,foichcorevs(

American League
White Sox 4, Orioles 2
In Chicago, the While Sox won their fifth
straight game as rookie Jerry Kutzler combined
with two relievers on a five-hitter. The White
Sox (19-10) are nine games over .500 for the
first tone since 1903. Their 14-3 record at Comiskey Park 9 baseball's best horn* marti.
Brewers IS, Angels 6
In Milwaukee, Charlie O'Brien hit a basesloaded tnple dunng a six-run second inning
the Brewers roughed up Jim Abbott.
(1-3) lasted only 1 1-3 innings, the shortest
start of his career. He gave up seven runs on
live hits and lour walks.
Tigers 12, Rangers
In Texas, Jell Robinson pitched a four-honer
and Cecil Fielder got three of Detroit. seasonhigh 17 hits as the Tigers fouled the
injurynWilid Rangers. Tony Relies also had three
hits for the Tigers, including a two-run Mae and
a two-run single.
Mariners 4, Blue Jays 2
In Toronto, Jeffrey Leonard's three-run
homer sent Seattle over Toronto. Leonard hi
his sixth home run of the mason for a 3-0 lead
in the faxth inning. Brian Holman (6-2) allowed
six hits in seven innings. Mike Schools-, the
fourth Mainers pitcher, worked the ninth tor his
11th save in 12 chances.
Red Sox 7, Royals 1
In Kansas City, Mike Boddicker struck out 10
in eight innings and Ellis Bunts hornered, tripled
and drove in three runs. Boddicker (5-3) gave
up five hits and walked one.
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GAINESVILLE, Fla. — Sixth-seeded Debbie Graham of Stanford swept
teammate
and defending champion Sandra Birch to advance to the finals of
the
Women's Championships. Graham, a sophomore from Fountain Valley, Calif.,NCAA
Birch 7-5, 6-4 and will face seventh-seeded Nicole Arendt of Florida in the beat
Arendt, a junior from Princeton, N.J., defeated unseeded Eveline Hamers of final
Kansas 6-7 (1-7), 6-4, 6-1.

Track and field

•

WACO, Texas — Baylor University says it will appeal a 3-month suspensi
ed to Baylor pole vaulter Bit Payne for testing positive for a banned on handThe Athletics Congress, which governs track and held events, suspendsubstance
ed
after tests showed he had Pseudoepheckine, an over-the-counter cough Payne
not banned by Baylor, the Southwest Conference or the NCAk Payne medicine
took the
medication 96 hours before competing in the USA-Mobil Indoor Champion
ships
Feb. 23 in New York. Baylor trainers Were aware he had taken the medicine
but
thought it would be out of the body's system in 48-72 hours. The suspensi
on
does
not affect collegiate meets such as the SWC or NCAA championships.

Auto racing
CONCORD, N.C. — David Gaines, a driver in the NASCAR sportsman's
was killed in a multi-car accident during a practice run at the Charlotte Motor
Speedway. Gaines, 27, suffered massive head injuries and was reported dead
on
arrival at University Memorial Hospital, according to speedway spokesman Brian
Hoagland.
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1986 Ford Escort
4 door,5 speed, A/C, power steering,stereo
radio, — only 26,XXX actual miles, like new
— one owner.

Carroll VW Audi Mazda
800 Chestnut St., Murray 753-8850
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Flood crest increases farm losses

OBITUARIES
-

Mrs. Barbara
C. Sanders

ve •

By ROGER PETTERSON
adawnhaiimi prow WrNer

Mrs. Fannie Stubblefield

Mrs. Barbara C. Sanders, 65,
Vero Beach, Fla., died today at
12:50 a.m. at Indian River Memorial Hospital there.
She was a member of First
United Methodist Church, Murray.
Born Nov. 26, 1924, at Fort
Henry, Tenn., she was the daughter
of the late Jay Futrell Sr. and Fay
Futrell.
Mrs. Sanders is survived by her
husband, Charles Sanders; one
daughter, Mrs. Linda Galotte,
Decatur, Ill.; two sons, Craig Sanders, Atlanta, Ga., and Gerald
Lumley, Calvert City; four
grandchildren.
Also surviving are three sisters,
Mrs. Estelle Hall, South Bend,
Ind., Mrs. Brenda York, Destin,
Fla., and Mrs. Betty Bloodworth,
Calvert City; three brothers, Cottland Futrell, Maryville, Tenn., Jay
Futrell Jr., Calvert City, and
George Futrell, Nashville, Tenn.
The funeral will be Monday at
!O a.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. The Rev.
Nowell Bingham will officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call from 2 to 6
p.m. Sunday at the funeral home.

Mrs. Fannie Stubblefield, 80,
former sheriff of Calloway County,
died Wednesday morning her home
at 601 Sycamore St., Murray.
She served as a deputy sheriff
under her late husband, Cohen V.
Stubblefield, who died July 23,
1970, and also under the late Sheriff Clyde Steele. She served out the
unexpired term of her late husband
as sheriff when he resigned
because of illness in the late 1960s.
Mrs. Stubblefield later worked at
Jeffrey's Department Store for
many years. She is a member of
New Concord Church of Christ and
of Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star.
She was preceded in death by
her husband, Cohen V. Stubblefield; one son, Jackie Stubblefield,

on Dec. 20, 1988; and two grandsons, Craig Stubblefield in 1975
and Allen Stubblefield in 1989.
Born Nov. 17, 1909, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of
the late William C. Hendon and
011ie Mae Grogan Hendon.
Survivors are one son, Billy Joe
Stubblefield and wife, Sara, and
two granddaughters, Mrs. Donnie
(Vicki) Steelman and Miss Luci
Stubblefield, all of Huntsville, Ala.
Services will be Friday at 11
a.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. John Dale
will officiate.
Burial will follow in Hicks
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 4 p.m. today
(Thursday).

Hollie Carter Flood
Hollie Carter Flood, 78, of 326
West Hale St., Mayfield, died
Wednesday at 1:50 p.m. at Community Hospital there.
A retired farmer, he was a member of Farmington Baptist Church.
Born Feb. 20, 1912, in Graves
County, he was the son of the late
William H. Flood and Barbara
Allen Cavitt Flood.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Allie Drowns Flood; three sons,
Robert Flood, Rt. 2, Mayfield,
Charles Flood, Rt. 3, Martin,
Tenn., and William Eugene Flood,

INSURANCE
NURSING HOME
COVERAGE
FREE Help In Claim Filing
For All My Clients

753-7890

8 a.m.8 p.m.

LOU V. McGARY
The average cost of a nursing home
to

is $1,500 $2,000 a month
the bill for a nursing home stay for you' Call for free information on
custodial, intermediate, and skilled nursing home coverage
Who will pay

Jacksonville, Fla.; four granddaughters; one greatgranddaughter.
Services will be Saturday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Harry
Yates will officiate.
Burial will follow in Highland
Party Cemetery, Mayfield.
Friends may call from 5 to 9
p.m. Friday at the funeral home.
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By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
Torrential rains and winds of up
to 50 miles an hour hammered
parts of Kentucky overnight, resulting in property damage and injuries, according to the National
Weather Service and state police.
Several residents of a trailer park
outside of Elizabethtown were
injured when their trailers were
knocked off their foundations by
the winds.
The Red Cross opened an
emergency shelter at the Prichard
Community Center early this morning for Hardin County residents
affected by the storm.
State police said there were
reports of tornadoes, resulting in
property damage and power outages in Casey, Laurel and Pulaski
counties. Power was also lost in
areas of Rockcastle County.
A tornado was also reported in a
rural section of Wayne County near
the Clinton-Wayne County line.
There were so many trees, limbs
and power lines downed in Lincoln
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
addition. The cost would be just
Hospital expansions in Lexington over $4.6 million.
The classification change was
and Paducah were among $10.7
million in medical service projects for Charter Hospital of Paducah,
the state approved on Wednesday. whose certificate of need limits its
A classification change to permit services to treatment of hospital
and substance abuse. No project
full psychiatric care at a second
Paducah hospital also was cost was estimated.
Here were other projects, by
approved by the state Commission
county, for which the commission
on Health Economics Control.
The commission granted West- approved certificates of need:
ern Baptist Hospital in Paducah a
Carroll County
certificate of need for a $5 million
—Carroll County Memorial Hosexpansion to create a 14-bed surgi- pital, Carrollton, to convert four
cal intensive care unit.
medical-curgical beds to intensiveThe hospital proposed to convert coronary care beds; $300,984.
10 of the beds from medical—Carroll County Memorial Hossurgical service and to relocate pital, to establish a rural health
four other beds within the hospital. clinic serving Carroll, Gallatin and
The new unit would be contained Trimble counties; $139,762.
in a 30,700-square-foot addition.
Fayette County
Central Baptist Hospital in Lex- , —University of Kentucky Hospiington to convert 16 medical- tal, Lexington, to add five operatsurgical beds to intensive care and ing rooms for outpatient and inpahouse them in a 16,000-square-foot tient surgery; $425,000.

Kentucky hit by storms; 50-mph
winds reported in some areas

Belts and Bags —
A Winning Combination

SNAPPER

At the Rattlesnake Ranch in
Houston County, part owner and
manager John Merriwether estimates losses in cattle, homes,
fences and property will exceed $1
million.
"We lost cattle, but how many
cattle, we don't know," said Merriwether, part owner of the
3,700-head ranch about 85 miles
north of Houston. "Some of these
cattle that got in the water, probably a lot of them are floating now."
Agricultural losses also were
high in Arkansas.
Sam Walker of the Agricultural
Stabilization and Conservation Service said about 281,000 acres of
cropland had been affected by high
water, primarily along the Arkansas and Red rivers.
During the weekend, a quarter of
Little River County in southwest
Arkansas was under water.
"We had 70,000 acres flooded,
including 40,000 acres of row
crops and 25,000 acres of wheat,
all gone," County Judge Clyde
Wright said. "We had 18,000 head
of cattle in the area. We don't

Hospital expansions among health
projects approved by state Wednesday
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A discharge rate of 100,000 cubic feet per second level was
expected by Monday, said Grady
Manis, the authority's southern
region manager. He said that level
was likely to be sustained for six to
eight days.
"Below Lake Livingston Dam,
there's about 990 square miles.
Maybe 20 percent of that is probably going to be underwater at the
height of this," Minis said.
Residents who did not heed earlier evacuation advisories and now
want out can call for boat assistance from the county, said
Mitchum.

know how many lived.
"I know ranchers who will never
recoup their losses from this
flood," the judge said.
On May I, it was estimated that
1.38 million acres of wheat would
be harvested in Arkansas this year.
The flooding could affect about 13
percent of that total.
And Ron Chastain, also of the
conservation service, said very
little planting is going on because
of the wet ground. "If they plant
later there's a potential lower yield,
and greater potential for the crop
failing if they plant real late," he
said.
In Louisiana, the Red River
crested Tuesday at 34.5 feet at
Shreveport, about 4.5 feet above
flood stage, a day early and nearly
a foot below the predicted crest.
The difference was attributed to
better water absorption upstream
and less than expected effects from
recent rain in Oklahoma and
Arkansas.
"The worst is over, but we're
not quite out of the woods yet,"
said Ernest Ethridge, chief meteorologist at the National Weather
Service in Shreveport.
The water had forced 225 people
out of their homes in the
Shreveport-Bossier City area of
northwest Louisiana. An additional
135 were flooded out downstream
in Rapides, Natchitoches and Red
River parishes.
In flooding elsewhere, police in
Missouri said up to 300 people
were evacuated on Kansas City's
East Side during the night after
nearly 7 inches of rain. In nearby
Blue Springs, at least 60 homes
were temporarily evacuated after
rain threatened to burst the dam of
a private lake.
Flash flooding in central and
southern Illinois forced about 20
families to flee. Five families in
Macon County had to be removed
by boat, police said.
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Excess water thundered through
a dam's floodgates at record levels
Wednesday as a flood crest crossed
a Texas reservoir, flooding subdivisions downstream where 7,000
people were urged to evacuate.
Muddy water that devastated
Arkansas crops rolled across thousands of acres of Louisiana farms.
Louisiana Gov. Buddy Roemer
flew over flooded areas to check
damage caused by the Red River.
Col. Frank Skidmore of the Army
Corps of Engineers told him
700,000 acres of farms and woods
would be inundated.
Severe thunderstorms also
flooded parts of Missouri, Mississippi, Kansas and Illinois. In Oklahoma, where flooding was largely
over except around Lake Texorna,
a tornado late Tuesday killed one
person and injured eight in
Stillwater.
A 25-year-old cleanup worker
drowned when he was swept away
by floodwaters.along the Red River
in northeast Texas, raising the
state's total of flood-related deaths
to 13.
The Federal Emergency Management Agency extended a presidential disaster area Wednesday to
four more Texas counties, bringing
the total to 33 counties eligible for
government assistance because of
severe weather and flooding since
April 15.
Roads leading to more than 15
subdivisions along the Trinity River downstream from Lake Livingston in southeastern Texas were
covered with water. Officials said
the Trinity continued to soak up
more land Wednesday as a flood
crest crossed the reservoir.
"This is the front end of it. This
is just the beginning," said Jim
Mitchum, Liberty County emergency management coordinator.
The Trinity River Authority

released water through the Lake
Livingston Dam's floodgates at a
record rate of 94,800 cubic feet per
second, and authorities planned to
increase the rate before Thursday
morning.
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County that officials called off
school today. Barns and mobile
homes were damaged and the roof
of a wood products factory was
blown off at Stanford.
In Henderson County, Henderson
Police Chief Larry !vie said homes
and cars were damaged by toppled
trees and numerous roads were
blocked by fallen branches. There
were no injuries.
John West, a spokesman for
Henderson-Union RECC, said
about two thousand people were
without power at the height of the
storm about nine p.m. CDT.
Union, Webster and Daviess
counties also reported wind damage and power outages caused by
the storm.
Forecaster Rick Shanklin of the
NWS said the storm five miles
north of Somerset is the only conlimed tornado. "People said there
was a roaring sound with the storm
that hit Elizabethtown, but that has
not been confirmed as a tornado,"
he added.
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Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, GEO, Inc.
641 South
753-2617
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Greenup County
—Our Lady of Bellefonte Hospital, Russell, to add 13 acute-care
beds by converting 11 private
rooms and one outpatient procedure room to semiprivate; $48,800.
Hardin County
—Hospice of Central Kentucky,
Elizabethtown, to expand to Taylor, Green and Adair counties;
$3,614.
McCracken County
—Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah, to convert two medicalsurgical beds to intensive care;
$71,950.
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Biblical Joseph story gets modern musical twist
with Murray High production at Playhouse in Park

Jason Bednarz (second from right) of Ann Arbor, Mich., a 17-year-old
senior at Pioneer High School, was a featured piano soloist with the Murray State University Chamber Orchestra at's recent campus concert. As
winner of the 1990 MSU Pre-College Concerto Competition, he earned
the opportunity to perform the first movement of Beethoven's 'Concerto
in.0 Major, Op. 15' with the orchestra. Shown with him (from left) are
representatives of MSU — Dr. Richard Scott, coordinator of the piano
competition won by Bcdnarz; violin/viola instructor Eric Williams; Dr.
Roger Reichmuth, chairman of the department of music; and Dr. Jordan
Tang, Chamber Orchestra conductor. Bednarz, a student of Randall Faber
of Ann Arbor, received a $150 cash award from donations to the MSU
Foundation/Keyboard Scholarships and Awards fund.

Wind Ensemble to premiere
composition at Carnegie Hall
The Murray State University
Symphonic Wind Ensemble will
present the world premiere of a
composition by Dr. Dinos Constantinides titled "Midnight Fantasie
III" in Carnegie Hall in New York
City Sunday, May 20.
Constantinides, an internationally known composer and violinist,
dedicated the piece written for a
wind band to the MSU Wind
Ensemble and its conductor, Dennis Johnson, director of bands at
Murray State.
Peter Tiboris, president of MidAmerica Productions in New York,
commissioned the work and invited
the ensemble to present its premiere. He was also responsible for
the invitation to the ensemble to
perform in Carnegie Hall..
Now Boyd professor and head of composition at Louisiana State University, Constantinides was on the Murray State campus recently to work
with the wind ensemble and to share his insights of his composition.
"I truly believe Murray State has one of the finest wind ensembles in
the nation and I am very excited that it will perform by work in Carnegie
Hall," he said. "I have never conducted a more polite, attentive and
cooperative ensemble in my life. Its members demonstrate a musical
maturity far beyond their years."
Works by Constantinides have been performed world-wide. He recently
returned from a tour of the People's Republic of China.
His work has earned him numerous grants, commissions and awards,
most recently the 1989 Glen Award of L'Ensemble of New York. He has
also received several Meet the Composer grants and 14 ASCAP Standard
Awards.
Educated at the Greek Conservatory, the Juilliard School and the universities of Indiana, Brandeis and Michigan State, Constantinides has
been recorded by three different record companies. He has studied with
Dorothy Delay, Ivan Galamian and Josef Gingold.
At LSU, directs the New Music Ensemble and the Festival of Contemporary Music and is also the director of the Baton Rouge Sinfonietta.

Brelco Theater to premiere muscial
Brelco Productions will present the Ken
ThTlay premiere of a new musical, "Where Are You Going, Hollis Jay?" at the Brelco Theater 218
Broadway on May 24, 25 and 26 at 8 p.m. and on Saturday afternoon
May 26 at 2 p.m.
The play is Benjamin Bradford's prize-winning first play, initially produced in England and subsequently toured the United States in the nonmusical version by the American Repertory Theatre for two years.
For reservations or information, please call the Brcico box office at
(502) 444-9666.

PRESENTED BY BUSINESS COMMITTEE FOR THE ARTS
May 18, 19 and 20
Murray High School — "Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor
Dreamcoat," admission, Playhouse in the Park, 6 and 8 p.m. on Friday and Saturday, 2 and 4 p.m. on Sunday.
May 19-20
Murray Square-a-Naders — Spring square dance festival, various
events throughout both days, admission, Curris Center Ballroom
(762-2662 or 762-4990).
May 20
Calloway County Schools — Spring choir concert, free, CCHS, 2
p.m.
May 22
Lyndia Cochran dance and gymnastics — recital, free, Lovett
Auditorium, 7 p.m.
May 23
Murray Art Guild — Open regular hours for painting. membership, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Visitors welcome twour art exhibits during
these hours, free.
May 26
Land Between the Lakes — Empire Farm Cumberland River Festival, admission $I and $.75, Empire Farm, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
this month
Wrather West Kentucky Museum — Exhibits: 'Quilts and More
Quilts,' through May 15; 'It's About Time,"Lock, Stock and Barrel,' & H Gas and Groc.'; and '50s Memories,' free, 10 a.m. to 5
p.m. Monday through Friday and 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. on Saturdays.
If you have any art event that you want to include, contact Pam
Shay at the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce at
(502) 753-5171.

Murray High School will present
"Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat" this Friday and
Saturday night and Sunday afternoon. "Joseph," a musical, is about
the biblical story of Joseph and his
11 brothers, yet it has a modern
twist to it.
The musical, which appeared on
Broadway in 1982, is one of a
number of musicals written by
Andrew Lloyd Webber. Some of
his better-known works include
"Cats," "Jesus Christ Superstar,"
"Phanton of the Opera" and
"Evita."
"I believe the community will
enjoy watching 30 talented young
people energize this well-known
story," Director Mark Etherton
said.
Because the show is relatively
short, two performances will be
conducted each day. On Friday and
Saturday, performances will be at 6
p.m. and 8 p.m. and Sunday performances will be at 2 p.m. and 4 p.m.
By special arrangement with the
community theater, the show will
be presented at the Playhouse in
the Park. Admission is $3 per per- John Dailey and Leigh Baker rehearse
a musical number for 'Joseph and His Amazing Technicolor
son with no advance tickets sold. Dreamcoat' at the Playhouse in the
Park. The play will be performed this Friday, Saturday and Sunday.

Playhouse's summer season kicks off with musical;
two comedy-dramas, two 'Gourmet Cabarets' follow
The Playhouse in the Park, the public. They receive a
10
community theater for Murray and discouht on Playhouse in percent
the
Calloway County, has announced workshops and they receive Park
a 10
its 1990 summer theater season, percent discount at
Pagliai's by
with entertainment planned for presenting their ticket
on the
every weekend during the summer ing they see the show. Seasoneventickmonths.
et holders can also see a show for
The season opens with a lavish the second time or bring
a guest to
musical comedy production (a sum- the theater for the cost
of a halfmer tradition for the Playhouse) price ticket.
and includes two comedy-dramas,
To purchase seson tickets, patboth set in the past but written rons arc invited to contact
the Playrecently, and two "Gourmet house box office at
759-1752.
Cabarets."
The Playhouse has also planned
Liz Bussey, the executive director of the Playhouse in the Park, a full schedule of summer theater
said that audiences and actors are workshops for young people begingoing to appreciate the "new and ning with an orientation especially
improved, cool and comfortable" for students in grades 6-12 on May
25. The orientation will explain
theater this summer.
The theater underwent extensive how to become involved at the
renovation earlier this year, with Playhouse and will describe the
all costs paid through contributions types of on-stage, backstage and
from the community, Fixed com- offstage activities done by young
fortable seating was installed in the people.
enlarged auditorium, with every
Children's Theater Company
scat given a good view of the workshops focus this year
on pupstage. most important, in view of petry and are scheduled
on June
Murray's hot and humid summers, 4-8 from 9:30 a.m. to
noon for
was the installation of an air condi- children in grades 1-3 in
the fall;
tioning system, In past years, audi- and from 1:30 p.m. to 4 p.m.
for
ences at the summer musicals have children in grades 4-5 in the
fall.
been given fans along with their
Technical theater/puppetry workprograms.
Rehearsals have been underway shop for students in grades 6-12 in
for a couple of weeks for "Annie nas schedule
d 11 performances of
Get Your Gun," which opens the "Annie Get
Your Gun," plus a speseason on Friday, June 15.
cial preview performance for major
A classic of the American musi- contributors on
June 14. Perforcal theater, "Annie Get Your Gun" mances for the
general public are
tells the story of the sharpshooting on June 15-17,
21-24 and 28-30,
tomboy Annie Oakley and her and July 1, all
at 8 p.m.
travels with Buffalo Bill's Wild
The musical is directed by Liz
West Show. The catchy and
endearing music is by Irving Ber- Bussey; with musical direction by
lin, and it includes such favorites Robert DeSimone and choreograas "Anything You Can Do I Can phy by Karen Balzer. The corpoDo Better," "There's No Business rate sponsor of the production is
Like Show Business," and "They Air Products and Chemicals.
Say That Falling in Love is
On Friday and Saturday, July 7
Wonderful."
and 8, the Playhouse continues a
Bearing in mind the sell-out tradition established 10 years ago
crowds of previous musical pro- with the first of two summer
ductions, the community theater "Gourmet Cabarets." The cabarets
ly Bloodworth and Pete Lancaster are scheduled between play perforare planning a dance floor as part mances and feature revue-style
entertainment, with dessets served
of the evening's entertainment.
The last show of the season, with at intermissions. For the firs‘t
performances on Aug. 3-5 and cabaret, director Bob Valentine
10-12 is "Mornings At Seven" by plans a musical celebration of sumPaul Osborn. Told in conversations mer, with songs like "June is Busacross a backyard fence, it's the tin' Out All Over" and
delightful story of four eccentric "Summertime."
sisters, their families, their friendIt's a good introduction to the
ships and their romances.
second play production of the sumThe play is directed by Louise
mer — "What I Did Last Summer"
Weatherly and sponsored by Mur- by A. R. Gurney. Gurney
ray's Business Council for the wrote "The Dining Room,"also
an
Arts.
extremely popular play with audiSeason tickets for the three ences when it was staged
by the
shows in the summer season are Playhouse several years
ago.
available now.
With season tickets, patrons can
This play is a warm-hearted and
reserve tickets one full week before
gently humorous reminiscence
the box office opens for the general
about Gurney's own coming-of-age

Murray State University will be
the host for the National Workshop
for Instrumental Conductors June
6-8.
Larry Rachleff and Dennis Johnson will be the clinicians.
The workshop will include lectures, discussions and demonstrations. A wind ensemble will be
orginized to provide participants
with opportunities to put into prac-

lice methods discussed in lecture
sessions. The workshop will focus
on the improvement of conducting.
Videotapes will be made of all conducting sessions with critiques by
Rachleff and Johnson.
The participant section is limited
to 12; however, the observer group
is unlimited in number. Registration fees for participants is $125
and the observer fee is S100.

in America of the 1940s, and it has July 28 and 29, is a second
"Goursomething to say about the values met Cabaret," this one featuring
the
of middle America and the way music of the 1950s. Directors
Holyoung people struggle to find the fall are schedule
d for June
themselves in a world controlled by 18-22, 25-29. All
workshops are
adults.
taught by Karen Boyd and Liz
"What I Did Last Summer" is Bussey.
directed for the Playhouse by Mark
Etherton. The corporate sponsor is
There is a registration fee of $25
Air Relief. Performances are July for each workshop. Newcomers are
13-15 and July 20-22.
welcome. For more information or
Following "What I Did Last
to register your child, call the PlaySummer," on Friday and Saturday, house at 759-1752.

The unfaithful Zobeide, danced by Helen Starr, begs for clemency
from her husband the Shah, portrayed by Keith Kimmel, in the new
KET special, tientuck, Center Presents: The Louiswille
"Scheherazade — A Resolution in Dance." The production airs on
KET at 8 p.mJ7 p.m. CT Monday, May 28.

1988 Mercury Grand Marquis
9 passenger wagon - only 23,XXX miles
like new.

Carroll VW Audi Mazda
800 Chestnut St., Murray 753-8850
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Kentucky's legal system ranked 41st Orglif0

NEI

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)- Kentucky's chief justice and a prominent attorney have challenged a
survey that placed Kentucky's legal
system 41st among the states in
openness and service to the public.
The survey was conducted by
HALT, a 12-year-old Washingtonused public-interest group that
says it has 150,000 members.
Kentucky received poor marks
It thelack of openness in its system for disciplining lawyers, and
ior failing to require lawyers to
participate in a program that puts
the interest on lawyers' escrow
acounts in a statewide pool used
provide legal aid for the poor.
Chief Justice Robert Stephens
the HALT evaluation's
-very, very narrow" fo us.
"We aren't perfect, but we
.1,en't that low," he said.
"I don't know who these people
.re or where their expertise comes
r.om," Stephens said. "I doubt the
Alidity of their report without haling seen it."
Kentucky Bar Association Presi_ent Sheryl Snyder said HALT
:lade some "valuable points" but
'juggled the numbers to make us
And a whole lot of other states look
v:orse than they are. That's what
,)ropaganda is about and this is a
• ropagarida organization."
Once known for its strident anti.Iwyer philosophy, HALT, whose
.ronym formerly stood for "Help
-,txilish Legal Tyranny," now says
is dedicated to making the legal
)stem simpler and more affordAc and equitable.
Only nine states performed
,orse than Kentucky, which earned
r2 pounts out of a possible 100, in
.`le survey released earlier this
nonth. Those states were Tennes-

•!V

see, South Dakota, Arizona, Pen- not main; lawyers participate in
nsylvania, Louisiana,. Alabama, the fund-raising program known at
Wyoming, Nebraska and 1OLTA - Interest on Lawyers'
Trust Accounts.
Mississippi.
Kentucky also scored poorly for
The group found that 19 states
failing to require that consumer require lawyers to participate in the
contracts be written in plain lan- program and another 13 require
guage; for failing to povide them to affirmatively "opt out" if
simple, fill-in-the-blank wills; for they don't want to participate.
failing to provide arbitration in
state courts; and for prohibiting
However, Snyder said HALT
paralegals from dispensing advice "distorted" Kentucky's record by
on simple legal matters.
giving it bad marks for failing to
The state earned points /for provide funds for civil kgal serallowing small companies to vices yet giving it no points for
appear in small claims courts with- funding the state's criminal public
out attorneys, but lost points for defender program.
limiting to $1,500 disputes that can
be heard in those courts.
Kentucky also scored points for
requiring lawyers to provide clients
written fee agreements in
contingency-fee cases, but lost
points for not requiring fee conDANVILLE, Ky. (AP)- John
tracts in other matters.
Brock pressed again Wednesday
The report was prepared by for Harvey Sloane, his Democratic
HALT's education director, George primary opponent for U.S. Senate,
Millco, an attorney.
to debate him Monday night on
The survey gave failing marks to Kentucky Educational Television.
44 states: the only states earning
Brock apparently will have an
passing grades were California, hour on television to himself.
Washington, Minnesota, Oregon, Sloane will be campaigning in
Massachusetts and Michigan.
western Kentucky on Monday and
Snyder said HALT properly took will not attend, his campaign offiKentucky t9 task.Los failing to open cials said.
its disciplinary system, in which
Brock and Sloane shared a
consumers can't learn of com- podium in Danville at a forum
plaints against lawyers until after sponsored by the Boyle County
they are publicly disciplined.
Democratic Women and DemocraThe survey found that 40 states tic Executive Committee. Brock
divulge information about com- asked the crowd of about 60 to lobplaints against attorneys once for- by Sloane to show up for the KET
mal charges are filed or probable program.
cause is found, and that two states
Debates toughen candidates and
make complaints public as soon as the Democratic nominee will need
they are filed.
to be tough in the fall against
Snyder added that HALT was on Republican U.S. Sen. Mitch
target in criticizing Kentucky for McConnell, Brock said.

nth

"Providing free kgal services to
someone facing the death penalty is
far more imwtant than giving it to
someone facing eviction by their
landlord," Snyder said.
Although Kentucky does not
provide court-supervised arbitration
in civil cases, the Louisville Chamber of Commerce does offer an
alternative dispute-resolution prognun for commercial cases, Snyder
said.
Snyder also said HALT was
"180 degrees wrong" in criticizing
Kentucky and other states for barring paralegals from directly dispensing legal services.

Legal
Notice

puBLIC

NOTICE
BUDGET HEARING
FISCAL YEAR 1991
A public hearing will be held by the City of
Murray at City Hall on May 24.at 7:30 p.m.for the
purpose ofobtaining written and oral comments of
citizens regarding the proposed annual budget and
the use of Local Government Economic Assistance Funds as contained in the budget.
Public Invicaloy The City's proposed Fiscal
Year 1991 budget and a statement of the proposed
use of Local Government Economic Assistance
Funds are available for public inspection at the
Mayor's office during normal business hours.
Interested persons and organizations in the City
of Murray are invited to the public hearing to
submit written and oral comments on the proposed
use of Local Governments Economic Assistance
Funds as they relate to the City's entire budget.
Any person(s), especially senior citizens, who
cannot submit written comments or attend the
public meeting but wish to submit comments,
should call the Mayor's Office by May 23, so that
the City can make arrangements to secure their
comments.

Brock asks Sloane again for debate
on Kentucky Educational Network

_

: HOPE YOU NOTICEO THAT I'VE
3ROU6HT YOUR SUPPER FIVE
MINUTES EARLY TONIGHT
Th^

"McConnell's a tough, mean,
down-in-the-gutter kind of politician. If there's anything negative
about either of us, Sloane or me,
it'll be on TV" in a McConnell
commercial, Brock said.
Sloane did not mention Brock
until the end of his speech, when
he referred to plans for a joint
"Democratic unity" appearance in
Louisville on election night, May
29.
Sloane also said Wednesday's
forum was the 11th time he and
Brock had shared a stage.

SNAP

SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

1-800432-93
46
KENTUCKY CMINET
KRIM
FOR

THE FAR SIDE

0065 ARE NOT
REQUIRED TO NOTICE
THINE'S LIKE TWAT

RESOURCES

William N. Cherry, Mayor
City of Murray, Kentucky
Murray,KY 42071, AttorNOTICE TO
CREDITORS
ney.
The following estate Fi- George West,
New Conduciary
Appointments cord, KY
42076, dehave been made in the ceased,
Paula
Jane
Calloway District Court. Wilken, 112
Olde Farm
All claims against these Road,
Troy,IL 62294, Adestates should be filed with ministrator Appt.
05-07the Fiduciary within six 90,
Stephen C. Sanders,
months of date of qualifi- 608 West
Main Street.
cation.
Murray. KY 42071, AttorAltie Arvila Elkins, 402 ney.
North Fifth St., Murray, Ray 0.
Denny, Route #1
KY 42071, deceased, Pat Box
286, Dexter, KY
William Elkins, Route #8 42036,
deceased, May
Box 955, Murray. KY
Denny, Route #1 Box 286,
42071, Executor Appt. Dexter,KY
42036,Execu05-02-90, Stephen C.San- trix
Appt.05-09-90, J. Roders 608 West Main St., nald Jackson,
P.O. Box
7603,
Paducah,
KY
42002-7603, Attorney.
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YEAH, AND HERE
COMES THE BIG
DISAPPOINTMENT
AGAIN
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wiFE CHOSE 7

I DON'T
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Flora Mae Perry. 203 Pine
St., Murray, KY 42071,
deceased, Leon Miller,
Route #1 Box 89, Alm°,
KY 42020. Executor
Appt. 05-14-90, Randall
Hutchens, 104 North 4th.
Street,
Murray,
KY
42071, Attorney.
Billy Rue Nix Ill, 1518
Canterbury Dr., Murray,
KY 42071, deceased, Janice Paschall Nix, 1518
Canterbury Dr., Murray,
KY 42071, Administratrix
Appt. 05-14-90, Warren
K. Hopkins,204 South 5th
St., Murray, KY 42071
Attorney.
Ann P. Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk

iCROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

2/1•V AFTER DAY, LIFE 15 JUST
OEJE BIG DISAPPOINTMENT
lb
la
olk

Alfred Mortimer Wolfson,
310 North 14th. St, Murray, KY 42071, deceased,
Emily Wolfson, 310 North
14th. St., Murray, KY
42071, Personal Representative Appt. 05-0990, William Don Overbey,
291 Main St., Murray, KY
42071, Attorney.

Slug vacation disasters

walk

I WONDER IP I CAN
CONVINCE MY WIFE
SHE'S WRONG'

NOT A 04ANCE'
KNOW,I'M MARRIED
TO A. WWII,
1120

Freedom"
8 Rise and fall
of ocean
12 Church part
13 Meadow
14 Hebrew
f11011171Ure
15 Health
resort
18 Rays
18 Greek letter
19 That man
20 District In
Germany
21 Agave plant
23 Tellurium
symbol
24 Fruit of the
oak
28 Pertaining
to the cheek
28 Conspiracies
29 Title of
respect
30 Gehrig, Rawls

H

or Costello
32 Lampreys
33 Teli
34 "- in the
Attic"
35 Sum up
38 Wire measure
37 Judgment
38 Pintail duck
40 Antlered
animal
41 Running
43 Spielberg
alien
44 The sweetsop
45 Hebrew
month
47 Contend
49 Ardent
51 Opp. of WSW
52 "- Tonight"
55 Twenty
quires
of paper
54 Sea eagle
57 Word of
sorrow

Answer to Previous Puzzle
PAR
MADO SLOW
AGUO
TIDE
ELA
PERSUADED
LES
FACTS
GIRL
LAME
Al
PEN
REBUT
PAS
OIL
FAD
SN
el0 OLP
ITALY
ETA
DAM
OAUT
OAR
E
EARN
MAIDS
HEARTACHE
CAP
GRIE
LEES
IRA
WARD
ERRS
TEN
DOWN
1 Aida series
2 Begged
3 "Born in
the-"
4 French
article
5 Unsoiled
6"- Window"

7 Sweet potato
"From Here
- Eternity"
9 Demon
10 Demolishes
11 Great Lake
16 Prohibits
17 Asterisk
20 Drunkards
22 -,J, K,

010

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed in
the Calloway District
Court by Jane Nix. Executrix of the estate of John D.
Jones, deceased..
Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in the
Calloway District Court
on or before 9:00 a.m.
May 29th, 1990, the date
of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed in
the Calloway District
Court by Mary E. Barrow,
Executrix of the estate of
James B. Barrow, deceased.
Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in the
Calloway District Court
on or before 9:00 a.m.
May 29th, 1990, the date
of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed in
the Calloway District
Court by Elizabeth Furches. Executrix of the estate of Thurston Furches,
deceased.
Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in the
Calloway District Court
on or before 9:00 a.m.
May 29th, 1990, the date
of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk\
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Fri., May 18th
8-4 p.m.
Sat., May 19th
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BAD Credit? Learn exactly
how to fix your credit report
- get loans - credit cards,
etc. Amazing recorded
message reveals details.
305-770-5307.

sy

VIDEO DATING: Paducah,
Murray, Benton, Mayfield_
Confidential... For complete details send S.A.S.E.
to P.V.S. PO Box 1911,
Murray, Ky. 42071.
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Summer

GYMNASTI
CS
3 & Up
For Information
Call 753-4647
WE will now dose our Amish Bake Shop at Rolling
Hills Nursery Many thanks
for your patronage in the
past We will continue to
sell our bread and pies at
Owens Market, 1407 Main
in Murray. Come visit our
home bakery at Cottage
Grove, Tenn west of Puryear, Tenn on Road 140
to 69 south 37, miles, west
17, miles on 140. Open
6am-7pm Mon-Fri Will be
at trade day on 1st and 4th
Monday in Murray, Ky.
Grandma Miller's homemade baked goods Phone
901-782-3412 Cottage
Grove, Tenn.
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YOU'VE ROBSE17 THEM OF
THEIR FISH. I TOW YOu 1'
A LAWYER RCIHT NOW.
THEY ARE MY CLIEN145.

e telte United Feature Syndicate

25 Respiratory
ailments
26 Stir
27 "- the
Great Divide"
28 Edible seed
29 Sodium
chloride
31 Employ
33 Stalemate
34 Afternoon
parties
38 Measuring
device
37 Strict
39 Myself
40 Beer mug
41 Above
42 Baseball
team
44 Seaweed
substance
45 "Karenina''
46 Wagers
48 Greek letter
50 Devoured
51 Lamprey
53 Printer's
11141111111We
54 Mother

.4"

.
"NEW
Spring Arrivals
• Tit
SHOES
Gold8 Silver,
Dyeable Satins for
Weddings or
Special Occasion.

Ctubtrt a'
Slipper
S.6th St.

Wh
col
rep

II

THURSDAY, MAY

CLASSIFIEDS
For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHL'iROLET
1990 10 Blazer
$329 83 mo'
Call Gene at 753-2617
Plus Tax, Title & License
36 Mo Closed End Lease

McGee
Chemical
Company

100

Has all the chemicals
and equipment for
total
do-it-yourself
pest control.

WANT
TO BUY
Large Safe

641 North
753-3914
nsn

60" to 70" Tall.
Will move it.
Call 492-8566
after 5 p.m.

Lost
And Found
LOST black Scottish Terrier on Locust Grove
Church Road Reward offered Call 492-8170 or
492-8386

The Murray Independent School
District is currently
accepting applications for the follow trig positions:
'Elementary
Chapter I
Teacher, 1.0
'Elementary
Chapter I &
Remediation
Teacher, .5
'Teacher & Head
Football Coach

1 5i

220

felp
Warded

Business
Opportunity

Articles
For Salt

Drivers Wanted
For Dominos Pizza
Must be 18 yrs, of age
or older. Proof of insurance
required.
Apply in person

WOLFF tanning beds
Commercial-home units
from $19900 Lamps
Lotions- Accessories
Monthly Payments low as
$1800 Call Today bee
color
catalog
1-800-2286292

CHRISTOPHER'S COINS
is expanding See our
coins, silver dollars, proof
sets and hobby supplies at
the Home Run Hobby
Shop, 603 S 4th St. We
also have a fuN selection ot
coins at the Treasure
House (Murray ), 0 - Yoke
(Hazel), Old Tobacco
Towne (Mayfield) and Mercantile (Aurora) Blue Door
Antiques (Hazel) otters our
forego coins arid paper
money We appraise estates and actively buy
coins 753-4161

UP to $15 hour processing
mail weekly checks guaranteed. Free detail, vine,
SD, 1057 W. Philadelphia,
Suite 239-TKY Ontario, CA
91762.
WANTED Over the road
drivers. Must be 25 years
old and have one year experience. Drug test required. Call 800-523-4185.

'Secondary English
Teacher

PAGE

17

Miirray Ledger 8r Times

J

He1p
Wud

17, 1990

110

Instruction
BECOME asteralegal, nationally accredited, attorney instructed, home study,
established 1976, financial
aid, Free catalog
1-800-669-2555, Southern
Career Institute, Drawer
2158, Boca Raton, Florida
33427.

non

240
Musical

Mobile
Homes For Sale

Ihscellanaous

PIANO For Sale Wanted
Responsible party to as
small monthly payments on piano See locally. CaN credit manager
1 800-447-4266
240
lillecellansous

AAA Value. Brand new 89
model swimming pools now
being dosed out at dress
caNy reduced prices For
example, a huge 16430'
O D pool with 15424'swim
area, sun deck, fenang,
FOR Sale Case 446 lawn and filter is now only $988
tractor with 48in mowing compere 100% financing
deck Hydroiic drive and lift, available Order yours now
new 18hp Onan engine, while they last Call toll tree
1-800-284• 7946 & ask for
$1800. Call 753-0084.
Tom.
FOR Sale: Used refrigerators, ranges, washers/ CISTERN cleaning and
redryers freezers, and furni- pair used fiberglass
and
ture Wed -Sat, 10-4 30pm, concrete, Ito 5 years guarSun 1-5pm Charley's New antee 25 years experi& Used Hazel, Ky
ence. Call 606-366-0200.
502-492-8175
GATLINBURG Summit and
MAYTAG portable dis- Gulf Shores Plantationhwasher $100, 3-wheeler mountain and beach
conneeds work, 3 lawn mow- dos, beautiful views, indoor
ers, kerosene heater
pools, equipped kitchens.
753-2622 after 6pm
Free
brochure
1-800-242-4853, (205)
STEEL-toe work boots
western boots, army pants 988-5139
and jackets, new and used Log Homes Over 40 stanguns, motorcycle helmets dard models Free Broand much, much more chure. Honest Abe Log
Jerry's Sporting Goods 6th Homes, Route One, Box
& Walnut, Mayfield
84CK, Moss. Tennessee
YR-48 Yazoo Rider Indust- 38575 (800)-231-3695.
rial Commercial 48 inch MYRTLE Beach, SC, two
mower. 14hp Wisconsin great locations, Tropical
engine. Brand new mower Oasis Motel/Ocean Lodge
$3,500.00. Call Frankfort Motel. Ocean front or
between 8-4 (502) ocean view Special rates
227-7042 after 530 call
OUR good grade 8x 12 stor(502) 227-8015.
age buildings on sale for
$795. Acree Portable Build155
ings 1-247-7831.

COMMERCIAL driver insti•JTPA
Program
Situation
tute Training professionals
Supervisor
Wants!
truck drivers for over 17
SPAS & pools. Leading de0601
luxe spa & pool manufacBabysining in your house, years No experience
Interested
perHelp
turer urgently needs 15
during the summer, for necessary 6 week course
sons should submit
Wanted
qualified homeowners to inchildren 3 years and up. Job placement assistance
a letter of applicastall 6 person spa and/or A Wonderful Family ExperiPhone 753-4224 Patricia. CKL training. Call
tion by 12:00 p.m.
1-800-248-7364 today!
pooi for $1990 Also, 7 vinyl ence Australian,
EuroDEPENDABLE lawn mowon Thursday, May
replacement windows for pean, Scandina
vian, Jaing and trimming. DRIVERS you can
$1150. 800526-7359
be cruis24, 1990 to:
panese High School Ex753-7639.
ing all the way to the bank.
change Student Arriving sin
Murray Board
GENERAL house and of- Join J B Hunt and that
August. Become a Host
NURSING HOME
of Education
ice cleaning References could be you. Bowling
Family/American Interculsupplie
d. 753-4897 or Green State Transportation
814
Poplar
tural
Street
Student Exchange.
INSURANCE
in Bowhng Green, KY can
753-6737
.
Call 1-800-SIBLING.
Murray, KY 42071
give you the training necesAvallabk Thru Age 84.
I am available to stay with sary to become a profesCASHIER at Pet Tro Ouik
Our most comprehenthe sick or elderly. Call sional truck driver. It
Chek on 641N, nights and LOCAL company
has posi- 753-459
sive policy pays for
0 after 3-30pm couldn't be easier-with fiweekends. Apply in person. tion open for
sales/ afternoons.
Skilled, Intermediate or
nancial assistance availCOLORTYME of Murray marketing representative.
Custodial Care. With
able, you can soon join the
Multi
-state
marketin
g
area.
now
has
a position open of
Medicare's new guidethousands of J.B. Hunt
assistant manager/ Client base hospital and I mow yards anywhere in
lines for confinement,
banks. Must have college Calloway County. Reason- truck drivers across the
accounts
manager
Apply
.
Nursing Home Insurcountry and make good
in person 408 N. 12th St. degree or equivalent sales able rates. Many referance is more imponant
experience. Excellent op- ences. For a free estimate money. Our more experCOOKS, waitresses, con- portunity for aggressive self call 753-5368 Weekly and ienced drivers earn up to
than ever. For free infortact Wishing Well
mation
motivated individual. Sal- 1,4 week scheduled mow- $40-$50K a year. And you
474-8092 in Aurora.
too can be cruising all the
ary based on experience ing only please.
call:
way to the bank, call
and
qualifica
tions
Also
inDRIVERS - OTR - Need
WILL care for children in my 1-800643-3331 J.B.
Jerry McConnell experien
centive
Hunt
and
company
benced Van/Flat Drivhome weekdays or nights. where the driver
matters.
Insurance
ers. 23 years of age. 1 year efits. Send resume to: PO References available.
EOE/Subject to drug
experience verifiable. Mi- Box 548 Paris, Tenn. 753-9783.
Appliasaft
screen.
38242.
753-4199
leage pay plus benefits
'foe local claim servicaWILL
clean
houses.
Call
LEARN a CafflOf in the ELECTROLUX Genuine
Call 1-800-444-6648.
MANICURIST with ad753-9867.
horse industry! The Ken- electrolux bags and servance training in sculpture
EVA'S Custom Sewing
tucky Equine Institute is vice. Have new and some
Seamstress wanted will nails, tips, wrap, and Jes- WILL mow lawns
now taking applications for old vacuums 753-$568.
sica
nail
759-480
care.
9
Apply
at
train 753-2728
the July 16, 1990, class
Mane Event 305 N. 12th.
FULL size electric range.
WILL sit with sick or elderly. Approved for VeteransEXPERIENCED kitchen No phone calls please.
$5,000 GOLD CARD GuarExperienced with refer- scholarships available. Reproduction of Grandhelp Apply Mon -Fri,
mother's Days. Very nice.
anteed' No credit check. No
Contact: Kentucky Equine Call
8am-3pm, 410 Main St No 13 IMMEDIATE OPEN- ences. 753-9854.
Linzy Beane residence
deposit! Cash advances!
INGS.
NEED
a
job?
A
Institute, 4089 Iron Works 436-2582
phone calls please
.
Also easy VISA/MC, no deGED? Hope for the future?
100
Pike, Lexington, KY 40511.
posit! Free call. EXPERIENCED house You may qualify it:'You do
Business
Phone (606) 233-4303 ext.
140
1(800)234-6741, anytime. painter needed by local not have your GED or high
OoPonunitY
263
.
contractor. 753-9382 after school diploma: *You we
030
Furnishings
between the ages of 16 & BE Your Own Boss Na- QUALITY truck driver train51?m,
Card
21. We are an E.O.E. 'This tional manufacturer needs ing. Financial assistance if 1 ACTION
Lane recliner
FLAT bed drivers, are you
of Thanks
project is funded by the local person to service you qualify. Housing avail- rust colored
$35; Lazy boy
home most weekends?
100% natural juice route able. AMTEC, Granite City,
Western Kentucky Private
recliner, rust colored $20;
$500 weekly average, 25 Industry
Council- J.T.P.A. Best one-man business II. Local office Indiana exercise bicycle, $30, LW.
cents-30 cents per mile
ever.
No
selling.
No
over800-678-1161, Tenn topper, for long
1CARD OFTHANKS .. Medical, dental and life in- Call J.T.P A Out Of School head.
wheel base
Must have $14,400 800-388-1160.
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 ,
truck 435-4336
Call
The children ofline ' surance
secured 100% by inven8a.m.-11.30a m.
tory. $55,000 very possible
Pittman of Nov Con- Si 615-383-3398 ask for Jon
25' RCA color TV. maple
1.10
NEEDED: mature person first year. This could make
cord, Kentucky, wish • Hoover.
cabinet, $125; 19'GE color
Want
to watch 3 and 5 year old, 3 you independent. First time
TV, $75, both in good conto express our deepest
HAIR Designer - with adTo Buy
mornings per week. Apply offer, for details call
dition. 753-1566.
appreciation- to the ' vance training in haircutat 305 N. 7th corner of 9 a.m.- 9 p
m. ANTIQUES by the piece or
many friends, rela- . ting, weaving and perm Olive. Ask
collections. Call 753-8433 3 MOBILE homes full of
for Ronda or 1-800-633-1740.
lives, and neighbors : waving. Apply at Mane Roger or caN 753-364
new and used furniture for
after 5pm.
0
afDEALERSHIP Log Homes,
for their display of ..:, Event 305 N 12th No ter 430pm.
sale, 'cheap
Call
phone
calls
BUYING:
please
aluminum cans, 753-2922 and ask for Neal
national log home manuthoughtfulness and .
NEED mature, dependable facturing company has all battery, scrap metal, cop. sympathy at the loss of
UCENSED Health Agents babysitte
r in Murray home of America's finest lines per and junk cars. KGA DAYBED, complete, anti•our dear mother on ': 175% advanced commisfor 2 children, from
starting at $9872. Great Recycling 492-8183 days, que caned oak rocker, exsions.
No
frontend
charge- 8am-5pm.
April 27,1990.
.•?,
ercise bike, RCA VCR,
Call
after
earning
potential plus com- 498-8785 nights.
Yourflowers,cards, .,.. backs. Sell guaranteed re- 5:30pm. References reLane cedar chest, antique
missions
,
will
not
interfere
newable plans. Qualified
FURNITURE, appliances, collectibles 753-7157.
visits
and
kind
quired..753-6812.
with
present
employm
ent glassware, One item or
leads not association. Call
a
thoughts brought us
OTR Drivers: 12 months Call firr. Johnson toll free houseful.
800-338-2371 9am -5pm.
Days MATCHING occasional
consolation and enexperience, 23 years of 1-800-321-5647. The origi- 502-492-8175, nights chairs, good condition.
lightened our hearts.
NEED shop person to do age, drug testing required
nal Old-Timer Log Homes 901-247753 3837.
5518.
Thank You .'... cleaning, stocking, load Hornady Truck Line: Start and Supply, 1901 Logue
Road, Mt Juliet, TN 37122. MOVING, cleaning out NICE queen size waterbed.
and unload trucks. Call 23-26 c/mile, tarp/vaca
tion
,A...e.........................,..A..........% 753-0839 for interview
759-4174, after 4pm
pay, safety bonus, spouse EXCELLENT BUSINESS house or sheds used or
antique
furniture
,
glass,
passenger program. OPPORTUNITY. Local
145
tools, quilts. One piece or
1-800-648-9664
sub-yogurt shop. Doing a house
full. 642-6290,
JOB AVAILABILITY
**POSTAL JOBS** Start at very good business and 492-8594 after 6pm.
Antiques
$11.41/Hr For exam and lots of growth potential Call
CADIZ
Antique
for
appoi
maA now
ntmen
t
application info. Call
150
open Spaoes for up lo 100
Perform entry level protective service Wort
(219)-836-8157, eat 770 8 618-524-3388.
Motu
dealers Rent from $15-$65
to 8 (CST) 7 days.
by training for and participating in fire
LOCAL Vending Route
For Sale
per space Call Jack Gibbs,
(Cold
Donk,
fighting and emergency rescue service.
Fruit
Juice,
or 1989 WOODS commerc
TRUCK drivers Poole
522-7880.
ial
Snacks).
Company equals mower
Truck Line needs experwith 241 hours on it
SALARY AND QUALIFICATIONS
ienced drivers and gradu- your investment. Minimum_ Has Kubota diesel engine
140
investm
ent
$10,000
.00.
ates
Salary plus fringe benefits (incentive pay upon
of approved driver
and 61' mower deck
Farm
Potential
Annual
Income
of
training schools If you
qualifying u certified firefighter) hazardous duty
437-4171
Equipment
$21,000.
00. For details by •
have no experience, we
20 years retirement program. Completion of high
can help arrange for train- mail Call 1-800-5411-1613. 'ARIENS 11hp electric start 275 NEW Holland hay.
school education, must be at least 21 years of age.
bailer. 759-1330 after 7pm.
301n. cut riding mower
ing. Must be 21, with a good Ask for Operator CJ.
Must have valid Kentucky driver's license. Copy
753-3119.
driving record and work his- NEED
MASSEY-FERGUSON 50.
investors for several
of original birth certificate and driver's license
tory. Company paid small
business opportuni- CASE YT108 yard tractor- Good condition. Call
must be submitted with application. Application
physical/drug screen. EOE. ties.
High return Cal Lae mower. 8hp, electric start. 492-8566 after 5pm.
may be obtained in the City of Murray Clerk's
Cal 1-800-553-9443, 8-5 502-753
-4362 between 4 very good condition, $675
CST, Dept M23.
Office located on 5th & Poplar Street, City Hall
NEW Idea brand, 279 cut/
436 5610.
and 8pm.
ditioner 9' hay mower
Building. before 5:00 p.m. May 22, 1990 will be
TRUCK drivers Stop look753-8251.
the last day to rum in applications.
ing for that company that
offers you everything. Call
PERFORMANCE TESTED
M.T.1. Freight Systems of
Simmental and MaineKennesaw Ga and get top
Anjou crossbred service
mileage pay, monthly boage Bulls and Heifers
ATLANTIC AMERICAN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
nus, insurance, new equipready for breeding. Only
ment, retirement, paid vac„RIP performance animals
ConOnontoi Casualty Company
ations. No runs to N Y. City
ellered for sale All animals
Much More! Call today!
guaranteed to breed Smith
M.T.I. Freight Systems,
Broadbent Farms Cadiz,
"Far AS
C=MMIVIIISO YeaMáe"
1-800-526-4865
KY
42211
Day
(502)235-5182 Night
(502)235-5170

270

POOL SUPPLIES From
chemicals to parts, supplies, and accessories
Above ground to in ground
pools, water testing available. 1 lb shock $1 99. algaecide $7 95, pace sticks
9lbs $29.95 CJ's Pool &
Patio, 106 N 4th St Murray, 759-1911_
POST-FRAME buildings
30'x40'9' erected $5,195,
plus freight. Other sizes
available. Blitz Builders
1-800-428-4009 KY-OH,
1-800-792-3498 IN,
1-800-628-1324 TN
WATERLESS cookware
set plus electric skillet
Heavy stainless steel home
demonstration kind Likitime guaranteed Never
used. Originally_ $1,299
Sacrificing $499 Will deliver. 1-502-358-4780.

TIME share units and camp
ground memberships
Cheapl Cheapl World Wide
Selections Call Vacation
Network 1 800-826 7844
Ned 1-800-8261847 xi Fl
or 1305-771-6296
WE buy junk batteries $2
per automotive unit 87 No
Main Benton. Ky
527-7122

12x65, 2BR new central
heaven with electric ser
vice pole
$5500
436 5279
1985 DOUBLE wide mobile
home. 17536q. ft L.A. Very
good condition Owner
must sell 442-1432
NEWLY painted 1975 Ar
bar 65'414 plus storage
building 10x12 Call aher
5pm 7594037

250
Business
Services

260
Roble
Homes For Rsd

Confidential
Computerized
Business
Bookkeeping
Personalized to
Your Special
Business Needs.
Pick Up & &Every
Free Ink's!
Consultation

4111•111111\

2BR trailer for rent
753-9066.
2 OR 3 bedroom, furnished
or unfurnished Some new
furniture, natural gas.
electric, air conditioned
Shady Oaks 753-5209
RENT or rent to own 28R
mobile home in Getaway
Bay Recreational development near Aurora, Ky Re
creational facilities avail
able to renters or owners
For information call
753-2613 after 5 30pm
753-0840

Pat's Bookkeeping
Service
436-2357
KIRBY vacuum repair. 20
years experience. Jerry's
Sporting Goods 6th & Wal•
nut, Mayfield
PRIVATE Investigator with
22 years city and state investigation experience
'Accident *Criminal 'Civil
'Personal or Corporate
'Missing Persons. Your
needs, our specialty Call
Confidential Investigations.
(502)753-2641_
270

STORAGE Building
1850sq ft with a loading
dock and a double door
Prime location Call
753 8809

1BR furnished apartmen
dose to university and hoe
pital Some utilities paid
753-4012 or 753-8756
2BR duplex in Northwood
$300/mo 759-4406

Mobil.
Homes For Sale

29R duplex Northwood,
$300 753-8715

WINDSOR 14x70, 2br, remodeled in '86;gas heat, all
appliances including
washer/dryer. 2 porches
and storage building
$9500 090. Call 753-3204
after 6pm.

28F1 duplex available June
1 All appliances furnished
753-4390
APARTMENT for rent, 1 cx
2 bedroom, near down
town Lease required
753 4109

Wallace's U-Pick
Strawberries
Starting Thursday!!! 5/17/90
Time: Tues., Thur., Sat. - 7:00 a.m.; Mon., Wed.,
Fri. - 4:30 p.m.; Sun. 1-5 p.m.
Price: 60' CH. You Pick; $1.25 Qt. Ordered
Location: Poor Farm Rd. & N. 16th Extended
Phone: 753-0195 .

The Non-Toxic Solution for
Farms-Vegetable Gardens-Lawns-Trees;Shrubs
It will not harm the environment.
For Product Information Call
Juanita Stinson 502-751=1111

FIRE FIGHTER RECRUIT

wra

CNA

Luc

DRIVTRS

TRACTOR TRAILER
DRIVERS

uatict
nl amtirkan
low
kssursoce company
TRANSPORT LIFE
American Republic
Union Bankers
Pioneer Life Insurance Company
What do all these companies have In
common? In Murray, they are all
represented by:

McConnell
Insurance Agency
753-4199
3

Rental Assistance
Application
Calloway County

Hopkinsville Fed. Savings Building

h./medals comma for DOT
qualified tractor trailer driven la
MURRAY. KY wth 111 WO 2
years aaperausoe Work as pre
manly over U. road, posammol
omploymna, horm
every
weekend You will earn ascellist
Isaias aids tell besefies pecker
owlathop ream erdleal, vows
am! daswal. 1114,0111thil pegmim
nal mai moos. Pot tram dicall Pool Hallam at M711-1136, Mom= 9 oaa-3
pm, Wedgy &V 34/itIday.
Man yam DOT physical eaemiNem and abomoos aims am
E9991 01499199ST 89,
099w.

DEDICATED
CARRIAGE
SERVICES, INC.

Rent Assistance Applications are now being accepted from very low income families and elderly
and handicapped individuals. Contact the Purchase
Area Housing Corporation
at P.O. Box 588, Mayfield,
KY 42066, (502/247-7171)
or 753-8325 for eligibility
guidelines and application materials.
•Iiir14•1
•••••,Willi IP

PUBLIC AUCTION
Saturday, May 19, 10 a.m.
Sunday, May 20, 1 p.m.
Murray, Kentucky
Selling Approx. $300,000.00 Inventory and Fixtures of

Murray Wholesale Jewelry
Lasted In the Bel-Air Shopping Center on S. 12th St
(Hwy. 641 South)
$300.000 00 in Fine Diamond Jewelry, Gold Chains, Precious Sione Rings, Fixtures
and More
Diamond solitaires from 05 to 14 ct Loose diamonds in marovis. emerald, peat, and brifilant
cuts
50 Cts and up Rubies, sapphires, emeralds, opals, and other precious stones
Top Quality Jewelry Where You Set The Price
A IrJly outstanding selection of quality diamond jewelry Solitaires, clusters,
wedding sets.
oenda-ts. earrings and more
2 Day A.Jclion of Fine Ladies' and Men's Jeweinf This is Where io Find trial Perfect
G for Thai
Someone Special in Your Life
'Diamonds 'Emeralds 'Rubies 'Sapphires'
100s and 100s of Gold Chains of All Kinds
Over 200 gold chains from 16 inch to 30 inch gold nugget braceles Over 100 gold charms
of all
kinds Gold nugget pendants, dozens and dozens of pairs of gold earrings
and sizes and shapes

THIS IS OPPORTUNITY...DOITT MISS IT,
Spans
Equilowl
E -Z-GO Golf Carts
Electric, 753-1152, at Su•
van's Par 3 golf course
MAGNUM DP 960 incline
bench 2 months old, plus
2171be of steel weights and
cud bar and solid serer bar
Also have another bar plus
741tas of concrete weights
that 11 throw in for nothing
$200 for everything,
753-9316, 753-0789,

FINE STORE FIXTURES INCLUDIlla fAs new Bernardini TL-32
upright floor safe. massuies-----76x43134 deep. with 5 shelves This sale is less than a year old 8
modern lighted Oily
snowcases. locking with plenty under counter storage Jewelry steamer, ultra sonic
cleaner, neon
'sale'sign, neon'open'sign.2very nice checkout stations good metal desk, nice
oak office desk,
its new lighted outdoor sign (Li be moved after sale). Ademco model 1401 proximity
alarm with
detectors and? sirens (to be taken down after sale) nice 4 rxece wicker ioveseat,
chair and canoe
!abet. 3 sets of track lighting. Sanyo 360 cash register, Casio 114ER.
R C Men cash registers.
office chairs and other misc items
TERMS Or SALE Visa Stasiarcara DISCO Airy Cash Personal Checks
arks Company
with car*
Otter of ere& made out to Kennon Auction Company No exceptions DaalMS On% your Cnocss
tax ID numbers
AUCTIONEER'S NOTE It is impute to Ssi ot the line pesky thai vol
be sold m the outstanding 2 day
aucteel With the 700$ and 1001 al earns abs found 'ethos salt you
nasty Poe tic yoursol to coma and see al
the beautiful peas to be sold'
Arroascernerss day el saw take poscederre over all prevously envied
reatenai

111-w-21c

pr KENNON co.

A FIREWOOD
437-4667

for

sale

1111. AUCTION

PAGE
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17, 1990

CLASSIFIEDS
POND weed control! Tripbid Grass Carp Local delivery June 4-8. Also
available-Catfish, Hybrid
Bluegil, Bass a Minnows
FURNISHED apartments 1 For further information call
or 2br, also sleeping rooms
1400/6438439.
No pets Zimmerman Apia
753-6609
LARGE 5 room apartment.
gas heat, A/C, newly remodeled $150/mo plus
deposit 753-0749 leave MC Cocker Spaniel puppie, pets and show
message
$75-$225, chocolate facLARGE and very nice 28R tored 901-782-3513
apartments Central H/A,
appliances furnished,
decks on back Coleman
RE 753-9898
NICELY furnished 1, 2,
3BR apartment 1-3BR
house, 1-4BR house, both
near AASU Days 753-6111
after 4 30pm, 753-0606
AKC puppies, various
breeds
901-74-6-5355
VERY nice 3BR, 1 5 bath
townhouse Central H/A, AKC Registered Dashsuncl
appliances furnished Cole- and Distillation puppies
man RE 753-9898
901-352-2416 nights,
WALK to MSU 1 bedroom 901-986-3693. days
apartment available
5-15-90 thru 8-15-90,
$200/mo Bob Perrin R E
759-1881
REG Eskimo Spitz puppies. 753-9979

Mirrray Ledger & Times

Twin Lakes
Auto Club

Garage Sale
1st One This
Year!
mower, push
riding
mowers, tools, 3 washing machines, chain
clothes,
saws, baby
many MIMS too numerous co mention

400 S.

9th

Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-2 p.m.

Yard Sale
1410 Dudley
May 18 & 19
Queen sue sleeper sofa,
home interior & decorative items, queen size
bedspread & drapes,curtains, clothes - all sizes,
clothes racks, FisherPnce toys, small chest
freezer.

3BR brick redecorated, gas
heat/air Near university,
$350/rno 753-3942
NICE 2BR house and also
a 1BR apartment Both recently remodeled Lease
required 753-4109
NICE 2BR. stove and refrigerator, 8 miles SE of
Murray No pets References and deposit
492-8594
NICE 3BR, 1 5 bath Close
to town Garden spot and
more Coleman R E
753-9898
WELL insulated 1'/, story
house. near Murray Eat-in
kitchen, DR. LR, bath, 2BR
on 1st level Garden, garage $300imo No pets References 753-7551

MOVING
SALE
Sat., May 19, 1990
8-?
1532 Beckett Dr.
Everything must go!
Couch & Chair, end
tables, bicycles, clothes
for young teenagers,
adult clothes - men &
womens, all kinds of
misc. items.

CARPORT
SALE
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m. -5 p.m.

ARABIAN horse solid
white, gentle, trail horse
Saddle and bode, $750
759-1618 or after 5prn,
759-1942
FINE quality Arabian
horses 5 priced to move
Mayfield 345-2479

.
I
••

Something For
Everyone!

Garage Sale
Rain or Shine.

Moving Sale
Fri. & Sat.
8:30 a.m.
Oaks Estates
Sub. DIV.
glassware,
Linens,
Tupperware,
large
clothes,
women's
purses, kitchen chairs.
dresser, etc

5-Party

Yard Sale
121 N. Stella
Friday
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
1 Day Only
Dehurrudifier,
radios,
TVs, small kitchen app,,
books, long dresses,
shoes, toys, name brand
& children's clothes

Peg's Dog Grooming
753-2915
28R home nice. on Nag- UKC black and tan Coonness Road, South Marshall hound puppies. $125 cam
County 437-4386
901-247-3220

Yard Sale
Walmart
Parking Lot
Saturday
May 19
8 a.m.-?

Garage Sale
May 18 & 19
Fri. 8 - 4
Sat. 8 - 12
1713 Plainview
Turtle sandbox, bikes.
clothing,
children's
adult clothing, household items,large wicker
basket, toys, etc.

Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat.
May 17-18
North of Murray to 464
Turn cast between 641 &
Almo
Bedroom suite-springs & toss
tress, iron bed-box springs &
mattress,stereo-works,dishes.
appliances, curtains, bedspread, shower curtains & access , table & 3 chairs, lots of
other [tans.

Yard Sale
May 18-19-20
8 til 5
Inside building next to
Wayne Darnell Marine in
case of rein -1 mile from
Murray on 94E 753-0079
Large collection of antiques
& old Items Must vacate
building - everything goes
Wood cook stove, icebox,
beds, dressers, tables,
chairs, ect

4 p.m.-8 p.m.
Friday
May 18
121 No.
(street behind Home
place Restaurant)
Watch for signs

Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat.
May 18 & 19
7 a.m.-12 noon
1531 London Dr.
(Canterbury Estates)
Maple floor lamp, 2
director chairs, hidea-bed sofa, drapes,
bedspreads, carpet.
twin bed, etc.

5-Party
Garage
Sale
Fri. & Sat.
May 18-19
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
3 mi. South on
121 S.

3 Family
Garage Sale
405 N. 17th
Murray
Fri., May 18th
8:30 till 3:30
No Early Sales
2 boys bicycles, large microwave cabinet, 5 metal win-

dow awnings, dishes, clothes
& much more. Come out &
see us Rain or Shine

Yard Sale
& Moving
Sale
Sat. Only 7-12

ESTATE Sale Friday and
Saturday 502 N 5th Furniture, appliances, antiques
dishes linens, clothing,
chest freezers material
misc Also house for sale

Yard Sale
N. 19th
Saturday Only
7 to 3
Rain Date Sun., May 20
Large size clothing, household
miscellaneous. 10
year accumulation.
820

FLEA
MARKET
Basement - Murray
Woman's Clubhouse,
700 Vine St. (Between
S. 6th & S. 8th)
Sat., May 19th
7 a.m.-4 p.m.
No Early Sales
Something for everyone.

14 ACRES located in the
country Looking for that
special spot" Located near
the lake, Whiskey Ridge
area Additional acreage
available Call for more information Dick Keyser Real
Estate 354 8818
KOPPERUD REALTY otters a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices
753-1222, toll free
1 -800-251-HOME Ext.
711L.

21 ACRE hill 10 mile view o
tree tops (triangle bounded
by 3 roads) center of Marshall County Look down on
Elenton's lights! Deer and
wild takey $62,500 Joe
W Nanney, 753-9622

25 ACRES, 18 brnber, 7
pasture, 2 stock sheds
492-8548

Stereo, dean; table wi6 chairs
recliner, entertainment center,
mattresses
beds,
bunk
dresser, portable washer &
dryer toNy 1 month old) bedspreads, mini binds. clothes
etc
Calloway Garden Apts Call
759-4189 or 759-9646 for directors

MultiFamily
Yard Sale

PRICE REDUCED!
Older home with 4+ bedrooms, 2 modern baths,
eat-in kitchen, formal dining, sun porch and much
more. Phone Coleman
Real Estate 753-9898.

202 N. 13th
8 a.m.-4 p.m,
Sat., May 19th
Many interesting
items.

Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat.
May 18 & 19
8 a.m.-?
Northwind Trailer
Park off N. 16th St.
Nintendo
games,
exercise bike, color
TV, lift chair, pageant
dresses,
name
brand
clothes, lots of misc.

Price has been reduced from $119,000 to 599,950.
New home 4 min, from square located on Ezell
Road in great area. 3 Bd., 2 ba., valted ceilings,
fireplace, oak cabinets, wood deck, fireplace & top
workmanship throughout! Call...

Homesellers 753-0375
or Owner 753-8673

Real
Estate
BOB Haley Real Estate
sales and appraisals
Roberts Realty 753-1651,
489-2266

3500eq.lt 1-story brick at
1306 Doran Rd., ay., din ,
den w/Vault cell. & wd
burn. fp., 3 full baths, 3
bdrms. &dress area, exercise lijacuzzi rm 7closes,
Ig kit. 11 breakfast area
wIpantry, laund rrn Ig 2
car garage, Ig attractive
brick 8 quarry tile patio, Ig
lot (150'x225') phone
753-0335 after 600 P.M
BEAUTIFUL 3BR home in
Canterbury Estates. Central heat and air, all appliances, all curtains
custom-made, exquisite
landscaping. Backyard
fenced, automatic lawn
sprinkler Excellent condition. Pnced to sell. Call
owner 759-1073.
BEAUTIFUL 1A story
house in Woodgate Subdivision 38R, 2 baths, den
and dining room, kitchen
and utility room. Extra large
walk-in closets, breezeway
and 2 car garage. Priced in
the $90's Call 753-4449
BY OWNER: IMMACULATE 2 story, 3-411R, home
in Candlelite Estates 2
bath, 2 car garage, large
walk-in closets Also 2 adjoining lots available.
$75,000. Call 753-086,
4
HOUSE and 33 acres, 38R
brick, 2 bath, workshop,
barn with 2 side sheds attached, tractor and tool
shed 5 miles west of Benton on Hwy
1311
1-527-8963

Ogie-o

O
IERIRir
CUSTOM KITCHEN CASINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
&
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
•Drop by 6 se. our showroom
i.ii •• • • i RP A v ,Fier,,c E4,,,,„,

. , .•

Cancelled if rain.

4 miles north on Airport Rd. (Hwy. 781).
Size 10 wedding
gown (never been
worn), bedspreads,
pillows, some furniture, toys, clothes,
and much more

Yard Sale
Hwy. 121 North to
Grave-Calloway Co.
Line - Signs.
Early till ?
Fri. 8 Sat.
Baby & children's clothes,
baby water mattress,
shelves, computer desk
brass, pictures, car speakers, stereo, 110VieS - onginal, antique dishes, Home
Interior, new feather p1too much to list.

4 Party
Yard Sale
Fri., Sat., &
Sun.
9 to 5
11/2 miles west of
Kirksey on Highway 464.

s

ROOM TO GROW!
Beautiful Colonial 3 bedroom, 2 bath home in Martin Heights
subdivision. 813 square focu upstairs is excellait storage, bui
ready to be finished for 2 a more bedrooms if needed.

ESTATE AUCTION
John Lusk Estate of Sharpe, Kentucky
Saturday, May 19, 1990 - 10 a.m .
DIRECTIONS: Located on Highway 68 approximately 1 mile East of Sharpe Elementary School
In Marshall Co. 10 miles East of Paducah.
REAL ESTATE - HOUSE & LOT - BUILDING LOT
FARM 50 Pius Acres fa Farm or Development, Prime
Location, Gently Roiling. has an exiseng farm program
which brings in a good return The and will be sold in tracts
and then at together
HOUSE& LOT- Three Bedroom Bnck. 1,500 sq. ft.. 1 Bath,
Natural Gas Heat, City Water, Central Air. Two-Car Carport
and Two Outbuildings
BUILDING LOT- I Acre Building Lot, A wooded Building Lot
where the Old Homeplace burnt. Can also buy some extra
acreage here For more information contact the Auctioneer

ANTIOUES-FURNMURE-TOOLSAPPLIANCES4AISCELLANEOUS
* Old Dish Pans * Blue Jars * Old Lanterns * OW Jugs *
Antique Drop Leaf Table * Plumbing Snakes * 8 Cast
Iron Skillet * Jars * Pipe Wrenches * Wet Pulley * Well
Bucket * Wash Kettle * Antique Singer Sewing Machine *
Implement Seat * Extension Ladder * Picnic Table *
Wood Swing * 3 Gas Cans * 4 Shovels * 1 Rake * Bird
Feeders *1 Table* Pitch Forks *Old Toy Trucks *Wheel
Barrow * Weed eater * Small Stack of Lumber * Baskets
* Hose and Reel * Large Bean Pot with Lid *Old Quilt and
Guilt Pieces * GE Refngerator * Kenmore Dish Washer *
Gas Cook Stove* Mcrowave Cabinet * Non Stone Dishes
A Carnival Glass *Miscellaneous Dishes *Set of China *
Duncan Phyfe Dining Flown Suite with Table. 6 Chairs,
China Cabinet. Buffet *Living Room Suite *End Tables *
Coffee Table * TV * Stereo * Lamps *Portable TV *Ken
Holland Prints, hmited Angles No. I * Other Pictures and
Frames * Round End Table * Cabinet * Antique Bedroom
Suite * Old Comics * Occupied Japan Statues * Antique
Record Player * Luggage, Silverton * Old Bedspreads *
Iron Kettle * Flat Irons * Tea Kettle, cast iron * Crosscut
Sam * Antique Scales * kascellaneous Hand Tools * eo•
Roe of Copper Tubing * Seers Portable Sewing Machine *
Royal Portable Typewriter* Antique 314 Bed *Clod( Radio
*
Lamps * Smell Antique Table * Bath Tub Chair *
Walker * Old Song Books * Bible * GE Washer and Dryer
* And Much, Much Morel
TtRMS: 10% Day of Sale on Real estate. Balance with
Deed Personal Property Cash or Check with Proper ID
Announcements made at auction take precedence over
printed matter • Not Responsible For Accidents

Carport
Sale
1009 Sharpe
Fri., May 18
7 a.m.-?
Refrigerator, furniture, stereo &
Speakers, toys,
clothes (all sizes).
Cancel if rain.

Yard
Sale
Fri., 3 p.m.-?
Sat. & Sun.
8 a.m.-?
94 E approx. 3
miles, look for
signs.
Men & women's
clothes and misc.

First Quality. First Quality
From $461

sq.

LOCATION — WOODGATE SUBDIVISION, MURRAY, KY
Directions — From Murray take Hwy 94 West 2.7 miles from the square to Johnny Robertson
Road. Turn left & go 4/10 mile on left, follow signs.
Fully Approved Residential Lots
City Sewer-Water-Gas-Electric
Restrictive Covenants
Acreage Tracts for Development or Investment
Location - Location - Location
Excellent Seller Financing Available

SELLING:
• WoodGate-Section *1
Lots #15-16-17-18-19-20
(Fully developed, ready to build on)
• WoodGate-Section *2
Lots #1 through #11
Lots #12 & 13— Creek front
Lots #15-16-17-20
(Fully Developed homesites)
• Acreage Tracts (Utilities Available)
Tract "A" — Approx. 6.1+- acres
(Fronts 3 individual streets)
Tract "8" — Approx. 6.4+- acres
Tract "C" — Approx. 10.0+ • acres
(Creek dissects property)

ANNIVERSARY
SALE
* Sculptured
* Kitchen Print With
Back

23 Fully Developed Residential Lots — Development/Acreage Tracts

yd

Whether you are looking for a homesite, large or small,
development land, part-time farm unit or investment
property, attend this sale!!

Stings
*5" sq. yd
From *3" sq. yd.
,

* Commercial Tweed
* Trackless, Plush or Sculptured
Meets FHA Specs
.6" sq.

EXCELLENT SELLERS TERMS
(CONTACT AUCTION AGENTS)
TOMS & Conditions: (Lots)
--$4O00 downpayment day of

yd.

sale (Tracts-15%), balance cash
at closing on or before 30 days.
Sellers terms available by con,tacting agents prior to sale. A

The Largest Stock Of
The Finest Carpet
In The South
Budget Priced Carpet
* Berber
from 63" sq yd.:
* Commercial Tweed Remnants
20 ft. or Less Take Roll With
Flaws
81" sq yd.
• * Comm. Tweed 50 Ft. or Less
Take Roll At
'2" sq. yd.
* Half Price Residential Short Rolls
of 30 ft. or Less Take Roll In Select Section.

10% BUYERS PREMIUM WILL
BE ADDED TO WINNING BIDS
TO DETERMINE CONTRACT
SALES PRICE. Announcements
day of sale take precedence
over printed advertising.

HOT AUCTION & REALTY (TOLL FREE;
1-800-543-2083
KOPPERUD REALTY (TOLL FREE)
1 -800-251-HOME. EXT. 711M

Sale Conducted by:

Hatchett Real Estate
and Auction
401 East 8th St. — Denton, Kentucky
Phone (502)527-2044
Charles Hate:hitt Broker and Auctioneer

AUCTION & REALTY
Mon.-Sat

Till 500 (Closed Mon. 5/28)

BILL KOPPERUCI — 6110‘111a

Puryear, Tn. Hwy. 641 (861)4118-8161
8 mi. S. of Murray or 14 mi. N. of
Paris, Tn.

—1111111111140P
-
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THURSDAY, MAY

CLASSIFIED
41.0

PRICE REDUCED on new
3 bedroom home in Martin
Heights Must see to appreciate. Extra large rooms
and closets Call 753-3903
or 753-3104.
SPACIOUS 2-story, 4 bedroom brick located on large
lot in Canterbury Estates
LR, DR, Den w/wood
burning fireplace, breakfast. Lg foyer, 2'4 baths, 2
car garage. Owner anxious
to sell Phone 753-8050
between 9 and 4 or
753-0914 alter 6 p.m.
SPACIOUS 4BR, 2 bath
home. Double lot, gas heat,
owner financing. $59,900.
1613 Farmer. 753-5703.

4

SUPER BUY! Well maintained 3br brick, conveniently located on WisweN
Rd Central heat/air, modern kitchen with built-in appliances, fenced backyard,
storage building, landscaped and freshly painted.
$59,900 Call 753-7566

1

Quality built, 12 yr.
old, 3 bd., 2 bath
home on 15 fenced
acres. Ceding tans,
stone fireplace, Anderson windows, Jacuzzi, 30x40 shop
with 16x24 attached
shed, beautiful landscaping. many oak
and dogwood trees, 5
minutes from
Ky.
Lake, only
miles
from Murray. Excellent neighborhood. priced to sell

436-2105

Used
Cars

Boas
Mows

MMus

1986 FORD Tempo
1988 1911. CHEETAH Ru5-speed, air, GL package,
nabout 165hp I/0 $11,000.
p/b, sport instrument
Days 753-7688, nights
center, console monitor,
750-4703.
1978 MERCURY Cougar, styled road wheels,
1
aluminum can smasher owner, low mileag
e. 24' Sea Ray Cruiser, twin
with blower, arr-condrooner 436-5684
motors, weekender.
unit, non -working ap$10,500. Call 436-5598 alpliance, some furniture
1986 PONTIAC 8000STE: ter 6pm
Call 436-2299
*tete with gray, loaded, all
BOAT, motor, trailer, gas
1979 BONNEVILLE power. Price negotiable. can $350 753-462
1
Brougham, all equipment, 489-2869
NEW
outboard
local car, excellent condi
motors &
1986 PONTIAC Peribon 436-2427
sienne 4 door, AC, power trolling motors 19898 1990
steering, brakes, seats, models Below most dealers invoice. 100% financing
stereo/cassette, vinyl top
1982 OLDSMOBILE Cut753-0376 leave number, available. Marine Sales toil
lass. Navy, looks and runs
753-6911 evenings $6200 free 1-800-544-2850 5
good. See at 405 S. 8th ST
days 13a.m.-5p.m. cat
Cal 753-3584,
1986 TAURUS LX: digital
PONTO
ON boat slips for
1983 UNCOLN Continen- dash and door entry, all rent. Also, pontoon
boats
equipme
nt,
56,000 miles, for
tal, loaded, high mileage,
rent. For more informa$3500. 753-1522 days, or $5495 437-4723.
tion call, Cypress Bay Re759-4806 after 6pm.
1987 PONTIAC 6000 STE: sort, 901-232-8221
black
2-bone,
1983 RENAULT Alliance
. Fully
4-speed, sunroof, power gray v
530
option.
brakes, $1200. 753-2117. loaded
28 mu ,Asrt engine. Must
1984 MAZDA 626 LX. see! Extra sharp! 759-1543
Offered
Loaded all the way, electric or 753-0509.
A-1 TREE Service and
sunroof, great running car,
great condition. 489-2763 1988 BARETTA GT, Stump Removal. Spraying
24,000 plus miles, excel- and feeding Also free estior 753-2295.
lent condition, loaded with mates 35 years experi1984 RENAULT Alliance, all accessories. $7850. ence Glen Joiner
owner
1980 Toyota pickup. 753-7219
753-0906.
492-8392.
1988 DAYTONA: 5-speed, AA Bushhogging and
GradAC, light pewter, rear win- ing driveways and
yards.
1986 OLDSMOBILE Cut- dow defog, Alpine tape Cal 492-825
4.
lass Supreme Broughm, 1 deck, nose cover.
ALPHA Builders- Carpenowner, low miles, V8, t- 753-8651.
try, remodeling, porches,
tops, all power. Extra
sharp, new ores Must see 1988 SABLE GS, 32,000 roofing, concrete, driveto appreciate! 1984 Old- miles. 1988 Taurus GL wa- ways, painting, maintesmobile Delta 88, 4 door gon, 46,000 miles. Both nance, etc. Free estimates
Broughm, all power, nice loaded. $7950 each. 489-2303.
car. Call 753-4575 after 437-4723.
APPLIANCE SERVICE.
6pm.
1989 DAYTONA ES: dark Kenmore, Westing
house,
blue, automatic, tilt, pw/pl, Whirlpool. 30 years
experirear
defog, factory ence. Used Appliances
TOYOTAS COST LESS tape window
deck, 9600 miles, car Bobby Hopper, 436-5848
IN MURRAY
cover. 753-8651.
1977 DODGE Diplomat,
runs good, great work car.
CaM 753-1940 after 6pm

CARS • TRUCKS
VANS
finonc.ng On The Soct

YES
Everything
We Sell Is Under
Five Thousand Dollars
Price & Payment Displayed
On Each Vehicle

CARS
'88 Pont. 6000

'4981
'88 Dodge Aries Wgn '49117
'88 Ford Festiva L
'3987
'87 Ford Taurus V6
'4987
'87 Chevy Celebrity
'3987
'87 Plym Horizon

'3987

'86 Isuzu I Mark
'86 Mustang Lk

'3,987

'86 Cavalier

'3487

'4987

Military Lynx GS Wgn.'4487
'82 AMC Eagle

* '2987

'81 Toyota Corolla

'1987

TRUCKS
'87 Dodge Ram Van '4987
'86 Chevy. Astro Van '4987
'85 Ford Ranger
'4487
'84 Chevy 510

'4987

'84 Gig 515

'4987

'82 Ford Van

'3987

'81 Ford 350
11 Ford Van

'3987
'3987

'77 Chevy

'2487

Have You Been Turned
Down Elsewhere?
Credit Problems V OK
No Credit V OK
Divorce v OK
We sell dependable,
affordabla cars to people
who want to establish or
re-establish their credit.
Low Weekly Payments
Other Locations
Mayfield Paducah
See Sammy Bradshaw
or Jim Irby
1113 Sycamore
Murray
759-4999

ttget"

370
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Ussd
Cars

1513 London Dr 313R, 2
bath brick ranch Privacy
fence, deck, many extras
$89,900 753-5703

OLDER 4br, 2 story, double
bricked home,dose to Murray. Ideal for the larger
family or antique lover
Pnce reduced to $48,900
Call for appointment Dick
Keyser Real Estate
354-8818

PAGE
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Noma
For Sale

NEW On Market large 2 or
3br home on quiet street,
• 1% bath. family room,
", fenced yard, deck with upstairs 2br rental apartment
Ideal for large or growing
faintly Call Roberts Realty
753-1651

17, 1990

- Motorcycles
1985 700 VIRAGO motorcycle, good condition.
$1650. 753-7219
1986 Virago 1100 4700
miles, excellent condition
753-6125.
1990 SUZUKI RM 125
753-4832.

1971 MERCURY Marquis,
runs excellent, $300. Call
88 KAWASAKI 500 cafe 492-81346 after 5prn.
racer, great for the summer. Priced .to sell. 1974 OLDSMOBILE Delta
88, extra clean. Call
753-1074.
753-9832.
GOLDWING GL 1000 touring bike, excellent condi- 1977 CAPRICE good contion Low mileage. Call dition, runs excellent,$775.
753-0919.
753-5915.

OPEN HOUSE
SUNDAY, MAY 20, 1990
1:00 P.M. TO 5 P.M.

HAYMARKET CORNER
SUBDIVISION
SHOWING 4 HOUSES

Drive A Little-Save A Lot
We have now finished the development
of our
54 lot Haymarket Corner Subdivision,
located 2
miles south of Mayfield on Sedalia Highway
. We
are only 2 miles from South Highland
Country
Club; 2 miles from the Mayfield Shopping
Plaza;
16 miles west of Murray, Kentucky and
26 miles
from Paducah. We have 12 houses
either under
construction or finished at this time.
This
development has a paved street, undergr
ound
phone cable, electric service, communi
ty water,
cablevision service and natural gas. All
lots are
approved for septic tanks and the
subdivision
curtain drain is in place. Our reasonable
restrictions ensure a purchaser of appreciating
value on
their property. We presently have
5 homes for
sale and will have others at various
stages of
construction at all times. We are currentl
y living In
the subdivision ourselves and are in
the process
of impseying a building site for our
future home
on an adjoining ten acre tract. Needles
s to say, we
believe the quality of life in this area is
as good as
to be found anywhere. You can own
a new home
here for 10% to 20% less than
most places In
Western Kentucky. We will sell you
a home
already finished or under construc
tion or build to
your specifications on any of
our lots.

14 Toyota Camry LE 14,987
14 Bud Pant Ave. 5,987
14 Ford Crown Victoria: 14,987
14 Bud Century gn,. 14,417
13 Nisai tin
1,987
13 Pont Ciand Pt 1,987
13 Toyota Celia V '4487
12 Ford Cror fctona _1,987
12Port1raAni '447
12 Tort Teal
'4987
11 Datstri 8•210
'2,987
TRUCKS
'89 Toyota SR5 44 13487
'89 Toyota 44 Et. O 13,987
'81 Chevy Silverado '12,987
'88 Dodge Coin
1,987
18 Toyota 44
'10,487
11 Toyota Trick
'6,987
17 Dod; Caravr SE _1,917
17 Toyota Pi)
5,417
17 Astro Val
'8,987
17 Toyota Yai ,....'1C,981
16 Cloy S10 Es CI)4X4. 7,987
16 Ford Bronco II
'6,987
15 Toyota SR5 Lon; Bed '4,987
85 Chevy Blazer
16,07
15 Chevy Shark° 4X4 1,987
11 Chevy Silyerado '2,187
71 Tolo2
1,117
78 Chevy Siverado 1,487
Open tit 7 p.m.
Reggie Young
Aubrr y Hatcher
Chris Beardon
kij.A EllynS
Calvei
CoMGR

Builder and Developer

C. W. Shelton

TOYOTA

LAND & DEVELOPMENT CO.
Paris Road, 247-1434

OF MURRAY
S15 S 12th
Murray y

a

ay.

CARS
189 Toyota Tofu°
7,987
19 Ford Esort
'6,917
19 Toyota Corolla
1,487
'89 Toyota Carr/ '11,987
'81 labia 929
'13.487
'88 Ford T19rd
1,917
11 Toyota Corolla LE 1,487
11 Toyota Carry
10,487
17 Toyota Carry
'9,487
17 Naida 626 LX
'6,987
17 811 12515
11)17
17 Riot Cilta GT isv
17 Criry LE
'9,917
'17 Toyota Tercel
14,987
17 Plymouth Relient 1,987
16 Mercury Cougar '6,487
16 Pontiac Grrd Pr ....5,917
15 ToptaCoria

Phone
753-4961

(2)1981 Datsun 310s - one
runs, one does not. Call
Tina at Seafood Express,
753-6149.
son
Used
-Trucks
1970 FORD truck, long
wheel, 302 engine, power
steering, brakes, radio.
753-0376 leave number or
753-6911 evenings $1200.
1975 7, ton Chevrolet:
Automatic, P/S, P/B, air,
high mileage, $1450.
759-9856
1987 CHEVY S10,
5-speed, $4200. 753-1410.
1987 GMC Siera Classic
pickup, loaded with lots of
extras. Good condition.
Call 492-8491 or 492-8900.
1988 DODGE Ram 50.
black and silver, dub cab,
chrome wheels, tinted windows, extra sharp. Must
see! Call 753-5102.

Fri., May 18th at 2:00 p.m.

DAVID
ROBINSON

At Parker's Grocery - 210 So. 5th St., Murray, Ky.

Licensed
Journeyman
Plumber

759-1855
INSULATION Blown In By
Sears: TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate.
INTERIOR and exterior
paining. Work guaranteed
and references Call
436-2299.

GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing, tree work.
436-2642.

GRASS getting away while
mechanics play? Why wait
weeks? We'N repair your
lawn/garden equ4ttetit
MUST SELL: 1989 Ford quickly and expertly MidRanger XLT; Excellent way Small Engine
air,
Condition: LWB; Blue & 492-8543.
Silver; 15,xxx miles; 4 cyl ;
GREEN'S Home ImproveAuto.; Bedliner; 'Super
ment - One call does it all
Nice Truck
'
753-1916, Ask Room
additions, siding,
for Greg
garages, etc. 20 years experience. 354-6445.
510
GUTTERING By Sears
Sews residential and commercial continuous gutters
22' COACHMAN travel installed
for your specificatrailer, air, awning, sleeps
tions Call Sears 753-2310
6 Call 753-5538
for free estimate
32' HOLIDAY Rambler
HANDYMAN - Carpentry,
travel trailer, $6500 Call
plumbing, electrical, ma436-5598 after 6pm
sonry, roofing Large or
small jobs. Quality work at
520
good prices Free estiBoars
mates. 753-1550,
I Motors
evenings.
17ft. PROCRAFT with 140 HAULING, yard work,
tree
Evinrude 2 depth finders removal, mowing. Free 06arid trolling motor Excel- besides 759-1683.
lent condition, $5000.
753-7708 or 759-4533.
PLUMBING repairmen with
same day service. Call
1811. RANGER bass boat,
436-5255.
black and silver, 150 Mercury engine, Hummingbird PROFESSIONAL cleandepth finder, with Mercury ing, commercial and resifoot controltrolling motor dential carpet cleaning.
$5500 nice 759-1543 or window cleaning, ete.753-0609.
753-7533 or 753-7617.
Campers

•

Estate Auction

LAKESHORE Construction
- home remodeling,
residential/commercial renovabon, plumbing, concrete, trim/frame carpentry
436-5598.

Real Estate & Personal Property
Sat.,.May 19th, 1990 At 10:00 a.m.
At the Late Mr. L. A. Richerson Home
From Murray,Ky.take94 Westto Lynn Grove,turn south onto Hwy.893.
Follow 893approx 3 miles
to auction. Real estate sells at 11:00 am.
Washer & dryer - upright freezer- gas stove- ref. - microwave - chrome breakfast setset of stone pottery Corning Ware - Lazy Susan - several whiskey decanters - small hen on nestwhat-not items - flatware camster set- cast iron pieces - electric healers old clock cabinet - fans - old
books - vanity lamps- wall
kerosene lamps - walking canes - non bed - twin bed - old dresser with bevel
mirror 5 drawer chest radio nice couch &chair - recliner - odd chairs - coffee & end table - table lamps color
T.V. ruce viheel chair
- kit of pots & pans - misc. tans
Real Estate: nice 2bedroom, I bath home with large living morn- eat-in kitchen- laundry
room garage outside storage - storm doors & windows- vmyl siding - sitting on 2.329 acres
of land- mauire shade.
Terms on Real Estate:20% down selling price day ofauction, balance in 30 days
with passing of deed.
Lunch Available,

LICENSED electrician
James Gallimore electrical
service. Commercial and
residential. Fast, courteous
SeqViCO. 759-1835.
MASON with 3 years expenence seeks employment Call 435-4161.
MOODY'S mower repair.
Pickup and delivery. All
work guaranteed
753-5668.

PAYING TO
MUCH FOR
LAWN MOWING?

LICENSED for electric,
gas, refrigeration Installation and repair Free estimates. 753-7203.

11251

Darrell Beane & Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays."

KITCHEN CABINET REMODELING with wood
grain formica, all colors.
Free estimates Wulff's Re
covery, Murray 436-5560

BLOCK & brick & concrete
finishing Driveways, porches, new foundations, and
chimney and repair work
753-5476.

DUNCAN'S Landscaping &
Lawn Service - Does your
lawn need mowing? Or a
landscaping what you
need? Call 759-9706 for
tree estimate.

Dan Mil
ler - &Auctioneer
I u rns,c1 &

JOES Lawncare Residential & Commercial Mowing
and Trimming. 345-2312.

PAINTING, quality workmanship. Free estimates
References Call Craig,
436-5245.

CONSTRUCTION: New
homes, framing, additions,
garages, patios, decks, remodeling, solar greenhouses 753-0563 Tripp
Williams, Twin Lakes
Builders.

After 37 years at this location Mr. & Mrs. Parker
are retiring.
Will sell 200or more feet of good strong shelving - 16'ice cream
case,
shelve frozen food case by Tyler air screen - 24' fresh vegetable serve yourself• 24%5
bottom storage by McCray - 12' dry rack mirror back by McCray case, mirror beck and
- open-ioe frozen food
case - 12%5 thelf Tyler dairy case air screen -24' Hussman
n 4 shelf dairy case - 8' meal
display case bottom storage- 12' meat display case, bottom storage
- 12' Hussmann meat
display case - Hobart 3-0 lb. dignal scales, lb & oz., price with
slugs - 3 roll ply film hot
sealer - meat hand saws & knives - meat cutung board 30x30
meat block on legs - Globe
meat saw - Globe 5 HP meat grinder - King barbecue machine
- Attimel 8)(12. portable
meet cooler - 8'x12' walk-in cooler 6a8' produce cooler - Hollymatic
patue machine - 3
produce scales 30 lb. 2 double face hanging produce scales
- 3 check out counters with
automatic belt - 3 good up-to-date cash registers by Sharp - set
of'Fairbanks & Morris
platform scales up to 1000 lb. - advertising clocks - 2 security
mirrors -20 or more market
baskets - 5 isle markers - small rack for cards - bulbs
& tobacco - time clock - fire
extinguishers - bottle drink machine - P A set, AM/FM radio
hole sink - Aladdin kersone heater- 4 old electric cash registers cheek writers - stainless 3
tops - paper rack - the remaining stock of groceries -24 lb. set of scales - table
- other items not listed.
For more information & your auction needs,
Phone 435-4144

Repair
I.
and
Installation

BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL. Junior Thorn, operator. 30 years experience.
Septic system, drive-ways,
hauling, foundations, etc.
759-4864.

BUILDING Contractor 1989 FORD Bronco, Home improvements,
pole
55,000 miles, asking barns, portable buildings
,
$10,500. Call 753-0321.
decks, gazebos. Customer
CHEVROLET 1986 S10 satisfaction guaranteed.
4x4, LWB, V6, auto, A/C, Free estimates. L.E. Wilpower steering & brakes, liams 489-2663.
AM/FM, post-trac, topper,
bed mat, 37K 1 owner FENCE sales at Sears
miles, blue/gray, new Mi- now. Call Sears 753-2310
chelin tires, mint cond., for free estimate for your
needs
$7400. 435-4467.
JEEP 1981 CJ-5. Look
sharp, four inch spring lift,
two inch body lift. 36x5 tire,
lots of chrome. Asking
$4,000.00 or trade for 4x4
S-10 truck or blazer. Call
502-875-2764.

Public Auction

Wilson Realty - Key Associates

Wayne Wilson - Broker
So. 12th St., Murray, Ky. • 753-3263

Dan Miller - Auctioneer
435-4144
licensed & Bonded in 10. & Tenn. 01281

Dependable
timely service

Terry

Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays."

&

Real Estate Auction

Phone
759-9907
for free estimate.
If no answer,
leave message.

Sat., May -19th, 1990 At 2:00 p.m.

AtthM

Gene Steel!
Backhoe Semce

1st house on left.
This is a fine 4 bedroom,2 bath home with kitchen& dining area • family room
- living room- utility
room- central heat & air - storm doors & windows - paved dnve • private
well - satellite dish. This
house is sitting on /ppm 2 acre lot just minutes from Ky. Lake and from the
City of Murray. Ky. Mr.
Adams is in bad health and cannot maintain this property the MUNI for
selling.
Terms: 20% down selling price day of auction, balance in 30 days with
passing of deed
Auction held jointly with

QUALITY Construction.
Alteration & remodeling.
Porch & deck specialist.
436-2617 or 753-1126.

Wilson Realty - Key Associates

RESIDENTIAL plumbing
436-2156

Wayne Wilson - Broker
So. 12th St. Murray, Ky. • 753-3263

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair. Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing, concrete. Free estimates Call
474-2307.

Dan Miller

753-6156
492-8529

7

Auctioneer

435-4144

ROGER Hudson rock hauling and services 753-4545
or 753-6763

Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. 01281

"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays."

ROOFING, plumbing, tree
removal, yard mowing,
driveway sealing. Call
753-2869 or 436-5895.

Estate " uction

SHEETROCK finishing,
new or repair. 436-2811.

Thurs, May 24th 1990 at 1:00 p.m.
At the late Mr. Vert Trimble home.

STEEL grain bins Built,
moved, repaired and concrete work. 436-5615.

From Murray,Ky.take 94 East to Brown's Grocery or Little Golden Pond.
Turn onto Jones Rd. go approx.1/2 mile to auction. Watch for signs. Mr.
Trimble was a retired machinist and will sell a large lot of tools.
Large metal tool cabinet - drill Fest - lot of steel bits - bench grinder - side grinder - drill
motors large shop vise - air compressor - 5 or6 air wrenches& cutters - impact wrenches
large lot of sockets from 1/4"to 3/4" - metal cut off saw -Lincoln 225 - S welder with rods &
hood -5 new welding uniforms'socket sets - large Cclamps - cutting torch & tanks& tips
power generator - floor jack large air side grinder power
saw • Circular saw - saber saw hand saw - hand sander - rivet gun 'jumper cables - 10" Dewalt radial arm saw
- one
cylinder washing machine motor - new 8 HP gas motor- large lot of open efncl &
bar end
wrenches - plyers and adj. wrenches - tool boxes - solder gun - small & large
pullers furniture clamps - shop fan large log spliner gas motor - 1977 3/4 ton Ford truck 38,0(X)
actual miles- 1979 Ford car LTD 2 door,39,000 miles bought new by Mr.& Mrs. Trimble,
16 1/2'fiber glass boat 65 HP Mercury motor & trader - 1983 garden tractor 18 11P
with
tiller & blade- small 2 wheel trader- 5 HP rear tine tiller - 9.8 Mercury outboard motor
line trimmer- large track camper - Humming Bird 2000 depth finder - fishing equipme
nt air tank - lot of nuts, bolts & screws - appliance trucks - extra bottle for torch set - painting
gun - step ladder- air conditioner - electric wire - portable dish washer - extension cords C.B. - kerosene heater.
This is only a partial listing. Auction held rain or shine. Not revonsible for accidents.

STEWART'S Upholstery-.
Large selection of material
Free pickup and delivery
and tree estimates. 10%
discount on fabric and labor
on all items through May
31. 436-5236 and
436-5280
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal. Insured with full
line of equipment including.
604t aerial trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower competitive cost. Free esti
mates without obligation
Day or nite, 753-5484.
TREE trimming and brush
removal. Also handyman
work, dock repair and
inboard/outboard repair
Service calls 436-2502

For more information & your auction needs, phone 435-4144

Dan Miller - Auctioneer

Tem Paschall & Darrell Beane - Auctioneers
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays."

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15, most repairs
$35, all brands 3rd Street,
Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5.
Mon -Fri , 753-0530.

1

WILDEY'S Welding Portable anci Shop Hwy 121
Coldwater 489-2125.

Real Estate Auction

I

Fri., May 25, 1990 at 6:00 p.m.
Frau Murray, Ky. take 121 South to New Concord. Take
_Hwy,440W Buffalo Sulfer Rd. Follow _ ML.muction.
Watch for auction signs.
Will sell a 137 5 acre farm with frame house 2 bedroom 1 bath living nun eat-in kitchen outside storage - this farm has 100 acres lendable some timber - year round stock water - this
place has been surveyed and will be sold in 3 tracts We reserve the nght to oombnie any part.
1,auada Valentine - Owner
Terms 20% down selling price day of auction, balance in 30 days with
passing of deed.

WILL break and disk gel
den also landscape, level
bushhog Free
estimate 436-5430

This Auction Held Jointly With

10 ACRES grass/dover,-ready to bale Call
753-7187 evenings
STILL available' affectionate tree kitten to good
home 7rno old, neumwed,
house broken, declawed,
had all shots Answers to
'Chocolate 759-111M), altar 5pm

Billy R. Adams Home

From Murray,Ky.take Hwy 121 So.to Hwy.280 llirn onto 280

WILL do plumbing and light
hewing. 435-4169.

SEPTIC TANK
INSTALLATION
Trenching & Boring

Paschall & Darrell Beane - Auctioneers
"My

Roberts Realty
Anna Requarth - Broker
414 So. 12th Murray, Ky. - 753-1651

1)an Miller - Auctioneer

.
i

435-4144 - l. 111 (roe
'sit' Service urn's,,'1 Cosi. It Pays.-

,

l
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Lottery monies swell state General Fund by 34 percent
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Buoyed by a $91 million injection
ci lottery money, Kentucky's General Fund grew by nearly 34 percent in April, the Finance Cabinet
Monet
Total receipts for the month
were $425.7 million, compared to
$317.9 million in April 1989, the
cabinet said Wednesday. The
increase pushed the receipts for the
year to 12.951 billion, an increase
of 8.1 percent' Ma the previous
fiscal year.
The General Fund must grow by
5.5 percent for the year that'ends
June 30 in order to meet revenue
needs. Without the lottery receipts.
the annual growth through the first
10 months of Me fiscal year would
be 4.9 perceni
The Kentucky Lottery has been
periodically turning over its
receipts to a special trust fund
since it began selling tickets a year

Read the
want ads daily

Your Individual
Horoscope

ago. The receipts totalled $87.9
million. Another $3.1 million was
earned in interest.
Some of the major taxes that

tax receipts fell by 5.1 percent.
Finance officials said unusual
timing for processing revenue
items accounted for much of the

make up the General Fund had
widely varying receipts in April.
Sales tax receipts grew by nearly
31 percent while individual income

ago. The Road Fund has grown by
3.8 percent through the year, well
above the projected 2.8 percent
annual increase.

differences.
The Road Fund took in $64.1
million in April, an increase of 3
percent over the same month a year

Nowsmimar

CONIVIEW
Finc.odt 1ärK1

Prices Good
May 17 thru
May 23

1407 Main
Phone 753-4682

90.04d —

laoot

914.0t

Hours:
Mon.-Thurs. 8-7
FrL & Sat. 878

Deli Hot Line
753-7811

96/44

We Accept Food Stamps - We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders
U.S. Choice

U.S. Choice
Boneless Rolled

Clifty Farm Whole
Country

Ham

Rump Roast
Oscar Mayer
Bun Length
or Reg 1 Lb

Wieners

1 79

I

Lb.

Boneless $1.99 lb.

US Cho -

Chicken
Fry Steak

$2

Sirloin Steak
Extra

59

Lb,

1 59

Lean

Ground
Round

Turkey
Breast
$ 1 39
lc

I
Lb.
Sliced Free

$ 1 99

$239

Owen's Best Family Pack

U.S. Choice
Boneless Top

1

Round Steak

$ 1 89

Mr. Turkey

U.S. Choice

Ground Turkey

Ribeye Steak

$3

99

Lb.

Gold Kist Family Pack

Frances Drake
FOR FRIDAY, MAY 18, 1990
ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
Behind-the-scenes developments
are in your favor in business today.
Still, its a time to plant seeds rather
than to harvest results. Good news
affects the family circle.
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
Undercurrents influence your relationship with one close tie today, but
overall it's a favorable time for
get-togethers with others and social
activities.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
It could be a case of jealousy
between you and one co-worker
today. Still, this is a favorable time to
push your career interests. You'll
meet with new chances for success
now.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
A business offer may have strings
attached. You'll enjoy attending an
amusement today with your friends.
A wonderful chance to travel comes
now.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug.22)
Some problems could arise with an
in-law today. Extra funds could be
made available to you now. Exercise
good judgment when planning for
long range financial security.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
You're inclined to indulge yourself
with a luxury item now. It's a good
day for contract negotiations and
reaching agreements with others
Romantic outings are favored
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct22)
You'll have your sights set high
today as you meet with a bona fide
chance to improve your position in
life. Efficiency and common sense
combine to bring you work gains.
SCORPIO
((ct.23w Nov. 21)
Feelings are a bit intense now and
you should lighten up a bit to have
truly good times. More than one fun
opportunity presents itself now
Enjoy yourself.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
Luck comes to either you or a
family member. It's a good day to
secure extra credit and to make
important domestic decisions. Financial prospects improve now.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
You may find a friend imposing in
some way. Partnership interests are
highlighted now and you'll have a
good time with each other. Creative
work is also falling&
AQUARIUS
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
It's a good day to shop for the
home and to make important financial decisions. In business, you may
receive either recognition or a new
assignment.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
)P
.usol
41111
'Things go very much to your liking
now. Make important phone calls, for
you'll find others in a receptive mood
Evening hours are tailor-made for fun
and relaxation.
YOU BORN TODAY have an interest in public service as well as an
adventurous approach to life You're
liable to experiment before settling
on a career You have a strong will
and must be careful not to be
dictatorial with others Somewhat
dramatic, you'r* naturally drawn to
the theater and often have critical
talents as well. You'll succeed in
Intellectual spheres, but must guard
against a tendency to be expedient.
Blrthdate of: Bertrand Russell, philosopher; Robert Morse, actor; and
Margot Ponteyn, ballet dancer.

_
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Ground

Beef

1 09
Hunts Whole

I Lb.
3-4 lb. Pkg.

Tomatoes
145 oz

2/99'

1

I

Ronco 7 oz

Stokely s
ES.or Cut

19Lb

Green Beans

Spaghetti
4/$ oo

15

Leg

Country Ti—e

Lb.
4
99
5

Lemonade
Mix

r7

2/99'

Quarters

39!

$ 99

Or

sit

•Ot•

e0A

•

•\

Coke, Diet, Mello Yello,
M. Maid, Sprite

Sea Life Pink "

Hyde Park Grade 'A'

Salmon

Large Eggs
9 Do,

$309

5'

12 pk. cans

15.5 oz.

$ 1 79

Kraft

Soft & Gentle

Flav-O-Rich

BBQ Sauce
180z 89'

Bathroom Tissue

2% Milk

4 roll pkg. 7
9
°

Hyde Park

gal.

Hyde Park

Whole Milk

gal

Tomato Juice

$239

Hyde Park Sweet

Relish

Chase & Sanborn Brick Pack
'
46 oz 79

Mazola 30° Off

Sparkle

48 oz $239

Dixie Plastic

Paper Towels

Single Roll 69
'

Hyde Park

Cups

20 ct 16 oz 99
'

Libby's

Pork & Beans

0
15 oz. 3/99

Jiffy Corn

Muffin Mix

8.5 oz.

Coffee

$ 1 39
11.5 oz.

Dixie 9'

Corn Oil

10 oz. 69
'

$229

Plates

$ 1 59
48 ct

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
MeIlo Yello, M. Maid 2 Liter 99
'
Stokely's

Is

Potted Meat

Applesauce

3 oz
Hyde Park Stems & Pcs

15 oz. 3/99
'
Stokely's C.S. or W.K.

Mushrooms

Golden Corn 15 oz. 2/79
'

4 oz 69
'

4/seli

Owen's Best

Owen's Best
Storemade

Owen's Best
Oven Baked

BBC) Beef

Chicken Salad

Turkey Breast

$4k59
‘
0
Lb.
1

em Lb

Eckrich

Eckrich

Bologna

Pickle Loaf

$259

Lb
$289

Lb.

•

L

sq99
IV Lb

Owen s Best Storernode
Baked or BBQ

Beans
$ 19

el

Lb

Dole Golden
Ripe

Pencil Green

Fresh Green

Bananas

Onions

Broccoli

California

1 Lb

Fresh Yellow

Lettuce

Carrots

Corn

/
4
.
_
i
791
3)1
g.e& 59e 3/99' 4/1
Head
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Join us in American Home Week activities that will
improve private property, including homes, to make our
town a better place to live.
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Board of Realtors

HOME
WEEK

"More value
for your money...
that's why
State Farm insures
more homes than
anyone else.99

Pictured are the members of the Murray-Calloway County Board of Realtors.
They are (front row from
left) Randall Scott, Earleene Woods, Dian Boyd, Bob Perrin, Joe
Kennon, president,(second row) Chuck
Williams, HaIlene Perry, Mary Jane Roberson, Kathy Kopperud, Ann
Thomas and Max Dodd.
Tim Scruggs, FIC
Woodman Bldg.
3rd & Maple
the right to own property as one of 753-4377
the cornerstones of democracy
were emphasized.
In 1975, the name was changed
to "Private Property Week," with
the objective to protect the basic
human and constitutional right to
own, use and transfer property.
With the change to "American
Home Week" in 1986, the emphaWOODMEN of the WORLD
sis on individuals' involvement in
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY
their communities was further
Home Office: Omaha, NE
enhanced.

American Home Week national celebration
American Home Week, celebrated in Murray and Calloway
County from May 20 to May 26, is
a nationwide celebration of home
ownership and private property
rights for people, businesses and
industries sporafred by the National Association of Realtors.
The week is designed to remind
citizens of their rights and responsibilities to work together in creating a positive community in which
to work and live.

Throughout the week-long celebration; many of the local realtors
and the local Board of Realtors will
sponsor activities, such as open
houses, in the city and county.
The first organized involvement
of National Association of Realtors
in the civic, social and patriotic
values of their communities becan
in 1956, when "Realtor Week" was
designated.
The goals of distinguishing Realtors from nonmembers as well as

Twilla Williams

Randal Scott

Anna Requarth

Secretary

759-4810

Broker-Owner
753-2477

0 Residential

Office
753-9935
Home
753 1540
State Farm
Fire and Casualty Company
Home Office: Bloomington, Illinois

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.

0 Appraisals

0 Lake Property
0Farms
0 Commercial

0 Multiple Listing
Services

0Investment Property

Serving MurraylCalloway Co. For Over 35 Years.
Joe Watkins

Janice Claud

Chuck Williams

437-4229

753-8342

435-4561

Joe Kennon

Vicki Todd

Bob Haley

Sonja Darnell

Kenneth Darnell

489-2266

Prentice Dunn

Cindy Hicks

753-3939

437-4712

437-4712

753-5725

435-4510

753-2085

South 12th at Sycamore, Murray, Ky. 42071 • 502-753-1651
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NAR supports uniform system of rating
energy efficiency for better mortgages
The National Association of
Realtors supports the concept of
uniform system for rating home
energy efficiency that could help
buyers of energy-saving homes
gain access to more favorable
mortgage terms, NAR President-

Elect Harley E. Rouda told a
Senate panel last month.
Testifying March 27 before the
U.S. Senate Subcommittee on
Energy Regulation and Conservation, Rouda said, "Our association
supports efforts, such as those out-

Auto • Life • Health
Commercial-Homeowners

Judy Johnston
Managing Broker
Pat Bogard
753-0430
Tina Wright Toopie Moore
750-9244
7634274

Nice family home Conveniently located sear elementary schools & university. New heating k cooling eyelets.
fieplsem, basement could be used as
an apartment.

Cute country home, seer the lake.
Three bedroom"!bath house vsith small
guest how's. Priced in the Ws. Call
quick for an appointment 751-4000.

Historical Mansion • the ultimate In
privacy, located on 75 fenced &craw
with artesian well, 4 bedroom, 2 bath,
with 2 woodburning fireplaces. South
ern Hoepitality Welcome§ You in this
Drsenstie Plantation Home.

Get sway from ib all - Nestled in a
beautiful rustic setting. This family
perfect home offers three bedrooms,2
full bathe,all this overlooking9 beautiful rolling acres, only minutes from
town.

Beautiful Retiremest Home • I Br., I
Bo-, large dining.living room and den.
Located is town le • very nice area.
Has as soma VA GAM loan.

PIROCI LOCATION, ontortalansont
aeatar, comfort sad scososibility to
university aad major shopping arse.
City part vulture activities a quiet
•troll avr .

BILIMPLACIABLE AT ANY PRICK.Tho
assinsmnate prainsioaal wUl soloot
tango married to
thislump I
ity.
goorniains

compurruLY

REMOOELICIN A mast
to sok Iwo everything you need plum •
pool. Mood to soil.

MTG Real Estate/Better Homes &
Gardens of Murray - 7534000

Proclamation of American Home Week

lined in the Residential Energy
Efficiency Ratings Act, to develop
uniform energy rating standards
that will benefit consumers (by
reducing housing costs) and ultimately have the impact of raising
public awareness about home energy efficiency."
The act would require the U.S.
Department of Energy (DOE) to
contract with a residential energy
efficiency rating organization to
develop a uniform efficiency rating
system.
While some mortgage programs
already take into account the benefits of an energy-efficient home, no
standardization exists among the
programs.
Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae,
for example, have programs that
offer more favorable financing
terms based on a home's energysaving features or allow hornebuy- Murray Mayor Bill Cherry and County Judge Executive George
Weaks sign a proclamation declaring May 20-27 American Home
ers to include the costs of energy
Week. Witnessing the signing are members of the planning committee
efficiency measures in the mort- for American
Home Week (from left) Earleene Woods, Mary Jane
gage amount. But each has a diffe- Roberson, Phyllis
Huggins and Donna Cathey. The theme for Amerirent standard for qualifying a home can Home Week is 'Property
Pride is Community-wide.'
as energy efficient.
The same is true ot programs
involving FHA-insured and Department of Veterans Affairsguaranteed mortgages that take into
account home energy-efficiency
features.
"No person shall be...deprived of private property rights was instru"We eannot emphasize enough," life, liberty or property without due mental in the founding of America.
Rouda said, "the need to ensure process of law." These words from Through the years excessive govthat, under its contract with DOE, the Bill of Rights guarantee the ernment interference -- whether inthe contractor designs a system that security of homeownership, as do tentional or not — has eroded the
will provide the necessary informa- the basic rights to own, transfer and
rights inherent in private property
tion" to allow homebuyers purchas- use real property.
ownership.
ing energy-efficient homes to qual- Today, however, many laws and
In honor of American Home
ify for loan programs with favor- judicial decisions are more protec- Week, April 30 - May 6, the Murable terms.
tive of public interest, often at the ray/Calloway County Board of
Rouda said the shelter industry expense of private property rights. Realtors offers the following inforshould be involved in the develop- These laws were enacted for many mation on private property rights
ment of any standardized rating different reasons, and the degree of and encourages the citizens of our
system "to ensure a practicable and erosion of private property rights area to join in the celebration of
workable that will meet everyone's that results from them also varies. these rights, as well as recognizing
needs."
Resistance to the infringement of that with property rights comes the
responsibility to protect them.
The concept of private property
rights evolved from English common law which, to a large degree,
fi%‘S
14i)
cdosio litvjoi)()‘
was patterned after ancient Roman
• Full replacement
laws and has stood the test of time
cost coverage for repairing
and courts. They believed that the
rebuilding
your home...guaranteed
acquisition, possession and protecor
of property was an essential,
tion
for
your
coverage
• Full replacement cost
natural
and inalienable right.
property
personal
Revolutionary War
American
The
• $2,500 theft coverage on jewelry and furs
StC°N1)
took place, in part, because the
• $2,500 theft coverage on silverware and goldware
colonist found that certain acts of
• $100,000 personal liability coverage
Parliament were infringing on private property rights.
Plus a dozen other valuable coverages. And they're n?t added-cost
The full rights of ownership we
options. They're all built into a single policy - the new HOME
enjoy
today include the basic right to
DEFENDER HomeownersPoky from State Auto Insurance Companies.
possess, control, enjoy and dispose
of real property. The property may
State Auto
be sold, traded, given away, or
• Insurance Companies
willed to someone.The owner is free
to use the home him or herself,rent it
or allow someone else its use.
However, e do not always have
the absolute right to exercise these

Private property rights are
yours to have and protect

BP

PURDOMJ THURMAN &
INSURANCE
McNUTT
753-4451
Southside Court Square
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Positive 4th-quarter resales bely crash rumors
Belying rumors of a national
housing market crash, sales of
existing single-family homes,
townhouses, apartment condominiums and cooperatives increased
at the end of 1989 in 29 states,
according to NAR's latest quarterly
home resales report.
Leading the list of states that
saw third quarter-fourth quarter

increases in resales activity was
Vermont, which posted a 30.5 percent jump in seasonally adjusted
annual rate of sales of previously
owned homes.
Other states with double-digit
quarterly increases in th pace of
home resales were South Dakota,
up 25.6 percent form the third
quarter to the fourth quarter, Neva-

WANTED
HOMESELLER'S and HOMEBUYER'S
People who want to work with
Homesellers and Homebuyers
Call: Stephen Durbin, Principle Broker

WEST KENTUCKY PROPERTIES
1415B Main St.

759-1161

da, up 25.4 percent; Ohio, 23.3 percent; Utah, 23.3 percent; Washington state, 19.9 percent; Idaho, 19.4
percent; Louisiana, 18.1 percent;
Alaska, 16.4 percent; Wisonsin,
16.2 percent; Arizona, 14.6 percent, and Georgic-44.-1-percent Minnesota, Connecticut, Kentucky, Texas, New Hampshire,
Oklahoma, Oregon, Illinois, Indiana, Tennessee, North Carolina,
California, Maryland, Michigan,
New York, Montana, and Hawaii
also experienced increases in the
seasonally adjusted annual rate of
home resales from the third to the
fourth quarters.
Existing-home sales activity was
up 2.1 percent nationwide in the
fourth quarter, rising to an annual
rate of 3.85 million units for
October-December.
Regionally, only the Northeast
posted a decrease in the home
resales rate in the fourth quarter,

and even there, NAR economists
noted, sales activity was up in Vermont, Connecticut, New Hampshire
and New York.
NAR President Norman D. Flynn
said the fourth-quarter resale statistics show a predictable and encouraging response to lower interest
rates and affordable home prices in
the Midwest and South during the
fourth quarter.
"With the lower home prices and
overall economic conditions improving in these regions, along with
interior areas in the West picking
up some of the heat from coastal
markets, opie who are in good
financial shape now can afford to
get in the market," he said.
However, Flynn noted that buyers in some high-cost markets were
forced out of the housing market in
the fourth quarter. This was especially true for potential first-time
hornebuyers, he said.

Mortgage Loans
that top them all
Republic Savings Bank has the loan you need
to buy or build the home of your dreams. Plus
we've got loan options that top them all:
• Lot Purchase Financing
• Fixed Rate Construction Financing
• A Variety of Mortgage Loan Options
- Up to 30 year terms
- Fixed or Adjustable Rates
So,if you have time for just one call about
a mortgage loan—call us!
Sally Hopkins or Kenny Rose

If we were you, we'd bank with us.

In the Northeast, sales of existing homes slipped 2.6 percent from
the third quarter to the fourth quarter to an annual rate of 701,000
units, due in part to a 3 percent
decline in New Jersey and a 7.9
percent drop in Pennsylvania, both
high-volume states.
The Midwest's annual resales
rate of 1.04 million in the fourth
quarter was up 1 percent from the
third quarter, continuing an upward
trend in that region.
Three Midwestern states —
South Dakota, Ohio and Wisconsin
— recorded dramatic quarterly
increases in existing-home sales.
Association economists said the
increase in the Midwest reflected
the underlying economic strength
of the region and the growing
health of secondary cities in the
region. The economists expressed
optimism about the prospects for
continued growth in the Midwest in
1990.
The existing-home sales rate in
the South rose 2.8 percent from the
third quarter to the fourth quarter
to an annual rate of 1.45 million
units.
Texas, the state in the South
with the highest seasonally
adjusted annual rate of sales and
the second highest pace in the
country — 243,000 units — posted
a 7.5 percent quarterly increase.
Louisiana, Oklahoma and Georgia also saw increases in the fourth
quarter.
Association economists said the
postive sales growth in some southern states that had been "trouble
spots" for some time indicates that
the region is gradually turning
itself around and is likely to thrive
in 1990.
Despite some softening in highcost coastal areas in the fourth
quarter, home resales activity in the
West rose 8.r percent.
Fourth-quarter home resales
activity in that region was led by
California with a resale pace of
516,000 units, the highest in the
country. Other states, such as
Nevada, Utah, Washington, Idaho,
Alaska and Arizona, posted substantial increases in sales activity
from the third quarter to the fourth
quarter.
NAR economists expect home
resales to hold steady in 1990 as
interest rates decline and regional
strengths result in stable markets.

AMERICAN
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Misty Meadows subdivision

2210 Quail Creek Dr.

(left on Oaks Country Club Road.
turn into subdivision, second
road on the left)

0
Johnnie Robertson Road
(94 West to flashing yellow light,
turn left — first structure on left)

2108 Edinborough Dr.

2213 Gatesborough Circle
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1989 home sales strong despite ate increase
The sales rate of previously
owned single-family homes lost
some momentum in February, but
buyer demand remained relatively
strong in the face of mortgage rate
increases, according to the National
Association of Realtors' most
recent monthly home resales
report
The seasonally adjusted annual
sales rate of existing single-family
homes was 3.44 million units in
February, a 2.3 percent decline
from January's rate of 3.52 million
units and 3.1 percent lower than
the February 1989 rate of 3.55 million units.

The national median price of
existing single-family homes was
$95,400 in February, 3.8 percent
higher than the February 1989 rate
but $900 below the January median
price.
It appears that many buyers who
stayed in the market despite February's mortgage rate increases
selected less expensive homes as
their purchasing power slipped,
said NAR President Norman D.
Flynn.
The West was the only region to
record a month-to-month resale
pace increase. The February rate
there was 650,000 units, up 14 per-

4W.

Complete 120 acre farm west of Hazel.
97 acres tendable. House, 2 barns, 3
grain bins, machinery sheds. Owner
retiring! 492-8222

Sherwood Forest - 3 BD., 2 ba. brick,
pain stakingly well kept. $97,500. SOS
Nottingham Dr. 753-9930.

1

the January pace but unchanged
from a year earlier. The region's
median resale-home price in February was $73,800, up 5.1 percent
from a year earlier.

•

FEE SCHEDULE
Reduced from $119,000 to $99,950
en home on 3 acres only 4 min.from
square. (her 3,000 sq. ft. Ezell Rd.
753-8673.

Price Range
$35,000430,900
$40,000-549,999
S50,0141-$59,999
$411000-$40,900
5710000-579,999
S10,000-S89,990
$90,000$99,900

Fee
$1511
$17110
$1010
$1911
$2251
$2551
$20541

/HomeSellersA
5°:47 ,1;2:1(sySt Realty

3 BD., 2 ba. with separate apt. that
rents for $175 moo. Reduced to $66,500.
1908 Greenbriar. 753-4446.

NAR economists are expecting a
gradual decline in mortgage rates
in the second quarter of the year,
which is likely to contribute to an
increase in home sales. Tbe economists predict that sales of existing single-family homes will total
nearly 3.44 million units for 1990,
Under February's affordability
only a 0.1 percent drop from last
conditions, a family earning
year.
$20,000 would have sufficient
The lower median resale-home income to qualify for a $59,300
price and higher median family home using a $47,400 loan. A famincome during February and higher ily earning $30,000 would qualify
median family income during for an $88,900 home using a
February combined to increase $71,100 loan, and a family earning
NAR's monthly Housing Afforda- $40,000 could purchase a home
bility Index from 104.2 in January costing $118,500 with a $94,800
to 105.1 in February.
loan. A family earning $50,000
The index showed that a family could qualify, for a $148,100 home
earning the national median income using a $118,500 loan.

W,PAUL DAILEY • BROKER

A proposal by U.S. by U.S. Sen.
Lloyd Bentsen, D-Texas, to allow
penalty-free withdrawals from
IRAs for a first-time home purchase would represent an effective
step toward reversing housing
affordability problems, an NAR
official told the Senate Finance
Committee late last month.
NAR Executive Vice President
William D. North re-emphasized
the national association's support
for Bentsen's IRA proposal in testimony March 27 before the Senate
Finance Committee, which is
chaired by Bentsen.
NAR is working to ensure that
Bentsen's proposal will be included
in the fiscal year 1991 budget
approved by Congress.
"We commend the chairman
Sea. Lieyd Bentsen
(Bentsen) for the proposal he introduced last year to expand the use purchases and for college tuition
of IR
and to allow penalty-free payments," North said.
withdffwals for first-time home
The proposal, which NAR sup-

OPEN HOUSE 2 p.m.-5 p.m.
1600 Sycamore Extended
Luxury home in prestige neighborhood.
Seven bedrooms,four
bathrooms. Has income potential.

•

a

•

Bob fliltinipon-CPCU

r..

of $33,816 in February had 105.1
percent of the income needed to
qualify for conventional financing
covering 80 percent of an existing
home priced at $95,400 that month.
The interest rate used to calculate the index — a composite of
fixed-rate loan rates and ARM
rates for loans closed on existing
single-family homes — rose to
10.04 percent in February from
9.97 percent in January.

Sen. Bentsen proposes bill for penalty-free
withdrawal from IRAs for first-time buyers
Owner anxious to sell! Price reduced to
$77,500. 3 BD., 3 Ha., 2 car garage on
great lot just outside town. Neal Road.
753-1699.

'

cent from January's rate and
unchanged from a year earlier. The
median home price in the West was
$143,100, up 11.6 percent from a
year earlier.
In the Northeast, the February
home resale rite of 560,000 units
was unchanged from January and
8.2 percent below that of February
1989. The region's median price
stood at $143,400 in February, up
0.4 percent from a year earlier.
The most noticeable month-tomonth sales rate drop was in the
South, where February's resale
pace of 1.31 million units was 6.4
percent below January's rate and 3
percent lower than in February
1989. The median home price in
the South in February ws $85,600,
down 1 percent from the price
recorded after a surge in the region
in February 1989.
The Midwest experienced a
February resale pace of 930,000
units, a 1.1 percent decline from

Den Shipley

Robert 1111lington, Jr.

THE MURRAY INSURANCE AGENCY
AUTO- HOME. BUSINESS INSURANCE
0.1-Air Center
CALL 753-4751

Ponta
-

759-1881

REAL EST4TE
N. 8th

St. Suite A

ported last year, would allow up to
$1,000 a year in IRA-contribution
income tax deductions for those
unable to deduct contributions
under present laws.
"Only through proposals of this
kind can the nation's savings rate
be improved and the housing affordability crisis reversed," North
said.
He suggested one modification:
allowing penalty-free withdrawals
from an IRA by spouses, grandparents and parents to assist a husband or wife, child or grandchild to
amass money to make a downpayment for a first-time home
purchase.
"We believe this modification
would further the chairman's
efforts in improving housing affordability," North said.
He told the committee that NAR
prefers the Bentsen plan to one
offered by the Bush administration
because of several limitations in
the Bush plan.
Under the administration proposal, an individual would be permitted to withdraw up to $10,000
without penalty to help fund a firsttime home purchase, provided the
home price did not exceed 110 percent of the area median home
price. The administration's proposal also would disallow IRA withdrawals for first-time home purchases to the extent of the amount
rolled over from other IRAs, pension benefits or deferred compensation plans.
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Plumber needed
to donate time

Murray High School.
"We can't do that competitively," she said. "We couldn't compete with sired labor, but we could
do
it on a volunteer basis."
By TODD 0. ROSS
Carpentry students spend only
Murray Ledgor & Times Staff WrW•r
two to three hours a day working
A new house is going up in the on the house. But faculty at the
Lynnwood Heights subdivision off center have devoted much of their
of 94 West, and it is being built at time to the project.
no cost.
"Our two instructors Dennis HarThis house, the first of its kind per and Steve Arant have been putin Murray or Calloway County, is ting in a lot of their own time outthe project of the local chapter of side of instruction," Willis said.
Habitat for Humanity. Habitat is a
Local businesses have donated
national organization that builds materials for the two-story house.
housing for people who cannot "The price of the house is cut down
afford to buy new housing.
to about half through discounts and
The "no-cost" part of the ecu- donations," Willis said.
menical Christian organization
Needy families are chosen by a
comes from donated materials and selection committee in the Habitat
volunteer labor.
for Humanity organization. This
Much of the labor has come committee processes the applicafrom the students and faculty at the tions and makes sure the families
Murray-Calloway County Voca- meet certain criteria set by Habitat
tional Center.
Donna Cathey (third from left), member of the American Home Week
for -Humanity International.
committee, presents a check for
"Here at the vocational school,
"Their goal is to help people in $100 from the Murray-Calloway Board of Realtors to Marilyn Willis, principal
of the Murray-Calloway
we wanted to offer students an on- need who will care for the house," Vocational Center, for Habitat for Humanity. Willis
is in charge of the construction of the house for the
site building project," said Marilyn
Habitat. Pictured are (from left) Dennis Harper, carpentry instructo
r at the
Willis, principal of the vocational
Evans, carpentry student; Cathey; Willis; and committee members Earleene vocational center; Randy
Woods, Phyllis Huggins and
(Cont'd
page
10)
on
center located on the campus of
Mary Jane Roberson.

(Cont'd from page 4)

•

•
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rights as freely as we may wish. Just
as most property is subject to some
limitations, so are property rights
controlled by some necessary restrictions. These restrictions may be
thought of as "protections" that
enhance property and safeguard its
value.
American property rights and
privileges are limited or restricted
by four powers of governmeni The
first, power of taxation, is the government's right to tax property based
upon assessed value of the property
and the annual tax rate in the district.
The power of eminent domain is
taking private property in the public
interest. "Just compensation" is rePolice power is the right of the
government to regulate property for
the protection of the public's safety,
health, morals, and general welfare.
Zoning laws, housing restrictions,
building codes and subdivision controls are examples of regulations
based upon the police power of the
government.
The fourth power, escheat, is the
right to have ownership of property
returned to the state when the owner
dies without a will or known heirs.
Today, government bodies and
quasi-government
organizations
still take some rights from private
property owners without benefit of
due process of law, and many times
without just compensation.
"All residents should be aware of
local government regulations *fleeting private property," said Joe Kennon, president of the Mum/Calloway County Board of Realtors.

"You can do so by attending c,Ly
council meetings and becoming familiar with local property issues
such as zoning actions, taxation and
the enforcement of regulations that
affect private property owners," he
added.
The Murray/Calloway County
Board of Realtors also encourages
you to check out political candidates
for their positions on private property rights and exercise your right to
vote.
According to Kennon, "The importance of private property rights
lie in being aware of the preciousness of those rights and in the
recognition of the need for their
preservation and protection."

CELEBRITY HAVEN Park area VIP show},
lace Immaculate upkeep, hock Itahanate l'/2
story Warm hearth, crown rnouldtrigs, formal
dining room, 4 BR/2 5 baths ALSO 'Study
•2-car garage 'Gas heat "Decorator upgrades
"hardwood floors 'Paddle fans "Tree lined
street "Patio •Main level laundry 'Fencing
Just now on market

ENHANCES FAMILY LIFE Smart ranch
featuring hnck styling Freshly decorated
Quiet street, great family area, 2-cam garage.
fireplace glow, carpeting, eat in kitchen. 3
liFV2 baths. fencing An Excellent Value

'HOME
'LIFE
•HEALTH
'AUTO
'RETIREMENT
INVESTMENT
'BUSINESS
'FARM
'BOAT

64

Cornelison

MATCHLESS ELEGANCE. hitt now on
market! Brick ranch on 3 acres Cheery
fireplace, formal dining room,country kitchen,
3 BR/2 baths, central air PLUS "Foyer 4Greid
room *Mature plantings *Pantry •1.-argc trees
See this one now'

110ME PLUS INCOME large space for
family (living room. dining mom,I bedrooms.
2 baths, central heat and air plus two
2
bedroom apartments Income will assist with
your home mortgage lust now on the
madtet
with Century 21

1.1

•-

COUNTRY CHARM Privacy aplentlAn 2 53
acres enhances this Early Amencan 2 story
Stained glass, country kitchen, 4 8R/2 baths,
main level laundry Priced in the 540rs Call
Century 21

GENTLEMAN FARMER Country
story
bungalow Aluminum aiding, on 34 acres 4
fireplaces, electric heat, hardwood floors, sun
mom. horses OK, barns, out buildings, mina
farm. 5 BR PLUS "Natural woodwork Mime
in now A Beautiful Buy' 554.500

Agent - Ray T. Broach

7534703

Office Hours;
Mon.-Sat.
8:004:00

After HOurs:
Call For
Appointment
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According to the REALTOR'
Image Research Study,
9 out 01 10 buyers and sellers
that used a REALTOR
would use a REALTOR
_
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"People Helping People"

Call Us First & Check
Our Competitive Rates.
•Homeowners •Farm
•Life 'Health 'Auto 'Business
600 Main

753-0489

Time To Move AGAIN!
Moving • Moving • Moving
Into town, out of town, around town.
Why move all of your clothes! We can
store them for you and only for the
regular drycleaning price

Eight carpentry and electrical students from the Murray-Calloway County Vocational Center were recognized for their volunteer work for Habitat for Humanity at an appreciation dinner Monday night at the
First United Methodist Church. Pictured kneeling from left are Lannie Mize, Tommy Morgan, Tony Sledd
(second row, from left) carpentry instructor Dennis Harper, Gene Lee, Herbie Tabers, Rodney Murphy,
volunteer with Glover Siding and former student, industrial processes instructor Steve Arant, (third row,
from left) Eric Rogers, Shaun Hicks and Lonnie Brittain. Harper said about 46 vocational students helped
build the first house for the Murray-Calloway County chapter located in Lynnwood Heights on Kentucky
94 West.

Habitat...

•No Storage
Fees
*Moth
Proofed
•No Time
Limit
•Insured

ONE HOUR
CLEANERS

by
mo

(Cont'd from

Central Shopping Center
753-9525

"From coverage to claim, our personal involvement will set a new standard for the word service. If it doesn't, we don't deserve your business.-

DALE WILLIS
at our
Murray Office

753-8810

page
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Willis said. "It is also geared toward people who have steady
employment."
The family is required to put in
"sweat equity" in their new home.
"They must contribute at least 350
hours of labor toward their house,"
Willis said. "Our family here has
put in more than that."
The family is then given an
interest,free, 20-year loan to pay
for the home.
That family is the Pattersons,
Roy and Shelia and their four
children, Ricky, Susan, Jessica and
Eddie.
"Everything about the project is
real slow," Willis said. "We are
waiting on everything."
As an example, Willis said that
Glover Siding Co. is putting up the
siding on the house during their
free time. But with all the rain,
Glover has been getting behind and
their free time is spent catching up.

"Right now we are looking for a
plumber," she said. "We have volunteers who are willing to help, but
we need a licensed plumber who
will donate his time."
Willis said Habitat has not paid
for any labor so far in the project.
"We are trying to hold to that."
Habitat for Humanity was founded by millionaire Millard Fuller in
1976 and has grown into an international organization.
"We do new housing and do
repairs, such as putting on roofs,"
Willis said. "We are looking at
doing that type of thing next year."
Willis said that Habitat hopes to
have the house done this summer.
With school letting out soon, there
will not be vocational students to
help out, but she said the Mayfield
Boys Treatment Center will donate
their help during the summer
months.
"This is really a neat thing, gettin that many different people
together to help on a project," she
said. "David Roos (minister at the
First Christian Church in Murray)

has been spearheading the whole
project, and Noel Bingham (minister at the First United Methodist
Church in Murray) has been handling the fundraising. Everyone has
been just wonderful.
"We've had the support of civic
clubs, big churches, little churches
— it has been a community-wide
effort," she said.
On May 14, students at the vocational center and other volunteers
were honored guests at an appreciation dinner in the social hall of the
First United klethodist Church.
Ten electrical and carpentry students and their parents auendad.
Also present were members of the
board of directors of Habitat for
Humanity, representatives of area
churches who contributed funds to
the cause, and the Pattersons.
The U.S. has more home
ownership than any other
country. Sixty-four percent
of our adult population own

icrik
"More Coverage
For Less."

homes. Our property rights
enabled us to establish
lifestyles unparalleled in
the world. They cannot be

Ask us about our

Goldstar Homeowner Policy

taken for granted.
***

***

If your home is worth $50,000 to $300,000 ar)d is not
more than 20 years old, you will be eigible to receive
the BEST homeowner rates Grange Mutual can offer.
AMERICAN
Paducah . Benton
443742(1
527 8621

Mayfield
247 4852

Murray
753-8810

Western Ky. Insurance
302 N. 12 St.

753-5842
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NAR's Flynn praises Bush for 1990 capital gains tax
The following statement by NAR
President Norman D. Flynn was
issued to the national media after
the Jan. 29 unveiling of the fiscal
1991 federal budget proposals of
the Bush administration.
"The National Association of
Realtors applauds President Bush
for including a comprehensive capital gains tax proposal in his 1990
budget. We are pleased that this
year's capital gains proposal from
the White House includes depreciable real estate among the assets
eligible for the new lower tax rate.
"The capital gains tax proposal
by Bush would preserve the common man's investment as well as

encourage further investment,
which is good for the overall economy and the future of this
country.
"Applying a lower capital gains
rate equally to depreciable real
estate will help cure the equity
paralysis affecting the current real
estate investment market. High federal taxes, combined with state and
local taxes and closing costs, make
it impractical for an investor to
move his equity into new
investments.
"The real estate industry already
has borne more than its share of tax
increases. Since 1981, 17 different
provisions — from limitations on

MIS allows local realtors
to share their information
The computer beeps and purrs to
the clickety click of the operator on
the keyboard. The screen blinks
with instrUct.)ns and menus until,
with a flourish of graphics the user
has entered the electronic world of
instant information via the "On
Line MULTIPLE Listing Service."
A few more strokes on the keyboard and this marvel of electronic
gadgetry begins to display page
after page of Calloway County
properties listed for sale with local
real estate firms. Today, the Realtor at the controls is looking for a
three bedroom home with a two car
garage, within the city limits, that
is priced between $50,000 and
$70,000, for one of his customers.
The appropriate command is
entered into the computer and within seconds the printer chatters out
the complete list of properties that
fit his description. "Definitely,"
says the Realtor, "a far cry from
thumbing through endless pages of
fuzzy pictures and incomplete
information just to pick out a few
properties that are rendered unreadable by the copying machine."
According to Joe Kennon, President of the Murray Calloway/
County Board of Realtors, the
'
Board's Multiple Listing Service
was in need of a complete overhall.
The Multiple Listing Service or
"MLS" for short, is a service provided by the local Board of Realtors that allows member firms to
share information about properties
that arc offered for sale. This
allows member offices to have
access to properties listed by all the
other members.
Kennon stated that, "in the past,
the listings were compiled in a
book and sent to each member
every four weeks with only a small
update bulletin in between. At
times, it would take as long as four
to six weeks to get a new listing
into the book and have the information available to all the member_ ship. We felt that this was a great
disservice to the public since it

took so long to actually get the
information in the hands of the
salespeople and ultimately to
potential buyers."
While studying ways to revamp
the system, Kennon enlisted the aid
of an Alexandria, Ky. publishing
and printing company by the name
of IMCO. "The people at IMCO
were used to working with small
Boards like ours. They knew we
didn't have the budget to fund an
elaborate computer setup on our
own, so they offered to provide the
equipment, software, and support
necessary on terms that we could
afford," explained Kennon. "Now
we have a complete system that is
identical to those in use by some of
the largest boards in the country."

deductions of real estate investors'
losses to restrictions on historic
rehabilitation credits — have
eroded nearly all tax incentives for
real estate. The Bush proposal
would send a signal to the real
estate investment community that
the erosion of tax incentives for
our industry is over.
"Also, a reduction in the capital
gains tax for real estate would benefit all income groups because each
group holds investment real estate
roughly in proportion to its income.
For example, households making
less than $30,000 earn 31 percent
of total income and hold 32 percent
of investment real estate in the

Read
The Ledger
& Times
Classified
Ads
••ma.mr1

"In addition, NAR praises President Bush for his proposed 'American Family Savings Plan,' which
will help families to save for bigticket items such as as downpayment on a home. By encouraging
savings through tax benefits, our
government would be helping more

,
.

icJ. .

Daily for Listings
of Homes From
Your Realtors.

people realize the American dream
of homeownership, a laudable goal
amid the mounting affordability
problems faced by many people
today.
. "We look forward to working
with the White House and Congress to turn these proposals into
reality during the second session of
the 101st Congress."
***

***
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The Insurance Center
Of Murray
For A Free
Financial Security
Analysis

Call 753-8355

Tim Herndon

•
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HOLTON, MELUGIN & HAVERSTOCK
INSURANCE AGENCY
joru 1.3 211 S. 12th St.

SHOWPLACE ESTATE. Club-area brick California-style Spanking new, white-glove upkeep 2 fireplaces. master suite wisps, formal
dining roan, lenn-Au range, 3 BR/2 baths,
large view deck •Skylighu "Quiet street
"Hardwood floors 'French doors •pantry
'Foyer Nothing like it in Murray!
Misty Meadows-S. of Oaks Country Club

MARTIN HEIGHTS - SUPER-STATUS ELEGANCE.Elegant patrician borne New Eire
side glow, leaded glass, walk-in closets. coon
try kitchen, 3BR/2 baths, Master suite •Patio
"Great family area Call Century 21 753 1492
Martin Heights-1572 Mockingbird

753-3415

The Extra-Business Copier...
Only from Toshiba!

New Toshiba BD-49101 1
All the standards of a basic business
copier plus...
065% to 200% Zoom1
0 Auto Exposure!
0 True Edge-to-F.dge Copying!
0 Statement to Ledger Size Copying! El Stationary Platen!
Get extra business copying capability
.. and quality! See the new Toshiba
130-4910 Extra-Business Copier today!!
'Ask your neighbors afriut Nat

EXECUTIVE PARADISE Peerless estate
Cedar Ph story Contemporary Cheerful
hearth. leaded glass, master suite,formal dining
room, walk-in closets. 3 114R/2 5 baths ALSO
'Quiet street •Foyer 'Wraparound deck
2213 Gatasboro

REDUCED $10,000' WOODLAND' Superla
Live I Vi story white brick Fireside warmth.
formal dining room,large view deck,4E1R/2'h
baths Call Century 21 753-1492 MAKE
OFFER
Gatesborts.211111 Edlaborough

1

•

WOODIA:SD EDEN Sparkling ranch ele
egance Exquisite upkeep Central au, cathedral ceilings. skylights, walk In closets, 2 BR/2
baths •Deck 0n cul de sac •Ierge trees See
you at Open House
South Johnny Robertson Road

'
1 N,'
BRICK STYLING Ranch with pleasing flair
()tract street. central air, gas heat, 3BR/2 baths.
redecorated this month MOVE IN CONDI
noN See you at Open House'
1109 Guthrie
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TOSHIBA

116 N. 7th Mayfield
CaN: 1400433-7296

_

OSES - SUNDA I,2,

Call 7534916 For
Classified
Advertising

"The More-Than-One-Company
Insurance Agent"

E

country.
"Those
earning
$30,0004150,000 account for 57
percent of total income and hold 52
percent of investment real estate,
and those with incomes above
$150,000 earn 12 percent of total
income and hold 16 percent of that
real estate.

Toshiba'

Office Hours:
Mon.-Sal.
A:00-6:00

Loretta Jobs Realtors
753-1492

After Hours:
Call For
Appointment
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Over 28 years of service
and still the No. 1
marketing tool in Real Estate.

'Meet Our
Staff'

From coast to coast the Homes For Living
magazine has earned the reputation for
being a proven leader. Why? Because it is the
one monthly real estate magazine that displays your home both locally and internationally.
Phone 753-1222 or stop by our office at 711
Main St. for your complimentary copy of our
new HOMES FOR LIVING MAGAZINE. It
features 64 of Murray and Calloway County's finest homes and it's just out this week!

Bill Kopperud
Broker

-414,
•••

•••

•

111•1.

Kathy Kopperud
Million Dollar Club

Frankie McNutt
Million Dollar Club

AMERICAN HOME WEEK

044

Warren Shropshire
Million Dollar Club

Amos McCartny
Million Dollar Club

r

4
Max Dodd
Million Dollar Club

(

Join Us in the Celebration
of American Home Week.

Ann Thomas
Million Dollar Club

We invite you to tour these
"one-of-a-kind" homes
Theresa Knight
Million Dollar Club

.

Ellen Jones
Secretary

OPEN HOUSE
Sunday, May 20th

Lindy Suitor

2-4 p.m.

Jane Roberson

2210 Quail Creek Dr.

811 Sha Wa Ct.

1523 London Dr.

700 Glendale

